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The Class of 1995 is proud to dedicate its yearbook to Mr. Robert Sayegh for his inspiration and dedication. During his thirty years at Passaic Valley, Mr. Sayegh has taught Editing and Publishing and English and has served as advisor of the film club. Above all, Mr. Sayegh has given guidance and confidence to his students.

The Class of 1995 hopes that Mr. Sayegh will stay active and enthusiastic during his retirement. His friendly face and kind ways have warmed the hearts of his students. Mr. Sayegh will never be forgotten.
Mr. Thomas Patierno began teaching in September of 1958. Mr. Patierno’s involvement at Passaic Valley is apparent through the following positions he has held: teacher of Health, Physical Education, & Driver’s Ed, Director of Athletics, Dept. Chair of Health & PE, History & Music, and I.A., Asst/Head Baseball & Cross Country coach, Asst. Field Hockey & Head Softball coach, Varsity Club advisor, and Admin. for the class of 1980 & 1984. Upon leaving P.V., Mr. Patierno intends to travel and volunteer in the community. He also plans on living life to the fullest with his wife, children, and grandson.

In September of 1959, Mr. Carmen DiSimoni entered the hallways of Passaic Valley. During his stay here Mr. DiSimoni taught World Cultures, U.S. History I and II, and was advisor of the Gifted and Talented program. As well as being an instructor, he also took on the role of Assoc. Principal. Outside of P.V. Mr. DiSimoni enjoys spending time with his wife and five children. During retirement he plans to travel, golf, and play racquetball.

Mr. Michael DePaul began his teaching career at P.V. in 1960. Throughout his thirty-five years here he taught Business Education. Besides obtaining his teaching degree from Montclair State College, Mr. DePaul also served in the U.S. Navy and is a Korean War veteran. Happily married for thirty-five years with five children and one grandson, Mr. DePaul plans to possibly teach at a two year college, golf, and spend time at his Toms River home during retirement.

1963 was the year in which Mrs. Lily Silverstein first became a part of Passaic Valley’s Foreign Language Department. Mrs. Silverstein was a Spanish teacher and advisor to the Spanish Club. Mrs. Silverstein began her education in Israel and finished with graduate work at NYU. She was also a member of the Israeli Army. Mrs. Silverstein’s family includes her husband, one son, and a mother and brother who live in Israel.
THREE TALL WOMEN

Dear Member of the Class of '95:

There are physical and mental walks through life that each of us undertakes in order to find comfort, excitement, and encouragement. Some of the paths we travel prepare us to face life's challenges; other paths force us to make decisions, yet still others enable us to develop special friendships, create indelible memories, and set our sights on new adventures. As you exit the security of Passaic Valley H.S., I invite you to travel the roads less taken. Seize every opportunity to explore and exchange ideas and ideals. Ask questions and then ask more. I urge you to view what is in front of you, look past the terrain that seems so dense and take one step, and another . . . . . . . and another . . . . . . . and another . . . . .

I wish you and your classmates much success in your exciting adventure and may health, love, and humor be your constant companions.

Sincerely,

Judith S. DeRosa
Grade Level Supervisor

To the Class of 1995

It's finally June! Graduation and high school will soon be over. Memories, now vivid, will fade with time. Remember those moments filled with excitement as you cheered our teams on to victory . . . those quiet moments meditating on the future . . . those tedious moments spent studying . . . those happy moments spent with friends . . . those special moments at the Cotillion and Prom . . . those anxious moments waiting for graduation. We thank you for allowing us to share these moments with you.

You are now the world; you are our future. Never fail yourselves. Reach for that star . . . it's within your grasp. We wish each one of you a lifetime of happiness . . .

Always,

Miss Kowalsky & Mrs. Otterbein

Mrs. J. DeRosa

Miss Kowalsky and Mrs. Otterbein

20/FRIENDS OF '95
WHO'S WHO IN THE CAST

Jaimee Lyn Pruiksma
"Pruiks" President
Ambition: Medicine
Memories ... 4Yr Vball Capt 4Yr Vball GrtX's w/ KBFBSLMY JH JFLSKG PKST CK94 HYDTNw/ FRSL JJDVVy PUSH MYF RKGJH JULY4wkd7? CqCdw/ LFLSHKG BSRVDGS SL-CpMy HilSBohThere Sghrdrng-BROOK KB-BrtcktOb ButThatsOK Hi Thnx4BlngTher FR-FrndnSin3Yrs 1231st RdlInwods MY-MelmMndy w/knd JH-Bvs&Bttld LS-BAIL HARD KG-Ahb, Sthgn LF YNUnCldntGolDoor LM-SqgLmn JAs-Sis&Bro CV-Fishr 3sprtToG BW-AlwaysInMyHeart Mom Dad Jon Thanks for Everything. Love you!
Secret Ambition: To never let yesterday's disappointments overshadow tomorrow's dreams.
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Kristen Leigh Gorski
"Kris" "Gorsk" Vice President
Ambition: College/Musical Theatre
Secret Ambition: To see the curtain rise everynight and never have it fall for the last time.

John A. Serpiglia
"J.J." Historian
Secret Ambition: Huh, huh, Uhmm ... I forget.

Treasurer
Faith Maija Rosolen
Ambition: Psychology
Secret Ambition: To remember yesterday, live for today, and dream for tomorrow.

Stephanie Lucas
"Steph" "Steffi" Secretary
Ambition: Success
Secret Ambition: To realize what my dreams are and make them come true.
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY
Ricardo Aguilera

"Rich"

Ambition: To own my own business.

Memories ... Good Times With JCJ KMAFP CCJB, RSM PBH HBBDBMRHDDAN CNDJ PAJEPAML RDSLSTL! TOKETIME SALSHEJ KHE JCHSES WHSEMLHS LDSCSE NSMPEVRY 1ISLOOKENATUS!! JCTWIT CHENNYCW/ MAPAT BAGS? PACANAKW/ CMPDHBB JCBOTTLEHUFFENW/ JOELES M ARCASEVRY!! RSIEND. MCCW/ SLANSTLBD MACHNELLYFAELSDW/ MLA SMT SCARTOWEDDM LANST TRASHED 410DAYS. 'LATER' 2ALLTHEFREAKS THANXMOMDADM ARIA - FRANK 4 EVERYTHING MP DH LOVE YOURS FOREVER BFFE MP DIRTY RAP. RS#1. RAY RAT

Secret Ambition: To be one step ahead of everyone else.

Matthew Andreano

Ambition: To raise the consciousness of humanity.

Memories ... I saw the best minds of my generation destroyed by madness starving hysterical naked. 1st per. B-ball Andy, Jord, Kevin, Danjamie? Mike gettin in 5th Lunch 8th period w/ Mrs O Malley NUT MONKEY remember a ninja We buy stubs da ugly kids youre FAT!! Wizzummm Jen I luv you!!

Natale Anello

Ambition: To go to college

Memories ... Hitting the truck with CP Summer drive by's with JF The Park with TV RR and the SunRise the two best summer jobs. Changing the oil with HA and CP Track, Tennis, Soca, 92/93/94 CS 606-1 Good luck next time. Reeple with JF "Hurry Up, Follow me!" Playing Bktbl at JPs Wang Res. JG "You have no luck at all?" Orng trackboy "what's your point" Thanks to my family and friends. Sorry if I forgot anyone. Congratulations Class Of "95"!

Alain Aoun

Ambition: To be the Pride of the Family.

Memories ...

Secret Ambition: To always see the truth in all the lies.

Lauren E. Allu

"Laurha, Allu, Laur"

Ambition: corporate law

Memories ... Grade/ HJHCFLFJP JSPPDNDC SSNSAHJCLFSW Firdaww/JH always BF Fellw/ JHCPCACJVFPPARKER LFS llaudrife sayanyngh Mexico Magic M-D suntNYCC/ evvrybdy SWlegal hirattin WuTang ClanGYOD LinitBFtennis bumscentys APPhishawbait FrdlysCape Mrym SchlSuzy Grnbg JCBFSeaside IHOPR + 46Ldwr/ JCRGGLotts PetrasMenhead Lovaluat Hngn w/KKVTDBN0 at JF's Jokr Deadw/ DNNJPC Flyd w/SWDBBA Dave, not just a brother a best friend Mom Dad thanx 4 everything I Luv U

Secret Ambition: To be one step ahead of everyone else.

Christopher A. Apolito

"Chris"

Memories ... Two Years of Football & Wrestling! Hanging w/ all the fellas & chillin' hard! MtPlst. park w/ TJ JP PA JE. Chillin in P-Town w/ GA SD DS & the rest of the T.B.O. crew! Hangin' at the "C-House" CT and SA you'll miss the nips! Mom Dad thanks for everything!

Jaime Aquino

"Freak", "Rat Girl"

Ambition: Criminal Justice

Memories ... 4yrs Fbl CAPT 2 track Grfx w/ my bro and C.D. also MW, TC summer 94 Watching the worst movie at MW house Working out all sum Going to CC and getting caught with JC, MDM, BJ, CV, TC, DC TC I will try to remr to call you up. Hey DG Redman is the best JP chicken salad Mom, Dad thanks for everything.

Secret Ambition: To laugh till I cry and love til I die

Giancarlo Ardolino

"John"

Ambition: College

Memories ...

Secret Ambition: To be the Pride of the Family.
Paulaulita
Memories...HastMSinWPw/TJJP.
BK in the DAY "fl" ME + Tx. Chillin
atPinnerw/TJJPJPFPDFSEFME
JERBJGC.H/ontheWB.
Walkinghome/URinthefreezingCOLD.
CH/w/millerinGarrett.
In/ILunch on
lookout w/ML. Foodclass8th, w/JP+J,
midterm+Finalw/JP,
whenEhoredinclass.CH/at
theCanalw/JPJUJIG.
LitNick build-
ings="#afterBud.CH/onTheWbw/
DSBMFTBTEEGreatweekend.
atTRhouse. Neverforgetyou.CH/
AtlGrandhousew/theGOODFAT
HER.CH/atURhouse.CH/tattscliff,
butterckw/M/PLGSmUSTG.

Secret Ambition: Have my own planta-
tion.

Sabrina Aversa
"Sabri" Ambition: Physical Therapist
Memories...CTSABFFE
SACTAMKLCSum93MDWC
TFIPA!TDILL!KMDontGet
toclosedo/TP!CTKNDFPK &
willk yarnourdefined! Win
dysntdriveawayvoicesCT!Want
sauces!
Dntftgotointothecitywit CTAMKM
HeyBlonde!BR&CTShtprtePikingLot
TSWannaHookUp?KMWrdslBond!
AMThanksM!Hen!DMarethey
bigtoday?Shout2myboyCarueCaco
veryournpsCShyeakCTdontftg
SummerSt. BchSt. boyz & revenge!
AM9-16-94HParty!SAT
TKMZooted!ThankstoMom&Dad
andmysisterLuvYaandThanx
toalmyfriendz!mout!
Secret Ambition: T.G.T.G.I.S.

Matt Bariso
Ambition: Electrician
Memories...4Yrsandfinallyout
RM, JS, RD, MM whosgot the
real car! Throwing milk carton at
Bagel Bob with J.C., C.I. SO ever
going to set a car Z24 H! Wild-
wood94 with VV.TD.RG We won
to forget that week! RC adjust that strap
HalflH!LH Thanks for all the advice
you saved me. Dave nice car! BH Go
get yours!!

Secret Ambition: To own my own
business.

Shannon-MeganBarreca
"SHANIEG" Ambition: Art Teacher
Memories...BFw/LCSWKJN/DMF &
DP4yrGreenDance2yrHedaw/JH
Pty at KD & JD SNAGGED! LC-JD
bfrskol. SW&MF-Rtrtn.
KKshmg.
SWGrovefalatKNONES.
Sped Sace was good! KD & JD BP 4
13yr- Luv U guys! JS-Our whole
lives.HG-MISSU!KD&JDUloklike
RichSimons-KD."MyGruntther-
"JD-Afrdrides?LC-testn
BR-thinkGod!SW-knnkhk-OYEH!!JH-
GrIShowWhat?When?MVC-LuvYa
4EVER1/994!Slis-thnx4getinme
outoftrible. M-thxn4listin2
her"IPORGOT"LuvYaBrkstfClu.
Secret Ambition: For my mom to be
wrong just ONCE!

Holly Berdan
ambition: musician
memories...unfairlifewhenyou
to turn i-morrissey. "kind and gentle
be to strength takes it". everything
for you thank-best the are you-family
my to. you lovei. me forget dontIha!
equally you love-jm! man you
lovedriend best my-ap! fool dancing a
i\m's!10 shehisdh.jack-kmlpedo a
smell i-kd "in hide to hole cubby a
havin is comfort"-mdp jm-mistake
brilliant, writeup this hidden in messages
are nohere secret ambition: language interna-
tional an latin pig make to.

Thomas Barone
"Tommy Salami Barone
Baloney" Ambition: To be a lawyer
Memories...Thank God It's Over!
Thanx MomDadValGabMarina & Phil.
HangingWitTheGuys:J.J.
FrankCarmSteveRob"Stubby"Tony
KeeperWaeesi&Ryan"ILHaveTo
Win1Hand"&MarchHiLadies.
LovesYaLa & Lynn, Mel, JH
"Pete"!KilMe!Tonya,KristenJ
HunterJaimelauren.ChinkyWitJJ.
Mom. DayWas "Golden" PT.
MiaInPolska, PC "Kill & Bikilled"
DiMaio "STOP BETTING!!" DC
"GetOutOfMyClasses",SMC.
BurnBabyBurn. Kilpatrik = Fatality
KeepHoodsInTheHood!Say"Killing
Handicaps"ToTheRestOTheClass
StayCool!
Secret Ambition: To eat soap and pass
bubbles.

Marcella Bussora
Ambition: Elementary teacher
Memories...Good Times/F-
Thnx4evrYtnhtg!Walksin92-93
&brngaTape!!Dncert!
Things'Lgetbetter!!Luv-U!
LS-
DDconcert!&B-Days-were thebest!
Se-
yaTomorrow!Luv Ya!NH-Cliffs-
niceHair!Luhn4yumuchgr-Times!
GoodLukintthefuture!RH-
rgpawestbebest! URaguy-Rencem-DM
cert!VB&MM-Thnx4gertime
TR!!LuvU-Lp&ZInTheGood
Mem. DayWas "Golden" PT.
MiaInPolska,PC "Kill & Bikilled"
DiMaio "STOP BETTING!!" DC
"GetOutOfMyClasses",SMC.
BurnBabyBurn. Kilpatrik = Fatality
KeepHoodsInTheHood!Say"Killing
Handicaps"ToTheRestOTheClass
StayCoo!
Secret Ambition: To eat soap and pass
bubbles.
Katrina Bitar

"Kaatrin"

Ambition: Psychology


Secret Ambition: To be the best wife and mother in the world.

Anna E. Bocchi

Ambition: Photojournalism

Memories ... TBFFE w/GS 4er-BluRm Shlton Bkwards Seckin-Out Spbdn w/aktr Clifs sp w/BT & Pdro Do U do tricks? Our B-movie "SPM" Nite Swms TwrArpt "Bills' Get Us Thru" Chillin w/Gitar Come Home! BFFE w/VB. RS tour He's a Robt Ur Rad Shore thHaryMan OxgnMek DrsMe wks LaGuadia CouchOnMP PrntTsx Lopn'94 w/"Papa" & rain PH-LkThr Bdrm Wndw Trpn&sp w/DH JH FC "Bhrm" PC's Bash DH-Doers Dnt LkAtCnra" Mom Dad MarRo Ant Tylani Luv U's Thanx for Everything.

Jennifer Boelens

Ambition: To Teach


Karen Rae Bosta

"Kar"

Ambition: To Teach


Trisha Bruno

Ambition: Marine Biology


Jonathan David Blanos

"Jon"

Ambition: College


Secret Ambition: To teach my kids not to make the same mistakes I made.

Valerie Britton

"Val"

Ambition: Artist

Memories ... GoodXaw/HAVPADDrj. Yr. AP-TomJns. Ahmet. Jr. Lach w/AP. PH. DP. TB (3yrsLnhchMr GifalinAngel Birdwik) KE-MnstrMsh! MB-BIRARAT! 9G-U RagreatFrdn. JK-CLOT0. Smbr0dlumr FlmyGthrns ILoveU! "BRAN" ThnxBigfrths ChrisTom & Richie. Merc, thnx4all yrHelp. MomGramGmchrchILoveUguys. AP-Vrs1Hg8. A-BF43yrs, nomatterWhat HappensNowWe'll AlwaysHaveMemrys ofCrazySumrs, Dngn Phe. coach@MtPlnt. GS "LaGuAdia!". LngTlk's. IL'nvrSellOut-myself. myfrnds & Beliefs 2B "COOL!"
Jeffrey A. Callahan

"Jeff"

Ambition: To become a proctologist.

Secret Ambition: To become a richer man than R. Perot.

Peter J. Cammarano

Ambition: Politics


Secret Ambition: To always dream on.

Atalay Canbulat

Ambition: Pro basketball

Memories . . . 1year Football. 1year Ambition: ball. Say hi to my younger brother who is follow­ing my footsteps. Also what's up all my teachers who got me through the worst situations. To all the ath­letes, everything starts with a dream, even if it seems impossible to others.

Fernandez, my boys. Special what's up to my family. Good luck to all the bckyrd bonfire. I always b R hearts!

Danielle Carfagno

"Dani" "Dee"

Ambition: Fashion

Memories . . . 4yrs Girl Sh. Grt Xs w/ BF. AG, TD, EM, MH-TD WATT! Flyn­ing Chr. AG WW91-94 Chilin in 909RM. Thx4the talks! LOGO-JM U will Always BNR hearts! Luu-DCAo-MH BUMB! RR REVRS! 14yr BF w/NM-JA Do U Feel Sick? HBA C. Nins = BF-FO Big Bro! Padlium w/ AGMHJH-Mem Wndk'd94-TDDB thx4the bed! AG 711Lost? Adml-Anthony: You mean the world2me! I love you ALWAYS! Ant = n = Dani 12-26-93 Mom Dad thx4everything! Chris 2 more2go Love you guys! LTR!

Michael Caruso

"Mike"

Ambition: Pharmacy

Memories . . . 4yrs AV-SHAKEs! Thanx 4 evrytgh VT&RD. Nvr 4get the Grt X's 8 WINGS? AR-Just DRIVE! Wlded w/ RD & VT 3Prsn Bike. Bob, watch out 4 that house! "In a minute!!" HC? Lt'ld w/ VT&LS-QX Man! GA w/ AR, VTRRD. Troy Hills? VT-Scks in kitch.4yrs Span - No tengo la menor idea. 5th pr­o­fess­cherism! ALJS Family. Thanks 4 all the love and support. I will Love You Always!

Carlos Casasnovas

"MOST"

Ambition: To be successful


Mirella Cannella

Ambition: Beautician or Secretary.

Memories . . . I like playing softball, tennis, and hanging out with my friends when I have spare time. I enjoy taking care of children & helping them with their problems when they are in need. My favorite ambition is to become a beautician because I like working with different people and make-up.

Jason V. Caruso

"Jay/Moe-Ciuch"

Ambition: Corporate Law

Memories . . . 4yrs. Var-Wrestling 2 ses shot-Fresh & Soph Yr w/JD-mens NewYrs 93w/evry1 Wndk's w/MD BJ CV MDMA PC SD CD LM Gil's SURFCLUB BELMAR-BOLERG Hangn by Bd's POOL w/BOY&GALS Pnd'n w/ MD BJ CV &w/ st da Gang at the ROOK-RO Sink TSGHot4Me MH Ljw &P BUG. EG Always memb'r G'dx's We Had-LB94 Lighthouse TrinkPt. To All My Friends Thnx 4 All the Mens. Grams&Gramps, Mom&Dad. Lisa-I LUV U ALWYS. IM GONNA DO IT ALL.ULLL BE PROUD- ForzaItaliana Cioc PV!

Secret Ambition: To Know What I'm Gonna Get In A Box Of Chocolates.
Michelle Cascino

Ambition: Accountant

Memories ... 4Yrs X-C Capt 3Yrs Track w/AD, Tza, TV, KK, MG, DP, DC-Thriller,TN GB Stories! BF w/Poonam-U R The Best! Jumbi, Bost, RYLA. Echo/Ah! Added Wrong! If I knew ... I skiting NYC w/Ps, AD, TV, MG- Don't Fail SG-Smurf-I'm Taller! Jr Cot w/MG, AD, TV, LI, SO, KK. CP-Shah! Musicin' Gr8 X' w/Mar, SG, Ps, KK, TV, AD, SO, JM- Luv U Guys! JP-Fraise Mike- U'll be in my Heart 4Ever! 10-6-93 I Luv U! Wildwood "94" Mom and Dad-Thanks for being there! I Love You!

Secret Ambition: To Strive for the future, yet hold onto the past.

NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Tim Casperson

"Flounder"

Ambition: College

Memories ... 4yrs Football 3yrs Track Freedolin off of every1 taking over Robs HOUSE ROCKEtball CARDGAMES RL. MC. JB. YO MAN YOU CHOW A SNOW-BALL AT MY CAR! HI DAVE-BANANA SOCIETY PVH CAS WCPC GOT SNAGGED- PAUL. H. THIS IS JUST LIKE COMPETIONS! CG YOU BIG OLE PIMPLES 5'S CLASS CG MW JB CC MM MK JR-FUN BUNCH! DRIVE BBS HOLE IN JREWWALL-KG Your making me manry you dippe doodleeOC 94 CS BITER MW HANGN AT S.A. THNX MOM DAT BRI AMY.

Secret Ambition: To breed and drive livestock.

Darren Celentano

Ambition: To be a successful artist and musician.


Laura Cifaldi

"Laur" 

Ambition: Microbiologist

Memories ... B Fw / R R GREENANCE94 TL "NoJuce? KM TL "Well Alright" SAA MTL TStcy2ldosed. RCCRATPTYFip93 TL Shopr It Ding! CT SAA M TSK Moleepovpryp. AMPy94TL: tatogtPhsn. BMandTww Mouse. Hnggew/ SMTL KTGT "CryNites" KMDoritoBin. KMSAAMCTsm 93 TJa kermT L "Spee d" New Yrs Eve 94 By CThe e. RVWalk and, MMTy fghtw/ BGCRLSWGze JR. SAA MTL: 11SlurpeeAM11: 15 Hoboken! RTurnoutthelites CTIAways WantedoHidUI! Poolty93 Mideema w/DTThaxMomandDad I Luv UBth.

Secret Ambition: To think before I say or do.

John Casillo

Ambition: To make lots of money

Memories ... 4yrs Ftbi #63Captw/52 90 45 4yrs BB #239/14 7 Last Great Xsw/ DC, DF, JP, FP, PC, DN, MM, JS, JS, CC, MD, TC, NR, BJ, CV JAGoodLuck in LV KGLL CawBallout #14 Do you want one before the game. #561 Forgive You. Yeah righ #49 #39 #27 #71 #70 #36 #58 #38 GoodLuck NextYear Thanx MomDadandJoe I Luv You All. ThanxCoach Parlavecchio and staff for givingmemy BestYearEver ToMyBestFriend DCgoodLuckw/ theFuture DT. You are the be thing that ever happened to me. I Luv You. Secret Ambition: To keep the light burning.

Michael Cassanelli

"Cas"

Ambition: To succeed in life

Memories ... 4yrs BASEBALL 3yrs SOCCER 2yrs BASKETBALL 1yr FOOTBALL AC you still can't beat at basketball Hey DG that's Good RM, TC, RL, TE, JB, JC, MM, MC the wholecardplayin crew VI Ihope we will be friends for a long time stop flirting so much YO MR PEACE OUT MAN C-YA AROUND GL KNX RULE Let's get the DICE BOLLIN Hey Nuczia GL GET HAPPY MM You Know Where I Live MOM&DAD THANX for helping me thru school Luv YA.

Secret Ambition: Make millions playing baseball.

Zhengyu Chen

Ambition: Housewife

Secret Ambition: To make girls love me.

Lori Ciolette

"Lor" 

Ambition: Housewife

Memories ... 4yrs WHITE CHEER-ING hd95 w/SW. Bfw/SW SMB FR JD KD KM M DP JACCR. Hngmat BJ'S/w/ everyone. Poudin at PCW/SW FR/BCCFPRAHDB CR- DON'T EXCITE ME! SW JC-Highhlinhawne SMB-JD before school "CRASH" JD KD mfJA DP. "Dickie" RRwhere's MVS? SW-wendedes wannaplay pool? SW-streaking 2 /4 mantent To my fav Jrs CRTCRCV & spoof Goodluck Thanks for putting up with me Mom! LcsSW BfF MOM, Dad, Bryan I LUV u guys! Secret Ambition: To make girls real-ize it's always the guys' fault!
Jacelyn T. Cee  
"Jackie" "Jack"  
Ambition: Criminal Justice & Art  
Secret Ambition: To never dwell on what could have been, and just make the best out of what could be.

Thomas Condrum Jr.  
"Tom. T. T.C. Grover"  
Ambition: Film Production Coordinator  

Renee Constantine  
"Nae"  
Ambition: To become a doctor  
Secret Ambition: To find someone who will love me as much as I will love them.

Christopher T. Covello  
"Chris"  
Ambition: Try And Get Success In Life  
Memories ... Best Times At "BA/Lanes" with the crew. MD. JC. JS. BP. RP. JTand "E$Pl$yDW". N o more WalkingRocks! #? JCDon'tSpill yourDrink! No more Fire$s For Me! HAH$! Best Times At Fairmont Woods WithASMRBP. KGDSRS. RPOT$H. ESS. NeverForgetTheQuarry/ the whole crew!! Mac'DSparKing Later/MD. RD. JS. DT. "NOZMA. FRUIT$P$E" #? Never a got "The Asbestos Comp. SSSHUTUP". RB$yra. "CRANKHED". Thanx Mom. Dad. Dan. Jeff. Never Forget LV."91" At ALADIN. Cya "Later."  
Secret Ambition: To have more money than I can spend.

Rebecca Ann Cranmer  
"Recku"  
Ambition: Child Education  
Memories ... 6yr'sBFw/CI/What HAPPENED?? L992w/ A$Bv. Sseayin VermontFees&T$kyle. ILuvUguys SparrowDPJrF93w/Andy512/4/92. Alwaysremember theg.r.s. DMT $h4$Always bein$thereSteps prayingtheaCo$93. BHT$hxxTR$Ve$hxx$S$Yes. use$the$brakeRCw. MWAH & YMW Here did P'$sho$rt's go? KAYour going down alway$St G2w/AS Hesgotaword$RC & NSyougusare thebestTR want togotoMickyDS?? Hookeruper. MSHow$wy MclassMom&RobThas forever$grandpaArtmissyou KP & AUEngNeed ababysitter. MrsZia? SPAM! MANDM
Secret Ambition: To become a state trooper for New Jersey  
Memories ... Yes I Am! My pipes rusted Paul. RC&Family too much to say. Thanks for everything. To crew at STAR especially Steve&Cindy. Thanks for all you've done. Partying w/TJ. JP. PA. RH. BCD & All the rest of you know who you are. Celebrating 4th of July w/friends. You can only do it in a Blazer. Love you Mom, Dad. & rest of family. Special thanks to my brother. Italians do it better. Watch for me on the Road.  
Secret Ambition: To be a morning DJ on the New 104.3

David Cucinello  
"Cacc"  
Ambition: Graphic Designer  
Memories ... 3yr's PTBL #96 4yr's Tha Mem Day Wknd4-Poundin w/JP. JS. DF. PC. BJ. DN. AS. TB. FP. &Diesel boys "MAMAWHANA" yo Fox take the Suzuki CC 94 I Al-most got IN! KA$TS Can I put my head up now? LM-BF. Where's my gun?% JC BFFE.'I'M SORRY!' #63 McO'sSummer Home Woodstock 94 w/PC & Fam. TS: U$R the best LM. my child. Thanks for everything CC. Play on CV-left all alone-To all the girls I ever loved-TB every class Fam. Thanks!! PEACE!
Secret Ambition: To live life in a Beer Commercial.
Frans deJongh
"Fonz"
Ambition: College
Memories . . . 3 yrs Football, 4 yrs Baseball, 1 yr Wi-Rm, 1 yr Sig Crew. Summer '84-MD, BD, CC, DC, CM, DG, KB, and Me in one Izuzu Rodeo! ET and JT - Remember the splash? 7th Period lunch with TF. Great X's with Agosta, Sandy, Sauter and Tanis.
Thanks BB. Thanks Mom, Dad, Annalisa for putting up with me.
Secret Ambition: To marry Kathy Ireland.

Stefanie DeMaio
"Belle"
Ambition: Chef/Child Care

Linette DeRosa
"Karla"
Ambition: Architech
Secret Ambition: To co-own DNJ.

Mark Deruiter

Peter Dewes

Sherry DellaPorta

Michael DeMarco
"Jack"
Ambition: Mechanical Engineer
Memories . . . 3yrs. fbl 3yrs. bektbl 2yrs. bebl Hangin w/ DP JP CV MD JC BJ CC DC JC. FP JS DN PC MemDay Wknd 94 NFP w/ BJ CC CV getting caught! WPC Hanging out at the cliff & Md's PC w/ Jl LP RM MM Wildwood w/ DP TF? TT w/ GM MK RL GC CV family speak English Bj your "ugly" JP When are you going to hook it up TC any day MOM, DAD, Jess, Brandon&Benson Thanks 4 everything I Luv U All! Good luck 2 my friends P.V. I'M OUT.
Secret Ambition: To be Mr. Roger's neighbor.

Kevin DeYoung
Ambition: College
Memories . . . Good times in lunch w/ MR, MI, GK, TV, U.R.T.B.; soph yr. MR, TV, CM, KS Did u ask? . . . TV; watch out 4 that grbge can and K.I.T. SH; I will go on that rampage! MI: We finally graduated. No more losers! T8: Bgok! I mre yr 4 u. Mom and Dad: Thanx 4 always being there. Luv ya! PPP: @??? So long P.V.
Secret Ambition: To be on "The State"
Tina Marie Dilizia

"In" Ambition: To be successful in doing something I enjoy!

Franco DiMaio

"Frank" Ambition: The American Dream-Succ

Robert A. Di Tondo

"Bob" "Rob"

Jill Dolinsky


Kristen Dolinsky

"Kris"
Ambition: TV. Broadcasting Memories: . Soccer Shll Grl Shw GBFw/KM, MF, DP, LC, SW, SB MDw 93w/MF, KM, JD Pt skfce Fridge? KM Bed MDw 94w/MF, DP, JD Detour MF smle OlwD/MF, MF, JD NK Pty Chgs MF 3lbks blks arrst w/MF, JD Crash w/LC, MF, MF JD Brkdl w/MF, KM, JD, DP, JA sngd JD rat SW Pumkin KM S&Lst Bel w/LC, DP, JD Dkly BL-WC WPC w/MF, DP, JD age? 3mdrop Lost inJH w/MF, DP SB 13Yrfs fndshp MF, KM, DP LuvUGuys JB BFJE JD assid&BF Mom Dad&Fam I love you all! Secret Ambition: To have the whole world spoil me rotten.

Anna Donnarumma

"AnnaBanana"

Reith Dorman

Ambition: Graduate college with money Memories: . 3 great years at P.V. I’ll miss hanging out with my friends. I’ll actually miss a couple of teachers But I don’t know why. T.M. “ED, shhuh” J.M. “I’m special But so are you.” M.G. “Don’t forget R-Ball or Dumbo” S.S. “Remember all the good times e-cept the note” T.M. J.M. “Smile, Serry had to do it” Kim “a piece of advice, enjoy highschool, it’s fun” JKT-TR 4-ever Secret Ambition: I’ll let you know when I figure it out.

Heather Dougherty

Ryan Duffy

Ambition: Law Enforcement
Memories... Hangin' with the RZTB club WM, CF, PS, CP, SH, CB, FD, JS, JM, RS. DENVILLE What a Night! Memorial Day Weekend-What a weekend! WM&LC Thanks for everything & good luck. Ps Hooked on Phonics works for me. April What's in the Bowl. CP "I promise you Pry" I'll never forget the times spent with KM, thanks for everything & I hope we stay in touch. MARCO Tucks in his underwear! CB, Time to change your boxers. Secret Ambition: To cruise in the Firenza.

Tony Errigo

Ambition: Marketing
Memories... Hangin' out with all the guys, RM, MC, MC, TB, FD, RL, TC, SY, CG, TC, Horse, CS, Has HAH For all my dealing. Hey TB, Who's the cheapest person in the world? March, Do your hair. Rob, Grow! Will JB ever miss? Life is like a box of chocolates For MC. Going to sea-side with SY, RL, DR, DRE. Soccer with CG, MC, MD, GM. Hockey with BF. Tennis with RM, CS, FD. Who you mean? I never lose! To Everyone SO SORRY! Web, Web! Secret Ambition: To play soccer until I die.

Marco Dragone

Ambition: College

Hector Fernandez

Ambition: To go to college
Memories... Hangin out with PM AC AS TC JC Great times with DO AS PM AC Ariel JS FD CS To PC EF JB PB speeding time in over MT with fried having fun in the west mount going back to UC to hang out with my friends sometime going to the shore with friend or AP.
Brian Finamore

"Ernie"

Ambition: College Memories ... Joe: Listen to me I have the coach. Nothing Leaves the tracks. RosePlace w/S.C.S.R Natale: OH NO! Quick follow me! Drive by w/S.C.S.R N.A. Youth Group B.F. J.G. Nicole don't make a sound. The chase through Main ST. Up on Two wheels. B.M.W. defog? I can't see. Was that the turn? Sunrise. What are you trying to say I'm stealing? The conch nothing Leaves the tracks. The -ToBoy, AG- ot93, J -

Lynn Erin Fischer


Secret Ambition: "If there's an experience in front of you, have it. If not, create one." B.R.

Jose Flores

"Ernie"

Ambition: Professional Bowler.

Michelle Fontana

"Mig"

Ambition: Nurse Memories: Gdx w DP KD KM LC JC SW JA SB WW93 KM brn bhrnm OC KD 3hr2Zos nk ppt WW94 JD my crna DP stp dr dr KD pt yr Xbrt on JD rat Brkdl ang SW LC scer Arst kd stp cryn Snk out SB nc hwr WPC whts my age NB ms drl DP my rm JD gt yr own ttt CP dst brn yr bt KD smf JD 4mm nr English cfl KD Tom & Jstn 101092 who brt al JA supmn lv u CP yr da bet CC thx 4 evrythg KD DP JD KM lv u gys DP BF 4evr Ma Dad fam thx ya kno i luv yas!

Secret Ambition: to never get my heart involved so in the end it won't get broken.

Frank R. Forbes IV

"Bob" "Forbes"

Ambition: Computer Science

Memories ... WildWood-Seaside '94 "Let's go to the track. RM, RL, MM. Hey slm! CG Yeh Bob Forbes! CJ JB Hanging w/TC, JG, JK, BH, CG, RM, CS, Jl, NR, MM, SY, TB 7-11 crew TC, RM, GM, CP, NR, JK Roll call. TC, SY. Fetal Pig, RM, JR. I know 8 ways to the Bronx. RL May fuerte. BB, LC. Settle Down. TC Frankie Bob Chem. class. Mike Pages to everyone. or I fly south. LG if you get tired, I'll drive. TC Thanks for everything! Mom Jim, Dana, Baba, Bad. Later?

Secret Ambition: To be recognized.

Gretchen B. Forbes

"Gretch"

Ambition: To have a big family.


Secret Ambition: To make a difference in someone's life like my Grandma has done for me.

David Fox

"Foxy"


Secret Ambition: To Always Ramble On.

Thomas Friedrich

"Bom"p"

Ambition: To work with Dr. John Ford Memories ... I'll miss the courses I took like ceramics, and the different people I met, like J.R... I shall also miss my best friend M.V.G., as well as M.A., Flaxy, J.M. I will miss the times I played basketball and tennis with my friends M.V.G., J.C. and M.A.

Secret Ambition: To climb Mount Ararax.
Elisa Gaeta
Ambition: Engineering
Memories...4yrs Chng Cpts w/KG
4yrs GS hd w/JH GREEN EXERCISE SS w/MM ST cot w/PB MF JB
PRM w/EH JC 4yrs w/LF LS JP JH MYGeen KG TC JC NR. 3yrs
LPw/GP Chrng Cmp '94. 4suffitives. Pukstk smr 94 w/my boys at Jello's
BF w/BJ LuvU! MD-Gun. BFw-FB crler2fne.Gey nit & HIlwn w/gang mil
menns at rock. MM nvr 4-get much. I Love You.

Giuseppe Gallipoli
"Gweppi"
Ambition: Lawyer
Memories...BJ, BF, TC, CG, and
the whole seaside 94 crew, wwood,
Mickey DFS places 2B We're Lost in
Newark, Yo can. I roll with you. I
KNOW you didn't just bump me. I'll
be in my office. Keep dancin at red
Lights. rh the buffalo: N + J6-94Grr. JF get diesel, BF Better Recog-
nize, CG Where's the pipe, JK H-Boyz
4 Life PK Dan, nr no. np cow mgo. are
you mad? Sy I'm not gone. Mom Dad
Dee Loueya Seaside Crew Seya at
Sunrise in Augst. Inknow its over
Secret Ambition: Live to see Denver
win a super bowl.

Heather Garofalo
"Heaver"
Ambition: poet/writer
Memories...Grt ss w/ DB KM CC
AB ML BS SY VP HG DA Gnm Dnc
NH EE Sparky MM BK Pacci MT TC
CC Gerster KM AB Moths Bak BK In
my heart 4EvR s u make me so ... 
Hapy ML, Elmo lurvs u AS94 FG Wang
Chung NH Shoop Bife w/KM Chris
R was Bg makte NH EE Sparky Pacci
AT Bristf club CC UR the best friend
Evr 7yrs dif dosnt matr! Dad Mom
Jen Dakota love u WE ARE THE
MUSIC MAKERS AND WE ARE
THE DREAMERS OF DREAMS-
WILLY WONKA
Secret Ambition: To see snow moun-
tain fields through the transparent
wings of a fly on a windowpane with
Allen Ginsberg.

Christopher M. Gerber
"Gerber, Gerbs"
Ambition: College
Memories...4yrs Soccer
4yrsVarTennis Goin Sick in S H w/
JK, JG, BF, TC Hangin w/ JK, JG,
TC, SY, RL, TC, BF, MM, JK, PK MC,
TC, RM, NR, MM, MW, GM, FD, CS,
JF. The Fun Bunch TC, MW, JB, MM
CC, MK, JK, TC. You Big Ole Pimple.
Banana Society TC. MM. JK Look out
for the Black Hole of Avalon! Hey
Marc, Why is my arm on fire? MM,
Tickle your - w/ a feather. MC, RL,
TC Hey Guyz! KG My Twin! JK Go w/
GOD! MM, JK, HB MT. I love riding in
Cars. Mom, Dad, Dana Thanks
toeverthing.
Secret Ambition: To find the mighti-
est tree in the forest and cut it down
with a hering.

Amy Giarrusso
"Midge"
Ambition: Business
Memories...4yrs "Hky V. Capt 94" w/MH. WhiteX, VlyGq Hdw/ RM.
AT R M D B F . T D M e m W k d
dnser "TINA" PG&CC "WeNoEat".
RM-MrPs, strf of frev frndshp. MH
 goof 2 SL's house 4hose, Aibrn at
Cocntz. DC-WWd91-94, Club909
Mmm Wknd-711/Ad mrml? RR-
8yrsBF, Let's GoFarming!, OilSopl
'reverse'. JY, CV, CR-
GenaM&Uguys! TMw/DC, MH,
RR,CT. Paladiumw/RC, MH&JH.
SophSocw/RH-thnx. JrCotw/DF-
Sorry, IlavYou. Jul-thnx4 the Car!
MOM, DAD, KAR, LISA, JU, BER-
Thnx for Putting Up With Me!
Secret Ambition: To drive the Hornet
Mobile.

Sonia Giordano
Ambition: To be a billionaire
Memories...Gr8 x w/VB, AB, TS,
SI, HG, KH, LS, SR. GP-8mona Lit-
Ure in my class? KK-MygGd lWhat
a loser! PS-Bk is out t-kite. MCGMG-
U Guys R the cutest couple! MG-
ChleMtr! Yr the best! OOH child!
SL-MY? Rtrl DLP&G-the biggest lar.
Vnn'aPzaRama MG-Mall-in frnt of
Gap-Nxt time Jat wlk awy!! Sum-
er'93-Seaside KK, TV, JL/The Pal-
ace MG, DG Thanx 4 listening when
I needed it! Mom, Dad, Jo, and Diana
Thanx for being there! I Luv U!
Secret Ambition: To always be a
"sparkle in someone's eye."

Mathew Gerardi
"Matt"
Ambition: Go to college and major in
computers.
Memories...I will miss my friends
KD, GU, SS, TF, JJ, JC, BA, ML, MA,
TV, HH. I'll miss hanging out with
them after school and on senior cut
day. I plan to attend college and ma-
jor in computers. I will also miss some
of my teachers, who made high school
a little easier. I hope one day after I
graduate from college, to record and
perform music.
Secret Ambition: To one day become
a recording artist.

Dinorah Gonzalez
Lauren Gosman
Ambition: College
Memories ... 4 yrs GrnChrstng hdb56w/FR VrstyChrntg cmp4gtys BFFEw/MW HB DH AG TS KO DO Grs5xw/MP JR TL KB CrrCrrh w/AB SeSd'93 URhBosluyys. MDr94tPals 6 JyY4 w/AG MS SS AH UgoSwhatInd. Cot w/SL 91-94 w/VM Thnx4theMems HBDHMP SmIISkys Brkndwn w/MW + tRNA. BFW/JP DC PCluy u guys! MsA GM W Mghty MEl + thsmelmabil. RtgRs wknDs w/MW'TGAP Do-Miss yu! Ter-UR MrThn My Sis But My Bst Prnd VBFw/MW Thnx 4 evrythng UR th Bst CV Thnx 4 tLgths VS BF luv yu. Mom&Dad Thnx 4 evrythng Luv You! Secret Ambition: To one day regret only what can't be, instead of what's already been.

Michael C. Grant
"Mike"
Ambition: College

Mirabel Guerra
"Mimi"
Ambition: Pediatrician

James Gulino
"JJ"
Ambition: To play music.
Memories ... My years at PV were memorable. I would like to thank a few people. First I would like to thank Vincent Delvecchio, Joe P., Matt Gerardi, and Tom Friedrich. Thanks to everyone else that helped me to fit in here at PV. Thank you again. Keep In Touch!
Secret Ambition: TFAFID

Evren Gulistan
Gershwin
Ambition: To become a doctor
Memories ... Had a Great 4yrs. Thanks to my parents, I love U. OYNA/AM SHKIDIM SIKIDIM! GellaZEvery 1stfrHS. Hangin OutWKH, HK, BH. PlayingBoNgyms. KH, MM, SG, GP, MG, CG, PH, SH, JP, JF, JS-U Guyssligest! KORKM SONMEBu SAFAKLAB! HEYECANLIYIM DAHAYOULUN BASINDAYIM! En guest yas assim TURKIYE94. BursadaErkan AbimeleGezellerimiz. TURKIYEnin Gazel KIZLARINA Selamalarini Yolluyorum! EN BUYUK YOK! CinBomBom-Ne Mutlu TURKUM DİYENE HOSCAKALIN! Secret Ambition: To be a musical performer and tour the world.

Steven Haramasz
Ambition: Marine Biologist
Memories ... BF TS KO LA LF LS LF SB DH TL KB. DF PP JP DN JS luv u gys Summer94 GdW/SMB Trp + Fell w/PC LA AC JV NYC w/evrybyb Jagercw/D SeaMonster? Mexidomagico ChryBrandyBH DH JS PC Aliens Mystic Swing WOODSTOCK JMN + Jhsrthereesn GdW/Dk PC LA TL Nye RB MS HMBFever MOO Hoodie w/JC Bonfire SM ga luck in USMC F1 I'll always luv u Pete C I LOVE YOU MORE 7-10-94 AC luv u like a sis Mom + Dad I can surviv on my own Peace!
Secret Ambition: I forgot.
Paul Jaymz Hasselberger

Ambition: To have muscles like Jay Caruso Memories ... Pete C's party 93'. Jugga Bam! "Mainline Pizza all the way baby!" Mud Circle tattoo and tongue ring 93'. Um no Josh. Hitting a fence w/Andy + Damon. Getting in trouble at Montville H.S. w/Mike, Jordan, Damon + kevin. Getting my car beat up w/MF, JB + KC. For Now. Waggie List w/Kamal + kevin Sputnik/LD, MW + KN. Working at SHOE-TOWN. Emergency Room party w/Simona. Gracias mutha for everything. Teeeeteeteeeteeetee... Secret Ambition: None of you are my friends; why should I tell you any secrets?

Denise Hayes

"Dee"


William Heerema

"Will" "Bill" "Billy"

Ambition: Criminal Justice Memories ... Chillin wit MB JR TF VV. MB, you got twenty cents! VV good luck wit ur yr7. Mom and Dad Thax 4 all Lee Thax 4 comm home. I luv you guys MB u chillin chillin? I'm out. Later PF Secret Ambition: Can't tell ya.

Charity Hill

"Harriet"

Ambition: To become a famous Psychologist Memories ... 3yrs. Snr Ply w/Mr. S X-mas ply w/ R/H&AP. BK I'm not a bever! 1 yr Fall Ply "A WHAT?" Mornings w/Conan. 2 yrs. FldHeke w/MH. AG, SD, LP, KS, JD, CR, PL, LD, AD, EB, JL, CP, HV, EV ... I'm an animal JV BusRide. Nice Moon DH. Thanx Mom 4 all the X's I got hurt in FH! Posh Cheering at BP I'll nvr 4get U guys SR-rmb JA! Thanx 2 my family & friends. I luv U! Good Luck to the Class of 95 & PVFH! (try 2 win) I'm outta here! Secret Ambition: To star in "Kiss Me Kate" on Broadway, opposite Reanu Reevero.

Richard Heerema

"Tiny"


Michelle Haussmann

"Mich"

Ambition: College Memories ... 4yrs FHky V. Capt 94' w/AG. T.M. w/ AG, DC, RR, CT GrtXs w/A TRMD - I<UGurs! TD "Ur rh-snwed in2daz. DC memschal holosr aft agrn. AG-bhnd trees in FH, bohn 4mdlog. Airborn atlocats. KM WONKA/ thn4alaf I'mhereU. AG&DC-Paldum. WWd 94w/DC, AG, RM. SumrDax w/ girls&MD, BJ "Din't Touch It", JC Get OfMyCouch. RR-17 meal. CR-gdk, KIT. JrCotw/MD. 10-15-93. Marco I LOVE YOU ALWAYS JerryMac It'll nvr be the same w/outU, LVU. Mom, Dad, Nicole Thnx4Everthg I LoveYo

Brian Heinold

"Big Bri"

Ambition: To be fat, balding, and unemployed Memories ... 3yrs bowling-rides on the tart cart were truly funny. Maybe I'll bowl a 300 someday. Pink Floyd. The Doors. To EG. KI, + GK-Knicks and Rangers #1 forever. To BF we have to find somewhere other than New Jersey to get lost in, I'm also brushing up on my tennis skills. GK-This article is a DISGRACE. Thanks to my family and everyone I didn't mention. BYE. Secret Ambition: To be king of South America.

Charity Hill Hill

"Harriet"

Ambition: To become a famous Psychologist Memories ... 3yrs. Snr Ply w/Mr. S X-mas ply w/R/H&AP. BK I'm not a bever! 1 yr Fall Ply "A WHAT?" Mornings w/Conan. 2 yrs. FldHeke w/MH. AG, SD, LP, KS, JD, CR, PL, LD, AD, EB, JL, CP, HV, EV ... I'm an animal JV BusRide. Nice Moon DH. Thanx Mom 4 all the X's I got hurt in FH! Posh Cheering at BP I'll nvr 4get U guys SR-rmb JA! Thanx 2 my family & friends. I luv U! Good Luck to the Class of 95 & PVFH! (try 2 win) I'm outta here! Secret Ambition: To star in "Kiss Me Kate" on Broadway, opposite Reanu Reevero.

Nicole Teschel Hill

Ambition: Psychologist Memories ... 3yrs PVHL Hole JT frnds 4 ever Bud All the way DA I'll love you Always HG U make me want to shoop NR, NA, RP, JP, JT, DA, HG you're still stuck Beagle Boy Glad I'm out Holmstead saved me HG, AG, EE, CP, MT, MM, BK, SG, MF Woodstock'94. Glad we made it DA whereas the exports JP11A MAN wanna hang out SURE Sparkly Mrs. A thnks for UR advice NR I'm stuck on the picnic table Mom&Dad thanks for everything I Love You. Secret Ambition: To no longer feel the pain.
Secret Ambition: To finally get a BFFE. DAD, JE, parking permit.

Secret Ambition: To always be able to look back and smile!

Secret Ambition: To find our Lauren’s real hair color. I, MM, IK, MR, DM.

Secret Ambition: To find out why they put W’s on M&M’s.


Secret Ambition: To show people that being different isn’t bad.


Secret Ambition: To find out why they put W’s on M&M’s.
Jamie Kimberley
"Jamie (In Spanish)"
Ambition: College
Secret Ambition: To be Ben Carr.

Mehmet Kinak
Ambition: To be a cosmetologist
Memories...Gd x's w/ LP, MR, KS, LS, SL, LD, SR, VI, TV and Lj. LP & SR. TGI'S 4-ever StephR. U PH: Michelle R: BA BYE! Linda P. Thanx 4 being There! IK & LP BFFE! CYPUS 4-ever 94' Mom & Dad: I Luv U Thanx 4 everything! Nick & Maria: YOU GUYS R THE BEST don't ever change! Pauline & Andy: I Luv U & Thanx 4 being there! Romeo's 94-95'!! Lsj, Sh&ld: Remember cuf KS: I won the bet!!! MILK TFFE!! Finally TJV Celtics not Bulls! I'm outty! BYE!!
Secret Ambition: To have a magic carpet ride with Alladin.

Brian Juliano
"Jello"
Ambition: To live with the best of them.
Memories...HANGIN WITH THE BOYS MD JC CV JP DF MDM CC RS FP JPS PC PPP and EG MH KTO TS KG BB MY Gt X's w/my boys CV JC MD Thanx 4 takin care of me Liv well! EG MH My grls 4ever. Mem. Day Wknd. 94 w/the boys. Summer 94-Can it get betr? Great X's with CK-Thanx 4 the times 2 much 2 write I'll remembr U 4 A long time. EG bst frnd Gt X's. Most of all, Mom Dad Mike-Learned alot Thanx 4 Everything Luv ya Nan Gram-thnx Pop-IRU
Secret Ambition: To keep my head up no matter what happens.

Farah Khan
Ambition: Physician
Memories...K.T.D.G. Who? BF I'll always listen. NYC- Lets do it again. K.M. Buss APBIO-Snooze Time. We survived! BP&K Bad Jokes. GDX's & BDX's. K.O. Frosh Track-Where are we? 93-94 MB/CG Giants Stadium. FS-1 like U the way U are. M.J. HR Buddies 2 Many Laughs. Bob Hope so many winners Der! Wait-U Fall up the stairs?? J.M. GP 5 Trs Thanx for Everything Ctry music I'll learn to like it! CH, KS, VV, CP I'll miss U! PV is History
Secret Ambition: To go on a magic carpet ride with Alladin.

Yasmin Kinak
Secret Ambition: To be a cosmetologist
Memories...Gd x's w/LP, MR, KS, LS, SL, LD, SR, VI, TV and Lj. LP & SR. TGI'S 4-ever StephR. U PH: Michelle R: BA BYE! Linda P. Thanx 4 being There! IK & LP BFFE! CYPUS 4-ever 94' Mom & Dad: I Luv U Thanx 4 everything! Nick & Maria: YOU GUYS R THE BEST don't ever change! Pauline & Andy: I Luv U & Thanx 4 being there! Romeo's 94-95'!! Lsj, Sh&ld: Remember cuf KS: I won the bet!!! MILK TFFE!! Finally TJV Celtics not Bulls! I'm outty! BYE!!
Secret Ambition: To have a magic carpet ride with Alladin.

Gregory Douglas King
"Greg"
Ambition: College
Memories...2YrsXC 4YrsOutTrk 2YrsInTrk 2YrsSocC GtXRUNNIN W/MG, WB, SB, JK, DM, DP, MM, BC, MV ComeOnGrant YouGotta WinThis Race WHATADISGRACK!!! YaKnow WhatITMeanEh? El OR LANDO NHC CHAMPS 34-0-YES WE BEAT DELBARTON RoybalzX-C Party G'Morning Mr Swaglings HB. 11-0-42NNTCH!!! BOYS STATE R-SPIT THEHAMMER THEMIEKY VSHOW PAINTINTHEROCK W/MG, JK, SB, DP, MY FAINTEN AT THE FINISH LINE ANOUNCIM. BALLGAMES W/BCTHANX COACHMIZZONE &CAL 4coachinME THANX MOM, DAD, MIKE & CHRIS 4 EVERYTHING!!!
Secret Ambition: To referee in the NCAA Basketball Final Four
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Irene Klementos
"I" "Rene"
Ambition: To be a cosmetologist
Memories...Gd x's w/LP, MR, KS, LS, SL, LD, SR, VI, TV and Lj. LP & SR. TGI'S 4-ever StephR. U PH: Michelle R: BA BYE! Linda P. Thanx 4 being There! IK & LP BFFE! CYPUS 4-ever 94' Mom & Dad: I Luv U Thanx 4 everything! Nick & Maria: YOU GUYS R THE BEST don't ever change! Pauline & Andy: I Luv U & Thanx 4 being there! Romeo's 94-95'!! Lsj, Sh&ld: Remember cuf KS: I won the bet!!! MILK TFFE!! Finally TJV Celtics not Bulls! I'm outty! BYE!!
Secret Ambition: To hear with my eye and speak with my ears.

Jonathan Kinney
"Skinner"
Ambition: Medicine
Memories...W.Wood, S.Heights-94. CT-Life's Like a Box of Chocolates. NR-Rollin Down the River. Hang'n with CG, JG, BF, TC, JM, SY, NR, PK, DF, RL, TC, TE, CS, MM, SM, MC, JS, HB, DF, RL soccer any1? JG- "I know you ain't talkin2 me." BF-you better recognize MM- "What the? FabFour! JG" Oh go we're lost in Newark! RLoh, I know exactly where we are? CG-Gowith God! Steve' house, wat a mess! LP-Ace Venture! ND-the tracks! Mom, Dad, Carla, Luv u guys! Later PV!
Secret Ambition: To open up a chain of Cobra Khai Dojos.
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Irene Klimenti
"I" "Rene"
Ambition: To be a cosmetologist
Memories...Gd x's w/LP, MR, KS, LS, SL, LD, SR, VI, TV and Lj. LP & SR. TGI'S 4-ever StephR. U PH: Michelle R: BA BYE! Linda P. Thanx 4 being There! IK & LP BFFE! CYPUS 4-ever 94' Mom & Dad: I Luv U Thanx 4 everything! Nick & Maria: YOU GUYS R THE BEST don't ever change! Pauline & Andy: I Luv U & Thanx 4 being there! Romeo's 94-95'!! Lsj, Sh&ld: Remember cuf KS: I won the bet!!! MILK TFFE!! Finally TJV Celtics not Bulls! I'm outty! BYE!!
Secret Ambition: To hear with my eye and speak with my ears.

Irene Klimenti
"I" "Rene"
Ambition: To be a cosmetologist
Memories...Gd x's w/LP, MR, KS, LS, SL, LD, SR, VI, TV and Lj. LP & SR. TGI'S 4-ever StephR. U PH: Michelle R: BA BYE! Linda P. Thanx 4 being There! IK & LP BFFE! CYPUS 4-ever 94' Mom & Dad: I Luv U Thanx 4 everything! Nick & Maria: YOU GUYS R THE BEST don't ever change! Pauline & Andy: I Luv U & Thanx 4 being there! Romeo's 94-95'!! Lsj, Sh&ld: Remember cuf KS: I won the bet!!! MILK TFFE!! Finally TJV Celtics not Bulls! I'm outty! BYE!!
Secret Ambition: To hear with my eye and speak with my ears.
Panagiotis K. Koukounas  
"Pete" "Greek"  
**Ambition:** To be a surgeon  
Memories ... 3 yrs soccer, scored, kicked off and got back on again.  
7 yrs on the rope team. Why? Yo!  
Secret Ambition: To be a fireman  
Thank You Mom, Dad, Teachers for all your support.  
**Secret Ambition:** To be a fireman  
Thanks Mom, Dad, Teachers for all your support.

Nada Kuzevski  
"Cocker"  
**Ambition:** To become wealthy  
**Secret Ambition:** To be successful.  
Mom, Dad, ick, Vera  
THINK I'M DYING! Brenda can I  
Jim thnks 4 being there.  
Hey EB, DO Fries come with that  
PV.  
I've been a real pain!  
Secret Ambition: To walk into a  
crowded room naked and have every­  
one applaud.  
ThanksmomBev Juan Valdez's mule .  
Socceranyl DFJK Iknowpeople  
Secret Ambition: To be a fireman.  
Ambition: To be a fireman  
I met new friends  
Ambition: To be a fireman  
ProBasket­ball player.  
Secret Ambition: To be a fireman.

Robert Langevin  
"Rob" "Rat" "Stubby"  
**Ambition:** To be a fireman  
**Memories ...** 3 yrs soccer  
ImNotBluffin ILLhit you MC-LJK  
1knew absolutely whenewearema  
Keight hereBLC HangininSWv/  
TBFRDMKBFC TGCGGYSYTE  
RocketBall under the lights! TBT  
MCTCJBJSMSYSY TEJCCS0G  
Soccerany1 DFJK Iknowpeople  
inTena Fly Iknewyou aren'ttalking  
tome! Playingcards wTBFRDMKRF  
LSTCSCYMJCJRTCForest Let's go  
to the trackBFNmmm Nets play off  
game1knew6 waysto Yankeestadium  
Thaxn momBev  
Secret Ambition: To pet and ride  
Juan Valdez's mule.

Steve Laky  
"Bates"  
**Ambition:** Carpenter/Professional  
Photographer  
Memories ... I had a fun year when  
I first came to P.V. I met new friends  
here. I have wrestled for Clifton and  
now looking forward to wrestle again  
pv. I will miss all my friends from  
PV that I've known for the past  
months. I hope everything works out  
for my future as well as for my friends.  
Thanks Mom, Dad, Teachers for all  
your support.  
Secret Ambition: To be a ProBasket­  
ball player.  
Secret Ambition: To be a fireman.  
**Ambition:** To be a fireman  
Secret Ambition: To be a fireman.

Robert Lepore  
"Pepe"  
**Ambition:** Computer Graphics  
Memories ... Great times at MB  
wJB, RR, RB, FL and Sasha.  
Hey EB, DO Fries come with that  
shake? FL stay out of GA. Hangin'  
with the HB's: JD, RP, DL, JT, SK,  
SC. Rob P RED LIGHT? JB Nice  
Catch! Did that hurt? Mikey, don't let  
everything go over your head. Frank  
good luck in the next three years at  
PV. Thanks Mom + Dad and the rest  
of the family for your support See­ya  
Brunco ... I'm outta Here!!  
Secret Ambition: To be like Mike.

Daniel Lickun  
"Bubba" "Cemore"  
**Ambition:** To survive  
Memories ... Mom? Dad? Muff?  
JLBitwuz strange but was fun! Trish?  
Luv? YaUR? RealIlyLuvYa? Remem­  
ber? The ParkingLot? HG1800  
9999999999Da? Chief? Damon  
HaasBig of?? TB? Inmad Ipickedu?  
extraspécial? Thanx2MyFamily?  
Thanx2? everyoneathatsaid Iwouldnt  
makethemeat? Lookatmenow? esh? Think?  
Before? U? Act. IReallyDo notLikeAll  
UTrendyPeople OutThere.  
Standxyourself? Will? Cyour  
onlyfriendisu! NO? Path? To? Sanity?  
Peace??  
Secret Ambition: To be a narc in P.V.
Tatiana Alessandra Lorusso

"Tania", "Tanush"

Ambition: Screenplay writer/director

Memories ... BF BE KPB LBB93, OiE, Spaniel, I smell Sn, mny mrc. LC = fave neigh. Nc joc? Shpht, Amys pty. Let go 2! PH Da = BldyBdet, KG = my lit MOS! Fairmnit, Cotilton, EdsHse w/DS + KG. DM FFE "Shupy" Mad ct-FG, FR, DC, AG, DM. 4yrs wrkng at Rcl Hse w/VF, AF, AL UA, HT, NL. LF = twtwe Ze, Fky Sky, REED ct. KM + LC Well A/rity Thn, GRAD KM = stk at MdC + alws Late-Wel alrtr! SA, AM, TS, LC-Leed. SI = PSt! OHP hpe yr my brLaw Thnks 2 my Naungie + Tara, Mom + Dad LUVU

Secret Ambition: To meet Madonna

Melissa Lotito

' Carmela'

Memories ... Hi I am Melissa Lotito. I like playing softball. Thank you Ms. Alper. I want to be a teacher when I grow up to help little kids. I love watching Beverly Hills 90210 every Wednesday. That's my favorite show to watch.

Amy Luciano

"Aim"

Ambition: Cosmetologist

Memories ... 4 Yrs GPB

In Fun Remember NTLIST sever Wildwood92. 94 GPRKT JellyBean Thnx4everythng JuliotsBinReal Take1tSlow KP2married men Thnx4Listenin AZ! WillAlways BeInMyHeart AMItWuzFUn WhileItLasted MPBeGood AM good Luck UWIINeedIt TBwhoes BigrGym93, 94 VIhang In There KPN Lwelcome 2 the family L P L G M ade 4 E a c h O th e r J P U R L ke T h e B r tr 1 Never Had Thnx4Everythng MLdn'tWorry IDoLuvU SisMomDad Thnx4 Everything I Appreciate HILuvU GoodByeP V. I'mOuttaHere!!! GoodLuck Everbody!!!!!

Secret Ambition: To fall in love and live happily ever after.

Giovanni Macchiavello

"John” “Geo”

Ambition: To become an established architect


Secret Ambition: To "Run Wild" with the Hornet Mobile.

Marc Marinco

Ambition: To make a few million.


Kristen Marzella

"Kris"

Ambition: Money

Memories ... 4yrs. B-Ball 2yrs socr GX'w/KD, LC, SW, DP, SB, JD, MF. MEMDAY 93 Pete SK for CATCH this the way I rmb it this the way it hap. Brllngcl w/DK, JD, MF, DP, JA Ratted by JD hgn. in NB. KD I'll be lst Wout you thx 4 being there Gf's w/JD/25Up 10 shts CT, JG, CR, TE Miss ya LC, SW. hpe we stk tgh LV, KA. went our ways but had fun CD. Thx 4 everythg. MF. AM. Sun prac JM not only my sis my BF Dad Always in my heart MA U B The Best Anti love you.

Secret Ambition: To climb to the top of the mountain and look at the view.

Danielle Macaluso

"Dan" "Dana"

Ambition: Dental Hygienist

Memories ... Hanging out with my crew fall 94 LC, TV, MI, JP, TP, JT ... Playing Craps with GCF ... Ski trips with CA Interests-Computer, Girls, Cars, Skiing

Steven V. Mangarello

"Mistro"

Ambition: Computer Technology

Memories ... Hanging out with my crew fall 94 LC, TV, MI, JP, TP, JT ... Playing Craps with GCF ... Ski trips with CA Interests-Computer, Girls, Cars, Skiing
Lisa Mastrogiovanni

**"Lia"**

Ambition: College

Memories: 3 yrs VRahRah 4yr WhtEx94 Hdw/NE-EvlsAlv 95WhtChf DLCf bissy2 tme BFAUPSLKG GrFrends JPDJC ImFnyfree-Thks 4ghtrhe JClrD DCCfs JPrvrgtuo AUWWC94 KGagostlwtn Grp MD&8Bys -ShnShrbPrm 95 w/ hpm DPfcmn Twh-grtmen AUKGJS1br A U 2 m n e n C r p k y H ps Kgwhtis L6PLFKGLJHMY S q l m n L 5 d rig t Dphwdufl AUDEPSony 92HwnPty AUDEPSL- 

mntn CP tluVOurLts Mom, Dad, Joe, Grma&fam l1mk euprd thnksevrytng Uvall. Secret Ambition: To never let anyone come between me and my dreams.

Danielle McComb

**"Dr, "Dan"**

Ambition: To be a nurse


Secret Ambition: To be Mrs. Michael Timms

Trisha McCulloch

**Just one of the "GUYS"**

Ambition: Architect

Memories: GRT X's W/JM KD DM & the Crew 2RD OHH DO IT AGAIN JM MeisterLight! DM Bnch RAB. WT THNX 4evrthn' JMKD BOB .106 JOW 5/5 ML Ktty Meow, DOG WOFOO SSLBW-Luy ya! SMTM-BBFE JTJAA Penn. EL? MD- 

Love Yoo Bro. DAX BSNM IF EGog?• RL Prpl Bds SMILE JM! KR-Thp! Xtra thnx 2the CST: Uguyz Rule! SANDY I DID IT/MOM & FAM-FATHN YOU ALL. I really do love u!!! TOLD U I COULD DO IT in 4yr!!! Envy! SMILE Its not that BAD! JKT/TR4PEAC. Secret Ambition: To ride with the best of both worlds.

Rose McLaughlin

**"Rosie"**

Ambition: College

Memories: 3 yrs Wht Ex BF W/AG, TD, DC, MH 4-Ever. AG-Mr. Folmans Class. TD-Dave&Dom fightin' all the X. MIL-Wonda DC-Cryn in the corolla. MDWK WildWd 94 Casa D'Sole w/ ARTR, D&DB, AR, JG. Soph Sce w/ Jay. Jr Com in Dom, U mean the Wrld to me. I luv U. 3-30-93. Mom, Jer, Col, Mike & Lissa thnx 4 Everything I luv U All. Dad U R 4-Ever in my heart. I will always luv u & miss you. 9-27-94 Secret Ambition: To find a cure for cancer.

Deborah McMahon

**"Munchkin"**

Ambition: Art Teacher


.. Devos "93", TuesNightQueens Hanging in wagen "94" w/TH, JN. + SMyther Mosaic JP, R + BW/LD "Bouwoop" Summer "94" LBlw/Gentles. BFFBecca youraNInga GreatfulDead NoChocolate Please! Dad + Sis#1, Mom + Brian

Kathleen McEvna

**"Kathy, Kath"**

Ambition: Business Law

Memories: 1st period gym 4 yrs in a row M.I. F.K. KS, 7th period lunch with A.D. T.V. L.P. L. I Kathleen, chapstick queen Breath spray addict L.P. Algebra V.V. trips to NY. M.I. 2002 Olympics Quebec I'm there Europeans We have to graduate, look at all the winners T.V. the social L.M. I need my license Par we're dead A.P. Bio M.R. and Scott M.O.B. Ha don't miss you Thanks Mom, Dad, Laur, Al. Phil, Nose, Gra and Grandpa I love you Secret Ambition: To marry into Euro- 

ean royalty.

Kolleen Mary Meeker

**"Kol, Kolette"**

Ambition: To be a lion tamer


NO FEA! 2cery-BEAUTY &theBEAST! ELVIS RULES! Mom, Dad, Ken, Kate & rest of fam-luv u mre thn wrds cn xprss! Thank u! PV-HAKUNA MATATA! Secret Ambition: To see the Great Pumpkin rise up out of the pumpkin patch.

NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Michael J. Mehnert

**"Mike"**

Ambition: Success in whatever I choose.


Galiones-HB, JB&A. To the mehmena (Irvy; MM&PM)-Rem. the 15th. Love ya mom&dad. Secret Ambition: To go to the store ...
Ryan Melone
"IRV"
Ambition: Stock Broker
Memories . . . PLAYING CARDS with TE RL TB FD TC JC JB MM MC SY BF JK TC MD CS SW PC '94 MD MM JJ LP MC Gettin' thrown out at the track RL BF MM The Fab 4 JK JP KP Don't forget the night we got pulled over KG TC (I don't know where my uncle works) Don't forget stanzait and Hank's yards Marc Mike and JJ (Mike, Lip Check) Mehmet's MM RM BF JK TC MD BF JC Pal Rock n Finger watch4ram Remem Ntl FRD CHCKN DAY 15 JH Pink Pen Bob Forbes Mike Pags Ever Redd Leo Hey Lovedi Baseball Camp Hppy Hrnt Day Whereasmy toil Secret Ambition: To understand a conversation between Loverdi & Steinmeyer.

Paul Michael Meyer
"USA, Meatball"
Ambition: Graduate College

Michael Minery
"Mike"
Ambition: Lawyer
Memories . . . 4yrs Done. 4 yrs PV B-Ball What's up PC MC (HIP) JJJJJLP LPTTRIP YRM MAGELLA HEY MEHMETS!!! 4yrs Golf!! COUNTY + CONF. CHAMPS 94 STATE CHAMPS 95(HOPEFULLY) 3yrs VARSITY B-BALL, WE SUCK!!! JS LBI 93 2 SOPH SOC 3 JUN. COT. 2PROMS MEADOWLANDS 94 RM, BF, RL WE'RE ALMOST 18. MAY 10 WE'RE GOING BACK. THANKS MOM, DAD, NAM, GRAMPS, POPPOP FOR EVERYTHING. I LOVE U!!! AND THANK Y TRISH FOR WHATEVER U DID. GOOD LUCK TM.
Secret Ambition: To be a stuntwoman in an action film.

John Robert Moraino
"John"
Ambition: Artist/Musician
Memories . . . JAMMING WITH PACO, KISSCON'92, HANGIN' WRS, ML, NL, BB, YS, SS, CK, MG, SH, BT, TF PACO "BLUEFYE" CK REMEMBER THE DOOR AT CALDOR MARCHING BAND 91-94, "WMO:ML DRAWING FRACHE, THE CLASS WAS FUN, NICK & SYNG/JA 94BH, IM-guitar lessons PRACTICE! Mr. HP244 thanks for the advice! NL-HYPOCRISY RULES! ML-DRAWING CLASS CK-KEEP THE PORTRAIT I DREW. SO LONG PV THANKS MOM & DAD FOR PUSIN ME & MAKING ME WORK HARD.
Secret Ambition: To be the fifth Beatle.

Kelly Miller
"Bundy" "Blondie"
Ambition: Business/Management
Memories . . . AMCTS-A NYC94 SDthanx4et Want Some Watermelon? Cotillion93 InTheSnow93 U/MeanSoMuch 2Me/UThe ToughTimes and All Your TheOne its raining DMWhere's MA Howwhe Movies SAthepiegardar CTVoices AMTschoonedatone93 CTSA/CAM summerof93 Cplgot chg4loMT jpprom92 Seaside91 LGearideakb ELooookatthershoes NYeart93 CTA Myuck SAwords bond MomDadThax4 evthyn youhave done4me Iwouldn't have madeit if itwasn't4u WayneTracy Brian luvus 20hno! Nowlamin trouble lokwhadfertwrote aboutSal.
Secret Ambition: To play in the rain.

Monique Monteagudo
"Kirby"
Ambition: To be extremely happy
Secret Ambition: To be a stuntwoman in an action film.

Amie Elaine Methven
"Mol", "Mother Hen"
Ambition: Political Science/Child Daycare
Memories . . . 3 yrs grn pet 1yr BF w/TS wnt 2 tik smr 93 w/SA KM CT LC C-Side 93 w/KM J Reid w/TS KM TV Take it off! 4-2-94 TS WHRS Jon. LC hw the Ol SO SHABA KM ylw gbstpr CT mdrt tiks KL 1-1-93 Yuck CT U owe us SA Edga LD Get In the car DM 9-16-94 HELP VU Dulu. JW 2 my prbs JC U R So Loud TLV SPAN 2 Dad Mom Erik Scott THANKS I owe & Love you
Secret Ambition: To never have to prove myself to anyone.
Yvelissa Munoz
"Yve" "Yvie" "Yva"
Ambition: Graphic Design/Illustration & Performing Arts
Secret Ambition: To one day make it on "People" magazine with my "Mud! Babes" and "my love."

Jennifer Murphy
"Pyro" "Smurf"
Ambition: To teach
Secret Ambition: To party and not get caught.

Dennis R. Nardone
"Den"
Ambition: To be one with everyone.
Memories: . . . WTHJS, JP, JS, PC, MM, FP, RH, JH, LA, MD, FS, TR, MF . . NV. TFMRLWHCRW, AWRKPTYWT Classof95 Nvr Pat almsbruah wthPC or JS bsmt Pys. The City owned by crw alws rr TR for etg Thx to Fds still Tktn in 95 and will be frevr. Memrys wth frds will be nvr fgtn. alw be a plac in my hrt 4 frds. My love is 4 RR 4evr.
Secret Ambition: To be accepted on the same level as my father.

Adib Nassery
Ambition: College
Memories . . . To my family- Thank you so much for your support and for always being there for me through good, and bad times. I love you all. Hagnin with MA, TP, GJ, PM, MP, JB, RG, BR, CM, KK: 1 more year. Hang tough. Good times with MA at Rockaway. JB, thanks for always beings there. Great Friends with GJ, JP. Cm another day at WIM. Thanks for everything. Last but not least thanks to all the staff at PV who made the last two years of HS special.
Secret Ambition: To be able to accomplish my goals in life.

Naerie Ohannesian
Ambition: To get out of Little Falls and never come back
Memories: . . . I WANNA SAY THANX to the friends that I've made here. Even though we've only known eachother for 2 years, it feels like we've been frenz 4ever. I'll miss you guys. Stay in touch and don't 4et me cuz I'll never 4et you. Thanx for the good times. CLASS OF 95 RULES!

Kimberly Ann Oetken
"Kim"
Ambition: College
Memories . . . 4YRS MB/CG

Randy Orlando
Ambition: To own my own business
Memories . . . It's been a good 2yrs at PV. Thank you Ms. Agosta for getting me settled when I first got here. Mr. T" thank you for talking to me when I had problems Mom + Dad. Thanks for all your help + putting up with me.
Secret Ambition: To be the owner of a Red Mercedes 600SL convertible.
Kathryn Otilio
"Katie" "KTO"

Ambition: College
Memories... ThnkU . WrkoutWVV
JCGROW
JK-LgTlks
Secret Ambition: To always be nice to
CMw U
AmiUwysHr GdLK - LG
FLOWSIS .

Wnt2MarBM - HginatBJ
to the nice.

Ambition: College
M e morie s T bffe - In s prabl e
FolwinCM 2edFam. pa gs
URtheB
trrght on till morning !!

Joe... ever.
great prtyMemDayWkd. Fox nice
JS , MOM ,
Ryan
LG&
zangJC&MDbngfire
Hangin w . DF, PC,
Ambition : Graphic Designer
Secret Ambition : To do things right
first time

Joseph Richard Parker
"Parker"

Ambition: Graphic Designer
Memories ... Thanx Mom, Dad, Ryan WithoutU I would be nowhere
Hangin w/DF, PC, DC, RH, JC, JS, MDM, DN, JS, CV, BJ, MD, JC, NF, attheCLIFF, &QUARRY. DN
great ptyMemDayWkd. Fox nice
tan. NYC ever Summer94 best ever.
J H i u v U K O W h a t s 4
tcrh7Scemday PCaHuPJngu
zangJC&Mdhngfire CVallALONE
JC ITS11:00 DF lagSgetyoursDN
miss raBHoo! NF 2moyears
LG&MWdnt 4getME! Jachicsal.
Jain-trustU 8-13-94 thanx PC good
luckDPto what Uwan LF BAIL OUT
PVHS GOOD BY
Secret Ambition: To do things right
the first time

Andy Partridge
Ed

Ambition: To get to Mauryland
Memories ... PrLunchJR Lollapalooza93
DBJBGMLollapalooza
94ABTVKBMDMP Squeezeinthe
CavalierTherain shouldletup DP
Sayhtottoamen I foundthestash
youRule DPDBLBJBD W ashere
y0DB2 Getyourhands offmine
DB N I N I sweat TRMMBAB
TVKJMDP1 met Dicky SR
Hlelftitosfar VBTomahAndmet
J Lh c h V DBDBPPHTHBB
tovalCATCH youOntheCome
AROUNDHgoes CLAMFRUIT
RulesPHLookout a fence
MLWeeHeeHee MOMDADAMYE
LOVEPAULDARBY DRAMMA
BAMPINAN Thank youFREE
BOWLING CONAND BJBDMPVB
shzini KMNOFNEARPUNX
Secret Ambition: To taste
Lemonmellertime.
Carlos Anthony Perez
"Carl"
Ambition: To become a psychologist
Memories ... 3 yrs PV Scope rules
w/JR PK + Trunk 3 Yrs Ten-slack-
er's! Ind Trk93/94-Quick Check Boyz
Hangs at 7-11 w/DA Crew (GM, BF, TC, RM, NR) Hey Carl! Study
w/Macino SHAH Bring it on
Rlrbcky w/JP JMC CG MM 1st yr
DBT-GM + French/Kaner Quarry
JP(Da Guns) Dru, Danno, Doh! HIt
Russo's truck NA MK JF Hey Bad,
what's it gonna be! Uhh Great AD-ur
kilme SR-Luv U2 LP-Hey! wuzup
2all my family Thanxs 4 Everything
I luv U&l'm almost there CYA
Secret Ambition: Pro Hockey Player

Robert Pergola
"Rob"
Ambition: To have that "Big Break"
Memories ... THIS!SUMER90P94
w/JO, DL, BL, SC CAUGHTIN
RAIN w/ DL, JD&JK FOL.
THAT CAR! FUNN'GAMES.
GOIN'PAST THE "HOUSE".
JAMIN' "ATJD" S.S.B.S.
INTHECAR. DRIVENLESSLY.
GETTINGLOSTIN BELVILLE. JCT.
THE SPEED BUMPS. BL-
DOFRIESCOME WITH THAT
SHAKE. DL-WHAT'TOOK
YOUSOLONG. BL-SHE SITS
INTHEFRONT. PICK'N ONSLA
ATSC'S HOUSE. JT-THEBRIDGE.
DL-HEYPAIAN. FP-GOOD
LUCKCUZ. FM-GOTANY
MONEY. TV-THELOCKERS.
Secret Ambition: To climb the stair-
way to heaven with Jimmy Page

David Frank Petrillo
"Champ, Dave"
Ambition: Electrical Engineer
Memories ... Good X's at PVw/J.S,
R.D Music Will Never Die, D.L Keep
Playing, GV/Back in Action. Hanging
w/MC, JG M&D Thanx 4 Everything,
Luv Ya. Jo-Ann I Luv U &Ever &Ever
Jo-Ann Rember Curved—Hard X's
&IS Thanx 4 Always Being There.
D.S, MT Good Luck in the future.
Gram, Chaz Cazzo Fai. Go PV Cafe
Mr.&Mrs. S Thanx 4 Everything. DL,
SC Vroom Vroom. Hey Jo-Ann "She's
A Liar" I'll always win. Fun at DMC
I think. 40R Shot Put JA.
Secret Ambition: To give my woman
the world.

Francis Pico

Gemma Pirelli
"Gem"
Ambition: Physical Therapist
Memories ... GR8XW/AL-
ABCIGTRONDSMR92 WEMAD
ITKP- NWRRKATO PWARTE-
2ULKIFS 2MELTS2 TCKGTHR
GIRLZ. JULIO-JUSUNME JNDAT
DAH9P93- XMASEVEANOW TB-
GTSOWEK JP-GATAROSUB-
MOVIP 2DAPRJCT JM-GMT94 JP-
1DAD = ENUFS8- LKABRO
2METXMLX 4LKINOUT V7A-31-9
WUZOVRB4 TBBGN JUSMEMS
JR-10-1-94URYMTFE RR-9-10-
4LVURANL TINX. ALSNIN
2MEEBEG- AILONG TALKSRI-
ISWETULPNFY- UVALBIN
GRSMOMADAD- TINX4 LTNME
GROUP GP3-BGUURNLGRAM-
TAMOMIP TWNPARTNB-
BGRAMSCOTS, CARFAGNO,
APLVUNEDWY- NV44GTU/
URNATPC.
Secret Ambition: To find and hold
onto he who is "Semper Fi".
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Pantaleone Leo Polifonte
"Leo"
Ambition: College
Memories ... Playin Bball for P.V.
Hagin at P.C. wit MD, Hip, J5, Lip,
RM, MM, from Trip. This J's for
Magilla. Poolhall wit NV, VU. Vball
mem. day wknd at wldwd wit MD, J,
SB, JS, DC, DF, FP, PC, TC, JP.
&sum of 94 Wit LG, MB, TE, FB, JP,
MP, &AL, ML. Gr8 x's wit LG, (shick
at VP, EL&AL at work. MB, FB we
been through a lot. PM, AC thanx 4
the laughs. MR lets not lose touch.
JP-watch where u put'em out. Thanx
MOM, DAD, BROTERSS&LG for all
of your support I Love Ya. Good Luck
P.V. 95.
Secret Ambition: To Break On Through

Joseph Placenti
"Jose"
Ambition: To become a CPA
Memories ... 2 THE OLD CREW,
GR8 TMES W/TJ, MF, TR, FS, SD,
EF, PL, JR, TJ "YO ROCK" WHAT?
PINNER & 50 FLSHBACKS. CNT
FRGT DN. GOT A PLACE TO STAY,
1INT. 2 THE OLD RT NEW-KP, GP,
DF, MC, JB, GP, AL, TL, KP PET MY
BEARD. JB1 KNOW WHERE WE
ARE, 2 MY 3 DAUGHTERS. I RULE
YOU! TLFRIDs. TJ 6MTS LTR &
$700 LESS! LP1 DIDNT FRGT.
THNKS 4 THE HOUSE. YOUR #1.
THNKS JL, PL, GP, DP 4 EV-
ERY THING. THKS LIL, ALWAYS
THERE 4 BIG BROTHER. THNKS
MOM&DAD I KNOW!
Secret Ambition: To run through the
halls of Passaic Valley with my hair
on fire singing "Keep Me Hanging On."
Jaynie Marie Porretta

**Ambition:** Registered Nurse

Memories ... Thnx 2 All My Frnds.

LF window HG Miss U TB URAGRT

PRSON JLYV U. JM UR MRE Then

My frnd UR my bro. CC U will always

have a pic in my hrt. Thnx 4 the

memzr. Speel Thnx 2 CAR, KATE, Nan, KATE, STEVE Thnx 2 my

fmly. Moma Thnx 4 mkng me the

prsn I am grandpa 'u bth nde my

deal. Jon - nyprde skool Joey,

my idkhr. Daddy-wrds ctn xps all

U do 4 me. Luv U.BF 5 yrs Kerry U

R m 2nd hi! Bert ERNIE I LUV YOU

BOTH

Secret Ambition: "Not to hold onto

the past because you die a little each
day."

---

Kimberly Potenzone

"Bahnee" "Boop"

**Ambition:** High Fashion Make-Up Artist

Memories ... 4yrsVocalsSoph

SookJrCotwNBPMM/ Gr3cT&GFAL

JBPJMCDDPS! TLaolbro

TheMostFun!Pbrhbrwn MenThank

urEAR! AlhbedaB5nwPile! JPLikeABro!

Bxxt #88!

MCpawinedTheHall outthere!

TRthnx4Itall! SOHDKMKM

AULBCB engaged? GOTHCA! Dane &

DaveGdLck! K Rgrrfnd!

SManuAruba 93&94wNBTatooo/

Foonzii!!! F Kevy NA JPC /D\!

Dwyclxonddeee Nick "91-95"

LTSMAKEIT4EVR! ILUVU

BUBB! XOGer#1 GMILUVU

GramNannuLuvU! Mon, Dad, Dina,

Kristin & Gary. URMy World!

IFIDidnt'Hav UldL0st! ILUVUAL!

Secret Ambition: To one day enter

the Golden Gates of Heaven, and

become that someone special's

Guardian Angel.

---

Joseph Puzzo

"Joe"

**Ambition:** Computers and Art Major

Memories ... Skateboarding freshman

year with FC DB CS DN KC & R M. Playin hockey with, SC JK GG CP

MM MG & AS. Junior gym Fab 4 RM

JK & KP. Playin Bball with MM NA &

CP. Forrun with MM DP & KH.

Keep your eye on the fruit! General

Shop - "The Craw". Rember U.S. His-

story 2 videos-SO MG SR & TV. Lets go
to the country CP JK & AS. Sking

with JK JK MM GG NR & GM. Never

watch Saudi Arabia Play World Cup

Soccer NA.

Secret Ambition: To become a Mighty

Morphin Power Ranger.

---

Tammy Redmon

"Tammers"

**Ambition:** To be a nurse

Memories ... TV? IllhearWeddBells-

LYLAS- GoodLuckw/SH. PKCA-

ILOVEYOU. PR-BunsOFSteel

RHExcitibers SpagettiOs AL

2yrsGymDisBig RGP-Jellybean

Guyswell talknphqog J5-Ilahlyrs

Thanx4thegoodby 6-12-92 DM

wel/ChattMikesFeedFarm. Tiz-

MunchyCrums DT5-26-94

Now4Ever1 yoursupportILuvya

That'sallguys I monmyway2

SesameSTREET

Secret Ambition: To find Sesame

Street.

---

Stephanie Reed

"Steph"

**Ambition:** To be successful in life.

Memories ... BPw/SC, SE, SP.

IluYourGuys. than. LBI'94w/SF,

SC. JCon. VB84w/SC. Best time.

Rem. AD. oh myGod. WWMDW94w/

RR, SA, CT. Benn/w/KK, SO, TV, LI,

MC, MG. TGIFw/IR. LP. Irene,

it'sPH. BPw/JP. SC, NA. 8hpier hist.

/w/TV, DL, JP, RP, SO. MG. Pete,

YourTheBest. City94 No ID. NIP. LP,

lost. oneTime. CP. YourBlacking

ButILuvYou. 5th lunchw/LS, PS.

MissYourGuys. Artw/ LP, FB, AP, So-

Far. SoCute. Mom, Dad, Dare,

andFamily. Iluv You. Thans. HD-

thans. AA-thansForLaughs. DL-1

Bro.C-YA

Secret Ambition: To see Nanny's face

in the Muppet babies.

---

Christopher Porter

"Rena Foot"

**Ambition:** To finish my 340

Memories ... Enjoyed 4yrsOfBB

Cooperstown '93 Summer sat

QueareysFairMountandthe

Islandwith the singaBoyDenville

'93 P5GoodLuck withthenew

WThtechicken willflyagain

CPhorehouse '94 MSThanks 4ev-

everything hopeunjoy PVNewYears

'93 atTannmiesHiglandauaua

RulesMSloveu 2yrsIsland

Dragwayandalsoat Englishstown

Preshouse No Fear 4 Ever

EndLoveYs4Ever.

Secret Ambition: To become a profes-

sional baseball player.

---

Denise M. Pricken

"Dee"

**Ambition:** Physical Therapy

Memories ... 2yrsSoccer

3yrsGralShow 95 WhtExhead w/LC

gnaahawVcty Hgw/ MFJAKD

JDSWLCKMSS M93MEJDKNkD

ptty MPoudlavhm? Cgrp Memwkd

JDStyouthetegrada KDLik2mevov

JABFFE2yrs Vegagrrtxs I'll

SLmyrm LMAUBF2grthr 4evr

D MJ D7thper 10/10. 92

MFJATDAUCBGRAMD! ReebTC

BFw/ JBR5. MFwrugd&badx

lixefomemra CThnx4 evrythgur

theBst WPC6am NSSSGdx94

Brdkle& KD ptynpgP! TLunch

Belmanw/ LCKD J/dky

chinMFrunw/CP. Dad Mom Jon

Di Bry Chrissy lvw ya

Secret Ambition: To get the world's

undivided attention.

---

Joseph A. Ramm

"Ramm", "Toe"

**Ambition:** Physical Therapy

Memories ... 2wks Fball&1wk

wresting. Hangin out w/DR, DL, JD,

BH, GB, JP, PM, &AF. JD-All us! We

R Moppin' up! Dr-Pointless drives

w/DL. JP &PM- No Friends!

Pordomiansk4-65 RRWF-Bicky S&I

kicked but! World ChmpJP-Ed fell!

Haat hem! MD-YEAH! Bio2 class-

KG&RM-DAN! 4throped Lnd.

Petey! Aaay Tuba! I'll be the champ!

AP-Stinkin' Wic! CP-Hey Carl. Petee

M's bash! Wildwood94! Bob R177

Topo! 2 My family-1 lvu u Guys!

Thans 4 evrythingPV-It's been real!

Later!

Secret Ambition: To become a shaolin

munk.
Jaime Ricciardiello
"Jaim" "J"
Ambition: USMC
Memories ... BF MP, DH, HB, AG, MW, LG, BD, BM, RC, RS, RA, JB, LIM, MP, DH. ROSE PLw B&M & DH All Night CHSDwMP. CC MDw94 BRTN FACES. CMMP MBRIED DH&BH KURT&HELEN. SHER LUV U4EV. MPGOT U SMOKIN SW Always IMyTHGHTS. BBmy BFinthe WHOLE WLD MP NCE BODS! I GOT THE FAT RIDE. WDSCTkx DR, MOB, REG, JS&NS LUV U/S So MUCH! VR CANwe BORROW UR THOUGHT BOBS! BFinthe KURT&HELE Faces. & MP WDSTCKw Always IMyTHGHTS. BBmy U4EVR.
Secret Ambition: To one day do LUV U'S So MUCH! ERYTHI NG! BUT DAD, GRAM, thing and not get caught.

Michelle Marie Richardson
"Mich"
Ambition: Cosmetologist
Memories ... Bet Frnds w/ LS&KS. SkatersWorld w/ LS, SL, MN, ND, SWV at MSG. Main St w/MN. Ringers, 94. LS Get off the Phn. Hows yr leg? Tik blur van. MLd yr nose&U won't tat it! Jameol&Iny liar! MN not all Mr R Pigs-KS I'm a MTVTL Santa! Nicky D I'm in a van dwn by the RVE! LBI 94 Seaade 94 Zuck-Alrity then! MT-How U Figur? IK-Cottin-the fab of Rive! MILK-TFFE. THANX to my Family you're great! Oh no, I'm Ferclemp! BA-By.
Secret Ambition: To find Lauren's real hair color.

Rosaria Rinzivillo
"Rosaria Conchia"
Ambition: Army
Memories ... BFFELCS YRSQFAGM HDCRMNTDC TSAGS6YRS offun AGoil Splaglets GoFarming 31TAGDCReverse Thomacan CrewADCMHRCT AGWhatever! AUWhere'saDaddys shorts Mem Wkd94 Hangin With CTSA SR ShutDoor! CTI'mSingle! CTRRMIShore94 What's Hangin LC Wanta CTBellosche CTHowzDen TCMHGWCYS89 CTMFIRBOG LOOKOUT! NRJAGQR Exhit101 WannaRace RRMPGFFEDN Yovalybein myheart! Mom&Dad IMadeit! Milena&Joe Pauyp! DCRAG50 Juicers! RozDozAMoz! PVTmout!
Secret Ambition: To never again take something for granted and realize how good I have it before it's gone.

Andrew Rogin
"Andy" "Drew"
Memories ... MMV. Thinks VT, BD, BC, fr the nghta w dd smthng. Grwld&NA. Grwldlk BDth bt. GA BD, ML, VT. Th Rvrr NA, VT, BD. VT YsnfPkJ the "mnmsa". 1yr RyRgrs Mr. M th bst mngr. Fshng Wynd&mp VT, BD. Thinks BD for getting lst lving GA. olwretGP MG, VT, BD. clr chngg snp. flmnqtg fr BD, VT. sde of rd a Penn. VT th ml. Wrng w/ BD. lst dt w/JA mntr glf. Thinks to all my frnds(you knw wh u ar). Thinks to my family I love you all.

Rosaria Rinzivillo
"Rosaria Conchia"
Ambition: Army
Memories ... BFFELCS YRSQFAGM HDCRMNTDC TSAGS6YRS offun AGoil Splaglets GoFarming 31TAGDCReverse Thomacan CrewADCMHRCT AGWhatever! AUWhere'saDaddys shorts Mem Wkd94 Hangin With CTSA SR ShutDoor! CTI'mSingle! CTRRMIShore94 What's Hangin LC Wanta CTBellosche CTHowzDen TCMHGWCYS89 CTMFIRBOG LOOKOUT! NRJAGQR Exhit101 WannaRace RRMPGFFEDN Yovalybein myheart! Mom&Dad IMadeit! Milena&Joe Pauyp! DCRAG50 Juicers! RozDozAMoz! PVTmout!
Secret Ambition: To never again take something for granted and realize how good I have it before it's gone.

Nicholas Romanooff
"Nick"
Ambition: Business Tycoon
Secret Ambition: I Wish You Knew.

Massimiliano Russo
"Max"
Ambition: To be a successful business man.
Memories ... POUNDINGWITH MYBOYSLJBBCCRRADS JFPFDBCOOL CHILLING WITHMPDHMHWHB JRPACE TO MYBOYS MCLPFMBF CRUSINGINF CLSTRUNK WITH JPPHATAPARTIESAT JPSHOUSE RSFLATTIREATTHE LAKERS CRASHINGINTO MUD'S #2CLACK BERRYPORITIES ARE IN THE HOUSE COOL CHILLING AT'PS HOUSE PAKILAKE AND THE CITY HAROCHILLINGATRAS HOUSE "FISH" ALLOYS FORLIFECYCLE OF '85 KEEP LIVING LOVELY. ILIKETO THANAKY PARENTS FOR MAKINGTHIS ALPOSSIBLE PEACE TO ALL I'M OUT!
Secret Ambition: To be a hip-hop artist.

Mohamed Saad
James Sakas

"T.J."

Ambition: Police officer
Memories ... To the class of "95", Good Luck. To AU & HB thanks for listening, remember Siles's math class. Good times w/TS, KO, JH, MW, LG, DO, CN in 7th lunch. To SQ keep in touch & thanks for everything. To my love Leo, I love you w/all my heart. I know we'll be happy someday. To my baby Junior, hope to see you someday.

Diana Santiago

"DI"

Ambition: Child Psychologist
Memories ... 4Yrs Var Wrestling Mem BB going ape SHI in WP 2 Yrs Var Football w Nick 3 Yrs Var Track Jav & Pole w/Gene 1st per Trans w/PS-JS MB Nick + MRT Spanish 1 w/MR Sal wp w/JC Danny the duck DW MG JM GD TB Don't have to stop to let them out Anthony Gene Mark Eddie working on roof w/Hank Anthony the mole + Matt 2 Yrs w/Mel.

Secret Ambition: To follow the dead.

John Santaniello

Ambition: To be a Printer.
Memories: 2 Years of football. Look forward to my new career. Thank you everyone for all your help.
Secret Ambition: To play for the New York Giants.

Jude Scaglione

"Scag"

Ambition: To be successful at whatever I do
Memories ... CCMD, FairMT. Blewup. DN. JS. FellDown MSU. M. DAY. Ambition: To be a mechanic
Memories ... 1stperTransClassC. PR. DTTJ. SM. BN. BEditoTheBoneC. PR. IJ. SW. MC. BS. HJ. MR. SF. DC. PDenville Ptry94 Camping with the Boys Memorial Day WKN DatC. PwthL. CW. MS. HC. BC. PM. SA. SR. Dallfuntons wrkingon my car. 4hunch Jr. yearwhW. MJ. SD. TR. DC. PReneeAmy. liliscake inmyface 4 July. Nevergrt grttmswthmy teachersC. ya!!! P. S. Mom, it'sgonnaget greasier!!!

Secret Ambition: To be one of the Rolling Stones that gathers no moss.

Philip Scavone

"Phil"

Ambition: To be a mechanic
Memories ... 1stperTransClassC. PR. DTTJ. SM. BN. BEditoTheBoneC. PR. IJ. SW. MC. BS. HJ. MR. SF. DC. PDenville Ptry94 Camping with the Boys Memorial Day WKN DatC. PwthL. CW. MS. HC. BC. PM. SA. SR. Dallfuntons wrkingon my car. 4hunch Jr. yearwhW. MJ. SD. TR. DC. PReneeAmy. liliscake inmyface 4 July. Nevergrt grttmswthmy teachersC. ya!!! P. S. Mom, it'sgonnaget greasier!!!

Secret Ambition: To complete my 1965 NOVA.

Jason Michael Scheck

"Jay"

Ambition: To become a huge success. Memories ... Grinx's w/JM RD WM CB CP SH PS FD CP RD AG & AM. Broken Bones off roading with SH & CB in SH's dad's truck Summers at DPW. You look like that guy from Nirvana. Denville, enough said. When WM met the big guy at Deli Mart. The Firebird incident. Nights at the Quarry. Parties at CB's Sundays in E-town All nighters at Fred's. The garage Oh ya Thanx Mom I will never forget you Lex.

Secret Ambition: To keep my hands clean for more than a day.

Carmelo Scorpo

"Carm"

Ambition: To go to college
Memories ... Card games wit Irv TC TB FD RL. TC TE MW SY MC Rockball 90-94 Irv BF RL MM place my bets Seaaside Crew94 Yanks RL. TC TC MC. Its in the stove baseball TC FM RP WA U mean TE HE throws nuggets TC-Biter RL1 know Ba Bye FD get help TC-Play baseball TB-U da man NR we know the story RE- SPECT Irv-Give me a pic Thanx JL for the help in baseball. Thanx Mom, Dad, Paul, Frank GC LN CB.

Secret Ambition: To find the second gunman on the grassy knoll.

Tracy Lynn Schultz

Ambition: Social Worker
Memories ... 3Yrs Grn Posters 11Yrs BFW/AM Grinx w/ AM, CT, SA, KMX2, LG, &DM AM-Ideas; Talkin-n-stalkin; Locet CT-Run! Accidents SA-Wanna Hookup?: Edgar DM-Almost hit KMmud; SD&JS 2gether AM, KM/KTV-Jimreed's 9-16-94 We R Gone (or acting Cot93-Oh Whatta Nite! RB&CT Where R Your Dates? SatNiteDriv w/AM, LD, &BW Doug-UR my love & my friend 2-2-93 is ours-Always& 4Ever? Mom, DadChris, Ally, FamaFrnds- Thanx 4 the love&support I luv U all! PV now just a memor.

Secret Ambition: To keep my mind open and my mouth shut.
Joseph P. Seiferth

"Seif"

Ambition: To hang out with Jimi all along the watch tower. Memories ... 4 yrs bbl 2yrs Vrsty. Mem./ w/ JSDNPCFP JHJPDCJC MDCVF. NYCJHPF PDNDF. DNWatrfl3 Priy/cont rl. DP42in2 sinttgal. Ptch the gaspmp. FP-ZangaZang. Mystic Swims. Bckyrd bonfire JHPCDH aliens. Luv Lucie. MePCDNJHPFJSMMMSLA Luvs MJ now and forever. Thanx Mom, Dad, Jim, Mike, & Grams 4 Everything. I luv you all. PV, it's been real. OK bye-bye.

Daniel Seuling

"Dan"

Ambition: A career in medicine Memories ... Everything has a beginning and an end. 4 years at high school is no exception. I'll miss the good times and the friends, but the memories will always live on. The great times with the band and stage crew will never be forgotten. Thanks to all for their friendship and caring, especially my family. Thank you. NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Joseph Seuling

"Joe"

Ambition: To be a doctor Memories ... Will remember the time's he's had at P.V. Looking forward to what's coming, but sometimes misses the past. Thanks to family and friends, for always being there, and to my brother, for always being like me. Best wishes to all and thanks NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Poonam Shah

"Pooh"


Secret Ambition: To make a living by what I get, but make a life by what I give.

Shahin Shahtaheri

Ambition: F-14 fighter pilot Memories ... Thanks to: JG JM KD UK KK MG Who Made This Four Years A Little Easier I Wish Everybody Success in Their Lives Good Memories: Kl/Ths note Im Ms Erets Foods Class, Junior Year 6th Period Lunch With My Friends Stage Crew and All Other Fun Activities. "Jimmie H"

Secret Ambition: To make it to Top Gun before I am 30 years old.

Ahmed Shams

Ambition: To be a doctor Memories ... Everything has a beginning and an end. 4 years at high school is no exception. I'll miss the good times and the friends, but the memories will always live on. The great times with the band and stage crew will never be forgotten. Thanks to all for their friendship and caring, especially my family. Thank you. NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Elden Shams

Ambition: A career in medicine Memories ... Everything has a beginning and an end. 4 years at high school is no exception. I'll miss the good times and the friends, but the memories will always live on. The great times with the band and stage crew will never be forgotten. Thanks to all for their friendship and caring, especially my family. Thank you. NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Dawn Sheldon

Ambition: To hang out with Jimi all along the watch tower. Memories ... 4 yrs bbl 2yrs Vrsty. Mem./ w/ JSDNPCFP JHJPDCJC MDCVF. NYCJHPF PDNDF. DNWatrfl3 Priy/cont rl. DP42in2 sinttgal. Ptch the gaspmp. FP-ZangaZang. Mystic Swims. Bckyrd bonfire JHPCDH aliens. Luv Lucie. MePCDNJHPFJSMMMSLA Luvs MJ now and forever. Thanx Mom, Dad, Jim, Mike, & Grams 4 Everything. I luv you all. PV, it's been real. OK bye-bye.

Daniel Seuling

"Dan"

Ambition: A career in medicine Memories ... Everything has a beginning and an end. 4 years at high school is no exception. I'll miss the good times and the friends, but the memories will always live on. The great times with the band and stage crew will never be forgotten. Thanks to all for their friendship and caring, especially my family. Thank you. NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Joseph Seuling

"Joe"

Ambition: To be a doctor Memories ... Will remember the time's he's had at P.V. Looking forward to what's coming, but sometimes misses the past. Thanks to family and friends, for always being there, and to my brother, for always being like me. Best wishes to all and thanks NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Poonam Shah

"Pooh"


Secret Ambition: To make a living by what I get, but make a life by what I give.
Christian A. Sheppard
"Chris"

Ambition: Law Enforcement Memories ... Great times hanging out with J. White, Mitch, Preach. Demon Artist, ERO, F.C., L.C. and S.A. Remembering F.C.'s New Years Party '93. Going to Rock Steady Jam in N.Y. Going to FLA. The Summer of '94 Hanging off the roof top with JWE flying 2000 yards kiting over the sea. Going to Soho down + under meeting writers. Lifting with F.C. in P. Town. Thanx mom and dad for putting up with me. I'm out for ninety five peace up to class of 95 Secret Ambition: To one day rule the world.

Raymond Sisco
"Ratboy"

Ambition: Be myself, think for myself Memories ... Mom, Dad, AND ALL My Frds. THX4AllU DID4Me. I'll NVR4GetU'saDAD. StopSingin' CARLOS Yeah UHHUH. Jon. Where my caps. MARNolt'sNotHARD CARLOS, RiverviewDRV Jaime. WASH Panto Danny. Blowswnk inmynafaceTHX. CC JF Arf Arf Smitty's w MCIDRJHJ. Memor Day w/ JLC. DCM. goin'craz quietPL MARPUDK ADY. ATKKRU. JMS4evrANTTHX 4Help. RCMDFJDM Gazebos RCJD. Hitin Golf Balls. RJC Graffitiathon. 94 Partys at Johns. PackinakLK everyrone. IfIMystAny 1 AKKRU. J.1S4evr I'm Out. RCMD FJMDM Memor Memories RiverviewDRV Jaime. MAR olt'sNotHARD DID4Me. I'll Ambition UHHUH. M&W 94 Hit tin Golf Balls. RCJ Graffitiathon. Weveryone. IfI'MystAny 1 AKKRU. J.1S4evr I'm Out. RCMD FJMDM Memor Memories RiverviewDRV Jaime. MAR olt'sNotHARD DID4Me. I'll Ambition UHHUH.

Lara Ann Sokalski


Tonya Teresa Spagnola
"Bilonia, Sonia, MeBell"

Ambition: Teacher Memories ... KOhffe 2 3 yrs. WBDmisu SL Lthnsk4 evrythng BF/JH seamanotr FL w/CMKO's MDM2g2b2tru KHeom Home WlcmkJ02/5 93 MemAtMcD's (FP's Fall MM's Tires FblnRain) GF=SC#K R MDomato JC2Hb4Me 2nd Fam. Ottilio Thanks Lav U BFw/LG KN ovrgrtet Ride2Mall 5/21/93 tookit UponMyself JPP=sorry GetUpDC DgldLuk HiPC JS massage CVshld BinOurGrade DFshh BJetBody MDM2hUnE AlsoEdX's W/MDWHD TLJRRHB Best Xat Socials JCA3rdPlace I luv my fam most of all Thanks4 BeingThere. Secret Ambition: To be a good mom like my mother someday.

Tammie Jean Smith
"Tam, Pebbles"

Ambition: Legal or Medical secretary Memories ... VT. "I Lov U" tks4 the many x's of advic. I'll never 4getu. BFFE JMO-tks 4 evrthng BF nvr 4get me. DMCS-say Hi 2k & hope u marry MT stay out of trubl & P.P. Good x's w/ VT, DMC, JMO, JM, &DM. Good x's at B.H w/MF, LS, KG, RJ, KG, SM, RJ, CS, BS, &AR. M&DM-Evn tho we fight alot nvr 4get u. Love u, stay out of trubl, I will always consdr u my REAL BRO.

Lauren Sorrentino
"Gunther"


Bonnie Lynn Stewart
"Joker"

Ambition: To be a success at whatever I do. Memories ... GOOD TIMES W/JS, TOMV, VVB, VT, TV, MR, LS, MB, MM, AH, GF, AM ... FLORIDA'92 ... TOM Pinnochio! Pinnochio! Any-be very, very QUIET-we're hunting! P'Dall! ... MARCHING BAND '91 & '92. Choir! 91-95 Jen, I have beans!! ... Renee- Remember Girl's Show tickets& Attendances& the Cotillion! ... Vanessa, remember Florida '92&the Cotillion!! VVB&BS. BFFE. Jen-junior gym&choir! Irene-Culinary! Mom, Dad, Ginny, STEVE & Rebecca-I LOVE YOU ALL, Thanx!!! Secret Ambition: To never be sharper or flat, only natural!!
Jennifer Veronica Surowitz

**"VITZ"**

Ambition: To have a star on the Walk of Fame.


Secret Ambition: To wear the kilt of Jean Paul Gaultier.

---

Karyn Tomasik

**"Kar"**

Ambition: H.S. Teacher

Memories . . . 2 my BFMR: GAwP FLT tire! old mn! He was?! SHRwJM. VVB thx 4 listing! Al. BFFK gdbd Xs . whr D? JM VR CHNG! MK2 w/SM . I WO! Fun w/ evrydy at F&G. 2AM . . oops! FK EP SM JF JM KO DM CP JB AB IF JP JT KM LS . . I LUV U GUYS! Fun w/SC JB RE MR all da laughs!! Liti sophs I LUV U. Drygrnd- QC wbt twn is this? Mom n Dad LUV U; thx 4 hlp w 1 Alg2. MR my sis 4evr keep drmn, Smdy thyl cm tru! "Oh my god, I made it!!"

Secret Ambition: To STOP thinking before I speak!

---

Donald Turner

**"A2"**

Ambition: To become a teacher

Memories . . . Thks SA AM TS RR KM LC forblg thrgh tgh tms esp AM TS DK! SA Wet a saug! Let me out! Beat by Sch! JFKpk&vld. AM 12mnStr. KM AM 9NY TkHYou TS RUN&NoAcpts! KM SA I HearVoices! RR "Single" "SkipToMyLou" MI WilAtHim! NYlans! RBDePart! LC SkipFrt! TD S0dHillHa! Ha! RR AG MH DC & Me TmMn crw! 94NY&HasFrt at AM's! CA LzThsNps! 94mwr/S/A. RR. AL. GA MI FI ThksFor Evtg! PeterAlw &4evrln MyHeart! MomDadDeb ThksForPng UpW/ The Atd!

Secret Ambition: To know that I could actually trust someone in my heart!
Amy Uzzalino
Memories . . . 4 yrs of White ExDCAGRM thanx for taking me into this parking lot. LMSTopLaughing DChowder DChowtime DCHowdy you get out of this parking lot. LMSTopLaughing DPlrMK & dancing in the parking lot. LMsjDont'check DChowder LMtopsonging you'for finally free DCanyone feel your hair. HHD coffeeneights HWatchchy our-keep JAllookohnandas LMlsee crack LMhowbigareyourhoops LMAU BFDPweregoingto Frankies MomDadJohn Kimthanxforyoueverthinglove.
Secret Ambition: To someday be married.

Vanessa A. VanderBorghi
"Vaness"
Ambition: To become a teacher
Memories . . . 2 YRS GRN TKTS & ATTDS HEAD. Great times w/ TD, MM, KT, BS, YM, TV, MB, BH. TD Don't forget WILD WOOD 93 & '94 Poconos 94 KT & '94 Are you alright? Remember those w-outs w/ Maxx YM & KO! Go for the gold YM! I won't forget having lunch w/ DZ Jr Yr! Thanx for our grt chats! I'll never forget what you have done for me! Thanx for everything! What a blast at the JrCot 94! Mom, Dad & Chip Thanks for all the Love, Support, & Guidance! LUV U!!!!
Secret Ambition: To make my dreams come reality.

Tanya Louisa Vargas
Tan, T.
Ambition: To become a teacher

Tiziana Verillo
"Tiz"
Ambition: College
Memories . . . Gr8 X's w/ Ad TV AP KM SO HD JC MC MG SG SA AM KK MG FS GF. Luv U Guys 2 yrs Track & C.Guard. Florida w/ TVKMDM TEKI JUICE! Deebos's w/ JC & KK Jim Reeds w/ KMA LTS. FS-FBAJ Sandwitchs JYRHist. w/ SRS0MGPJC. AM IsThisATrue? TMnchCrums. JC Oh MY God FreshCliff. AP Nvr4get The GtAntiThaxn U RtheBest! S&HD GtTalks. CarChaseW/TVJFAD Benignans. ADstopStupid. FDU. AH- BasTalks&Laughs NvrWllB4gotten! TVThaxn for being you! Love and Thanx to Mom Dad and Steve.
Secret Ambition: To dream the impossible dream and have it come true.

Thomas J. Vandenburg
"Tom"
Ambition: To do well in life
Memories . . . 4 yrs MB with GF, MP, MC, JS, DS 2 yrs SC with JR, KL, MS. Rest of crew.

Thomas Varcardipone
"T.J."
Ambition: Mechanic
Memories . . . 'Back in 81' chillin at Mt. PIsnt w/P.A., J.P., J.G., V.R., CA., CS., and J.E. Partyng all the time also w/M.W., R.A., J.C., M.A., M.L., and DZ.
Secret Ambition: To be a millionaire.

Tara Vegas
Ambition: College
Secret Ambition: To dream the impossible dream and have it come true.
Jonathan Wenrich
"Norm!!!"
Ambition: To be a chef.
Memories ... I CAME, I SAW, I CONQUERED!!!
ALL IN 4 YEARS!!!
Secret Ambition: To own Cheers.

Stacie Ann Wester
"Stay", "Stace", "Ace", "Acer"
Ambition: To live life to the fullest
Memories ... Lakhouse 101/72 L.F. W. r R. W. e? B J. H. o u s e
Poundin'@ PCS Prty 72/53 Ver 4get LA 49/ LH H. Sh o re 94 S M B
"Bell!lyBittie": 2-4mn tent/ LG JB Bj JWDSTK/ J WTRSB.
Mem:By93/ LFLS Dunetp-IngDP sweetpikle LC O H @ % e!!!
My Wipersmatin AHYEATHOOT TOOTK'M ALL LA-GYODLYIft
@ Shawnee/ LCCDDon'tXcteme
LCLLDOOMLC&SW Destination KD Hews M S? LF LVUBUNY!
LFMDO'son HALCLuvU 4 every-
thng youid4me ToMom&JIM
Thanx4being there4me ILUVU
couldnt havedoneit w/o you! 4ve-
ery14got It'sbeenreal CHECK
YALATER!

Mark Wintermute
Ambition: Repair Man
Memories ... WHAT UP TO DAVE
H. ALWAYS BEING THERE WHAT
UP TO THE WHOLE SENIOR
CLASS. WHAT UP TO ALAN
&JEFF BIG UPS TO MY MOM AND
DAD BELIEVING THAT I COULD
PASS HIGH SCHOOL WHAT UP
TO TOM WHO FINALLY
SLAMMED WITH TWO HANDS!
WOU LD LIKE TO SAY THANK
YOU TO ALL THE TEACHERS I
HAD PAST AND PRESENT. I
WOULD LIKE TO SAY PEACE AND
I'M OUT.

Amanda Beth Yurkosky
"Mandy" "Moo"
Ambition: Communication Disorders
Memories ... 3yrs v sftbl lyr v
scr.Cpt 4yrs Grn Chrn. Head 94
GREEN CHIEF 96. BFw/JH, JP, LS,
SL, LF, KG, FR Prtek 94-rvnry.
L.Fp., pkr, JH-airnmndy KG-
lwndncng. TC-Bonk. BFw/JH, JP,
FR, KG, JH-lwdry. OtSt9w/RS JH-
the cow Ncw/RCMKR. I mas u
guys. TC, KG-HUl'lmBkwth ... TN-
nameths? CD-witch th wall! EG, FR,
KG-RS's Bkryd-me Im mndy. RSu
snore. FR-lever Frns. LS, KG-bst spy
ev. Kinev/ FR, CG, MW, CS, JP, JL,
SL, LS, LF, KGRes dgs. Mom, Dad,
Steve-Thanxll luv u. Always B ur mo.
Secret Ambition: To be loved by
millions.

Also Graduating:
Micheal Capalbo
Brian Casperson
Richard Duke
Michele Farnese
Anthony Laguerra
Jason MacDonald
Karen Murin
Sandra Pane
Matthew Sanders
Peter Saoud
Danny Vasquez

SENIORS/51
Senior History of the Amazing Class of 1995

We, the children of late ’76 and 1977, lived through the death of disco and the birth of punk rock, but nothing could compare to our journey through the halls of Passaic Valley as we became the “amazing class of 1995”.

Freshman year… With our old friends at our sides, we entered Passaic Valley, not knowing what to expect. We were freshmen, a.k.a., peons. We had to endure seniors cutting ahead of us in line and stuffing us into lockers. We had to deal with a new school, new teachers, and new friends. We faced the embarrassment of walking into classes late or into the wrong classroom altogether! However, these hardships made us stronger, and before long, we learned to deal with the pressures, the locker stuffings, and the new school.

We got our first taste of high school sports, as many of our fellow freshmen competed in football, basketball, track, and many other sports. Most of us competed at the freshman levels, but some of us made the JV squads, and even a select few made it all the way to the Varsity teams.

With each change of season, we experienced changes in our social lives. Fall brought us the play, “Teach Me How to Cry,” and a number of dances. Then those winter winds came blowing in, bringing with them new sports, a Christmas play, and the Winter Musical. We were introduced to a craze some of us had never heard of before but now will never forget: Girls’ Show. We had to pick sides, or in this case, a color, and yell at the top of our lungs for a few hours on a cold winter night. During our freshmen year, the Greens swept every major event.

Spring arrived, and with it came sports once again. There was the annual Art Show, and our class put money in its treasury with the Easter Candy Sales. Before long, summer was upon us, and with it, summer jobs, vacations, but most of all, time off. Sophomore year… Freshly tanned from two months of summer, we returned to the halls of PV. We were no longer the freshmen peons of PV.

We were one step closer to graduating, towards earning a diploma. Again we had fall port. Some athlete stayed in their respective JV quad, while others had improved themselves over the off season to get that honorary “Varsity” spot and letter. We sold “blow-pops,” which gave us not only cavities, but $1000 in our treasury!

In our country, a new president was elected, marking a complete power shift between the two major political parties. Beavis & Butthead ruled the TV airways. The economy struggled, but we, the class of 1995, remained strong. Winter came, and with it, our first major dance of PV, the Sophomore Social held at the Wayne Manor. We spent the night asking, “Where’s the Food?” as we were only served Hors D’Oeuvres.

The Whites saw victory in our second Girls’ Show, there was our extensive magazine drive, and now, parents have subscriptions through the year 2006! Friendships became solid, as we became “used to” one another. Old alliances
withered as old friends went their separate ways.

Summer came before we knew it, and then before we fully enjoyed it... Junior year was upon us. We were now the upperclassmen; only one year separated us from our diplomas. We had to begin plans for our life after high school. We took our SAT's and visited the colleges we planned to attend. We dominated the sports scene, playing a major role in our varsity teams' successes. There were the Christmas “things” sale, the parties, and the famous car wash. Thanks to Pizza 46 and Giovanni for our lunches!

The Junior Cotillion was held at Mayfair Farms, and although his wife didn’t come along, Santa Claus showed up. It is a tradition that the Class of '95 started, and it is a tradition that will never end. There was another Girls' Show, with the Whites repeating their '94 victory. In '94, most of us received the greatest gift of our lives, a license. We spent weekends traveling around, riding to places we'd only dreamt of before.

We ventured to the famous Jersey Shore for a little sun and a lot of fun. There was also a bowling night, and we'd like to say “thanks” to the local town businesses who graciously donated “sponsorships” for lanes. And then, we arrived at the moment we had long been waiting for.

Senior Year ... We were the seniors, the top of that totem pole. We now ruled the school; all other classes looked up to us. No longer did we have to wait in line for lunch. No longer did we get stuffed in lockers. Actually, we were the ones doing the stuffing! We became the focal points of our respective Varsity teams. We were the captains, the leading scorers, the stars. We became presidents and officers of our clubs. We were the editors and staff members for such publications as the Valley Echo and the Valley Green.

College applications brought stress we never thought imaginable, but we survived, and many of us got accepted to the colleges that were at the top of our lists. It was also a time to reminisce. These were going to be our last Broadway trips. This was going to be our final Girls' Show, our last Art Show, and Spring Musical. These would probably be our last games of organized baseball, football, and basketball.

We waited anxiously for the Prom, the parties, the yearbooks, Senior Cut day, Memorial Day Weekend, and that memorable night of graduation. We stood together, ready to face whatever challenges the world would throw us, knowing that the skills we learned at PV would help us endure. We experienced the best years of our lives with some of the best friends we will ever have. We hope that somehow, some way, Senior Year won't end; we want to stay with our friends forever, but we know that can never happen. We know we will all go our separate ways, keeping in touch but never staying as close. Still, we wait, we hope, that somewhere in our future, our circle of friends will be reunited, and we will all happily be together again.

-John Anthony Serapiglia Jr.
THE TOPS

JOSEPH SEUGLING
STEPHANIE LUCAS
JOHN SERPIGLIA
KATHLEEN McGEVNA
MICHAEL MEHNERT
WHERE’S

PLEASE
KEEP
DOOR
CLOSED

THIS?

All VISITORS
must REPORT
to
Central Office

May the NET FORCE
be with you

Answers on page 178
BEST LOOKING
Danielle Carfagno/Mike DeMarco
Michelle Haussmann/Jason Caruso
Tonya Spagnola/Giancarlo Ardolino

CLASS CUTIE
Jaynie Porretta/Mike Minery
Kristen Gorski/Brian Juliano
M. Monteagudo, M. Cascino/M. Constentino

AND THE AWARD GOES TO . . .

CLASS FLIRT
Elisa Gaeta/Joe Seiferth
Vanessa Izquierdo/Joe Placenti
Laura Gifaldi/Giovanni Macchiavello

MOST CONGENIAL
Tonya Spagnola/David Cuccinello
D. Pricken, K. Potenzone, M. Yurkosky/
Leo Follifonte
L. Sokalski, M. Haussmann/T. Casperson,
B. Juliano

58/SENIOR POLL
NICEST EYES
Jon Kinney/Jaimee Pruiksma
Tom Condron/Melanie Westervelt
M. Wintermute, C. Perez/Tania Lorussa

BEST SMILE
Kristen Gorski/Mike DeMarco
Elisa Gaeta/Mike Minery
Melanie Westervelt/J. Parker, B. Juliano

CLASS COUPLE
Michelle Cascino & Mike Grant
Michelle Haussmann & Marco Dragone
Shannon Barreca & Marcello Constantinou

MOST ATHLETIC
Mike Welhorsky/Jaimee Pruiksma
Mike Grant/Nada Kuzevski
Giancarlo Ardolino/Anna
Donnarumma

MOST DRAMATIC
Damon Bennett/Jennifer V. Surowitz
Stephen Yesenosky/Yvelissa Munoz
D. Fox, P. Stoud/Valerie Britton
MOST ABSTRACT

Paul Hasselberger/Jen Surowitz
Damon Bennett/Anna Bocchi
A. Partridge, D. Lickum/H. Garofalo

MOST MUSICAL

Gretchen Forbes/Damon Bennett
Kristen Gorski/Frank Pico
Jen Surowitz/Joe Seugling

CLASS INSEPARABLES

Tonya Spagnola & Kathryn Ottilio
L. Gioletti & S. Wester/T. Schultz & A. Methvan
Lauren Gosman & Melanie Westervelt

MOST ARTISTIC

Shannon Barreca/Dave Cuccinello
Valerie Britton/Darren Celentano
Yvelissa Munoz/J. Parker, M. Andreano

MOST LIKELY TO SUCCEED

Ken Hong/Stephanie Lucas
V. Tamuzza/G. Pirelli, S. Giordano
Mike Mehner/Kathy McGevna
A STAR
Answers on p. 178

IS BORN
THE ORIGINAL CAST

Carol Bayda
1965
Mother of
Chris Covello

Judy Ann Boonstra
1965
Mother of
Kristen Gorski

Marilyn Canova
1966
Mother of
Brian Heinold

Ruthann Decker
1972
Mother of
Becky Cramer

William De Young
1964
Father of
Kevin De Young

Robin Forzono
1969
Mother of
Kim Szpara

Janet Kamp
1968
Mother of
Heather Doughtery

Douglas King
1965
Father of
Greg King

LuAnn Lakawicz
1971
Mother of
Mike Minery

Edward T. Lucas
1965
Father of
Stephanie Lucas

Susan Mandelbaum
1970
Mother of
Jon Kinney

Jeanne McCann
1943
Grandmother of
Robert Langevin
THE ORIGINAL CAST

Helen Mirowski
1945
grandmother of
Andy Partridge

Linda Ann Risser
1970
mother of
Stacie Wester

Elaine Samra
1964
mother of
Marlana Pastula

Terry Schoenberger
1976
mother of
Tammy Smith

Linda Van Decker
1966
mother of
Shannon Barreca

Angela Giangrasso
1970

Don Apolito
1967

Parents of Chris Apolito

Deborah Ann Bino
1970

Michele Riggi
1969

Irene Boucher
1963

Vincent Caruso
1969

Mike De Marco
1967

Patrick Fontana
1961

Parents of Jason Caruso

Parents of Mike De Marco

Parents of Michelle Fontana
WHERE WILL YOU BE IN 2005?

Paul Aulita: Will be living in the same town, same street, same house, but a bigger truck in the drive-way
Jay Caruso: Will be a successful attorney representing Marc Marinco in court on account of a big mouth
Lori Cioletti: Will be fat, pregnant, and married living in a nice big house with her beautiful husband
Anna Donnarumma: Will be living in the Caribbean while traveling the world with her rich and famous husband
Keith Dorman: Will be in prison, dead or a senior at PV answering this question for the yearbook yet again
Lauren Dragone: Will be saving the animals from the Lion King
Tom Fierro: Will be working for the World Wrestling Federation
Brian Heinold: Will be the ruler of a small South American Country
Marina Intrieri: Will be running an accounting firm in Chicago, the windy city
Danielle Macaluso: Will be married to a rich man who spoils her as much as Daddy
Kathy McGevna: Will be living in a huge manor on the French Riviera and married to the richest and most powerful man that ever lived
Kolleen Meeker: Will be married to a rich Texan and living on an oil well with her Arabian horses
Joe Ramm: Will be slinging hash at Mel's Diner and married to a chick named Sandie
Jude Scaglione: Will be living in the "Bronx Tale"
Lauren Sorrentina: Will be the head coach of the New York Knicks
Tanya Vargas: Will be married, have kids, and have a successful, elementary teaching career

Greg King: Will be announcing college football for ABC Sports
Marco Dragone: Will own the whole world instead of half
Trisha Bruno: Will be underwater with the dolphins
Chris Gerber: Will be collecting money in the airport
Ray Parisi: Will be a French teacher in Paris
Robert Pergola: Will be a famous rock star touring the world
Jon Kinney: Will be in prison for computer fraud
“GOTTA THINK ABOUT THE GAME”

Damn Yankees
The 1994 Hornets varsity football team completed their season with a 5 and 4 overall record.

Under the direction of new head coach Chet Parlavecchio, his staff, and captains John Ardilino, John Casillo, Brian Juliano and Mike Welhorsky, the Hornets became a group of hard-working, determined players out for victory. This team of outstanding players pulled together to achieve well-deserved victories over rivals such as Lakeland, Clifford Scott, Westside, West Orange, and West Milford.

The 1994 season can be looked back upon with pride. With many underclassmen receiving extensive playing time, the team can look forward to a strong 1995 season.

HONORS

Jerome Tillman-Running Back
Mike Welhorsky-Line Backer
1st Team All County
1st Team All League
1st Team Star Ledger All County

John Casillo-Defensive Tackle
2nd Team All County
1st Team All League
2nd Team Star Ledger All County

Brian Juliano-Defensive Tackle
Honorable Mention All County
Honorable Mention All League
3rd Team Star Ledger All County

Derek Gaffney-Defensive End
Joe Benvenuti-Specialist
2nd Team All County
1st Team All League

John Cerrigone-Punter
2nd Team All County
2nd Team All League

Tim Casperson-Offensive Tackle
Honorable Mention All League
3rd Team Star Ledger All County

John Ardilino-Line Backer
Honorable Mention All County

Rob Sundlin
2nd Team All League
Captains: Mike Welhorsky, John Ardolino, John Casillo, Brian Juliano
Let the games begin!

Kilpatrick jumping for the catch

Coach Parlavecchio calling the shots

Quick action by Serapiglia

Sundlin taking 'em down

'Going for the open shot

Cerrigone puntin' the ball

Tillman on the go

Naptime???

Helpful hints from Coach Paradiso

76/FOOTBALL
Tackled by a swarm of Hornets

Takin' down By Welhorsky

Surprise Attack

Putting up a good fight

Hornets rushing to the rescue

Brian Juliano out to destroy

John Ardilino, Mission Accomplished!

Tricky play by the Hornets

Rob Sundlin on the attack

Gaffney going for the tackle
Advisor- Pat Sandy; Back Row- Nina Lorusso, Jody Beesley, Carole Jecki, Karin Swanson, Nicole Vigorito, Brianne Rufino, Ali Konzelman; Middle Row- Bethanie Bargiel, Missy Warcholik, Lisa Mastrogiavanni, Faith Rosolen, Stephanie Lucas, Lauren Gosman, Christen Sylvester, Carolyn Kaiser, Gina Benvenuti (Not Picture); Front Row- Elisa Gaeta, Kristen Gorski

Co-Captains- Kristen Gorski, Elisa Gaeta
The Passaic Valley Marching Band and Color Guard gave “Unforgettable” performances this year. During halftime, while the football players “Take Five,” the Marching Band performed an impressive ensemble, including the piece “Baroque Samba.” The band also placed eighth in the CMBC Championships at Giants’ Stadium.


Once again laurels were brought back to Passaic Valley High School as the Boys’ and Girls’ Cross-Country teams had tremendous seasons. The Boys’ team repeated its 17-0 record and won the Northern Hills Conference Championship for the second year in a row. The Hornet harriers also placed fourth in the State Sectionals, qualifying themselves for the New Jersey State Championships at Holmdel Park. Leading the team was senior Mike Grant who won his third straight individual league championship.

The Girls’ team, behind Captain Michelle Cascino, had a remarkable season finishing with a record of 14-1. In the Northern Hills Conference Meet, the girls placed second only to Wayne Valley. The girls also did well in the State Sectionals, placing a respectable seventh in the always tough Group 3 field. Both the girls and the boys should be proud of their outstanding efforts throughout the season.
TEAM ACCOMPLISHMENTS

BOYS: Dual Meet Record: 17-0
1st Place Northern Hills Conference
1st Place Passaic County Invitational
4th Place North 1 Group 3 State Sectional
3rd Place Season Opener Invitational
4th Place Maroon Invitational
2nd Place Passaic County Championships
Qualified for Group 3 State Finals

GIRLS: Dual Meet Record: 14-1
2nd Place Northern Hills Conference
7th Place North 1 Group 3 State Sectional
4th Place Season Opener Invitational
4th Place Passaic County Championships

Seniors: Jamie Kimberley, Greg King, Mike Grant, and Michelle Cascino
Varsity Boys Soccer - Front Row: Brian Prall, Rob Fava, Mike Mehnert, Marco Dragone, Chris Gerber, Mike King, Coach Tom Acton, Middle Row: Marcello Consantino, Jean Deciembre, John Bavaro, Jeff Ariola, Ray Parisi, Giovanni Macchiavello, Front Row: Frank Di Maio, Frank Lepore, Tony Errigo, Mike Cassanelli, John Carnemola, Herb Brychta.

Marcello Cosentino
2nd Team NHC Skyline Division

Tony Errigo
1st Team NHC Skyline Division
2nd Team All Passaic County
2nd Team All-State

Chris Gerber
Honorable Mention NHC Skyline Division
Honorable Mention All Passaic County

Giovanni Macchiavello
Honorable Mention NHC Skyline Division
Honorable Mention All Passaic County
SURE .............. UNSURE
Jill deep in thought.
The 1994 Passaic Valley Volleyball Season was supposed to be a time of rebuilding. The girls proved everyone wrong with an outstanding season. Under the leadership of Coach James Hansen and Captain Jaimee Pruiksma, the Hornets finished their season with a record of 16-6 with impressive victories over eventual State Champs Immaculate Heart Academy and Mount Saint Dominics. The Lady Hornets were ranked first in the Bergan Record Polls and participated in the county Semi-Finals. They were ranked in the Top 20 in the Star Ledger States poll and were seeded 6th in the State Tournament. With the loss of only two seniors, the 1995 Volleyball season will be one to look forward to.

HONORS
Senior     Gretchen Forbes
           Jaimee Pruiksma
Junior     Jamie Apuna
           Lauren Cooke
           Gina Kang
           Christine Vicari
Sophomore  Jamie Nardino

Hon. Mention-League
1st Team All-League
2nd Team All-County
1st Team All-League
1st Team All-County
2nd Team All-League
1st Team All-League
1st Team All-County
2nd Team All-League
2nd Team All-County
The Girls Tennis Team had a very successful season. They placed fifth in the counties, and for the first time, made it to the State Tournament.

Congratulations Girls!

Coach Vu Phan

Michelle Tan
Anna Ariaga
Melissa Negrotto

Heather Lang
Megan Mendillo
Kelly MacFarlane
The 1994 Field Hockey Team had a rebuilding season led by the new Varsity coach, Colvin, and the two captains: Amy Giarrusso and Michelle Haussman. Coach Colvin gave the team a great deal of support despite the setbacks the Hornets experienced. This didn’t hold the Hornets back from improving each and every game. Their competitiveness showed best when they won their first victory against Glen Ridge.

Manager Sal Marra with Coach Colvin.

Patty Leines taking it easy before a game.

Erica getting ready before a game.

Linda rushing to the bus.

Jenn watching her great defense during a game.

Hornets partying before a game.

Hornets defending their hive.

Amy hustling to win possession of the ball for the Hornets.
The Passaic Valley 1994 Gymnastics team had a very successful season. With hard work their final record was 11-1. Senior, captain Renee Constantin, led the team to the Northern Hills Conference Championships. The PV gymnastics team went to the states and finished 8th. Congratulations to coach Jenai Agosta and assistant coach Lenny Valenca. These Lady Hornets are looking forward to yet another great season in 1995! Well Done!
Freshmen Katie Russo
Sophomore Renee Phifer
Junior Julie Matera

NORTHERN HILLS CONFERENCE CHAMPS

Junior Nicole Jenkinson

Senior Renee Constantin
ONE SCHUBERT ALLEY

Senior: Andy Partridge
Senior: Brian Heinold
Junior: Dave Van Way
Junior: Dave Munsey
Junior: Matt Linda

Practice makes perfect. Ryan Melone putting for a par.
After suffering through a 2-18 season the previous year, it was a return to glory for the Passaic Valley Boys' Basketball Team. The team rose above all odds and had an exciting and productive year, finishing at 10-14.

The Northern Hills Conference season began with a tough loss to Newark West Side, but the Hornets rebounded the next day with a 53-43 win over the Montville Mustangs. The following week, the team entered the Passaic Valley Christmas Tournament. This turned out to be very productive experience for the team, in that they defeated St. Mary's in the first round and gave Passaic County power Wayne Hills all they good handle in the championship game, before bowing to the Patriots 47-43.

The team also defeated Delbarton twice, Butler twice, Lakeland twice, and Pequannock once.

In the Passaic County Tournament, the 12th seeded Hornets lost a tough game by three points to 5th seeded Eastern Christian in the first round.

On Thursday February 23rd, it was senior night in the Griswold Gym and P.V. honored the seniors on their final game at Passaic Valley. The Hornet team, perhaps inspired by their senior leadership, defeated none other than Eastern Christian 58-52 in a classic thriller in front of a packed Griswold Gymnasium. This game turned out to be the game of the year for the Hornet team and brought a climax to this exciting season.
Senior Ryan "The Irv" Melone

Captain Mike takes his man

Junior Captain Giancarlo Cerrigone

Senior Atalay Canbulat pressing the ball

Who's got it

Senior Leo "Red" Polifonte

Senior Mike "Nips" Minery

Sophomore Mike King

Sophomore Sal Colombo

Senior Captains: Jaimee Pruiksma, Nada Kuzevski, Kristen Marzella.

The 94-95 Girls' Basketball Team showed a great deal of talent and team work throughout the season. The young, aggressive Hornets had a winning record of 13-10 with impressive victories over West Orange, Eastern Christian, school rival Wayne Valley and Pompton Lakes in the County Tournament. The Lady Hornets also were champions of the Passaic Valley Christmas Tournament winning a tough game in overtime against Rutherford. Although the team was not undefeated, they proved that with their enthusiasm and team work they could defeat some of the most competitive teams in the league. The Hornets are losing three seniors, but with most of the players returning next season, the future looks bright.
The 1994-95 indoor track team had a very successful season. The team was lead by seniors: Jamie Kimberley, Greg King, Tara Vegas, Anna Donnarumma and Michelle Cascino. William Bierach was the 3000m. County Champ. and also made first team all-county. Jamie Kimberley placed third in the county for the 1500m and made second team all-county. Jennifer DiMinni made second team all-county for high jump. Honorable mention were: Ursula Klim, Melissa Saia, Michael Tesoriero, and Jeff Ariola, who finished sixth in the state for shotput.

Seniors: Joe Gallipoli, Jamie Kimberley, Jon Kinney, Anna Donnarumma, and Michelle Cascino. Not Pictured: Gregory King and Tara Vegas.
The 1994-95 Hornet wrestling team had yet another successful season. After a few early season losses, the Hornets picked up the intensity to finish off the season with an 11-5-1 record. Late in the season, the team posted exciting home victories over West Orange, Butler, and Wayne Valley. The win over Wayne Valley was the spark that helped the Hornets to qualify for the state sectionals, where they met Wayne Valley for a second time.

After the second win over Wayne Valley the team, traveled to High Point where they lost a close match 35-29 to Northern Valley Demarest. The Passaic Valley wrestling team entered the Passaic County Tournament at West Milford as underdogs, but stole the title from the highly favored Passaic County Tech Bulldogs. They were also not favored to win the District 13 Championship and again grabbed the championship from the Caldwell Chiefs.

**DISTRICT CHAMPS**

100lbs. Dan Gasalberti- 1st Team all League, 2nd place Passaic County, 3rd place Districts.
106lbs. Mike Grant- 1st Team all League, 1st place Passaic County, 1st place Districts, 1st place Regionals.
112lbs. Janti Doughoz.
119lbs. Joe Benvenuti- 2nd Team all League, 1st place Passaic County, 2nd place Districts.
126lbs. Anthony Trapanese.
134lbs. Dave Fox- 2nd place Passaic County, 2nd place Districts.
142lbs. Jason Caruso- 1st Team all League 1st place Passaic County, 1st place Districts, 1st place Regionals, 5th place States. 121 Career wins.*
151lbs. Sal Marra- 2nd place Passaic County, 2nd place Districts.
160lbs. Ed Tafaro
172lbs. T.J. Sakas- 2nd place Passaic County, 2nd place Districts.
185lbs. Mike Benvenuti- 4th place Districts.
215lbs. Brian Juliano- 4th place Passaic County, 1st place Districts.
Hwt. Mike Juliano- 2nd place Passaic County, 2nd place Districts.

*Passaic Valley Record.
Jason Caruso-142 lbs.

Dave Fox-134 lbs.

Mike Grant setting up for the pin.

Ed Tafaro gets one for the team.

Juliano mentally preparing.

Danny Gasalberti-100 lbs. Cranking the opponent.

T.J. Sakas-172 lbs.

Mike Benvenuti-185 lbs.

Mike Juliano-Hwt. Triumphant!

Marra furiously awaits for the pin call.
Sakas out for blood!

Sal Marra-151 lbs.

Brian Juliano-215 lbs.

Casey Mizzone lookin' for the G-Nutz.

Janti Dougoz-112 lbs.

Caruso taking his time.

Joe Benvenuti-119 lbs. Settin' up for the throw.

Is he dead yet, coach?

Eric Martin

Mike Grant-106 lbs.

WRESTLING/105
The 1995 softball season will be a year for rebuilding. With first year head coach Kathy May, and a young team, the Hornets are focusing on a year of improvement. The Group 3 North State Championship win from the 1994 season will carry the Hornets through a successful 1995 season.

Back Row: Coach Kathy May, Mandy Yurkosky Michelle Leech, Jaimee Pruiksma, Christine Vicari, Jennifer Hunter, Coach Tom Elliott. Front Row: Gina Sama, Jody Beesley, Jamie Nardino, Charissa Roan.
Senior First Baseman
   Jennifer Hunter

Senior Center Fielder
   Jaimee Pruiksma

Junior Third Baseman
   Jody Beesley

Junior Second Baseman
   Gina Sama

Sophomore Right Fielder
   Michelle Leech

Sophomore Shortstop
   Jamie Nardino

Sophomore Pitcher
   Charissa Roan

Senior Left Fielder
   Mandy Yurkosky
Hornets before season!

Captain Paul Meyer
Pitcher / 1st Base
A.K.A. Matchbox

Chris Porter
Shortstop
A.K.A. Mopar

Tom Condron
Outfield
A.K.A. T.C.-R.U.

Mike Cassanelli
Outfield
A.K.A. Block

Carmen Scorpo
2nd Base
A.K.A. Weasel

Frans DeJongh
Outfield
A.K.A. Pepe

Steve Laky
3rd Base
A.K.A. Cooch

Captain Mike Welhorsky
Catcher
A.K.A. Captain Morgan

Captain John Casill
Pitcher / 3rd Base
A.K.A. Ogre

Joe Seiferth
2nd Base
A.K.A. Wormser
The Aftermath!

You better back up . . . I feel good!

John and Mike dirty dancing.

Seif's Foxy layout.

Pauly winds up.

Where did that ball go?

This is going to hurt!

I got it!

Viva la Frans!

I'm coming home!
The 1995 Boys' Tennis team is looking at a promising season with 9 returning players. This year's team will be led by Senior Co-Captains Chris Gerber and Frank DiMaio. Also returning are seniors Carlos Perez, Dave Cuccinello, Mehmet Kinak, Natalie Anello, and Jose Flores. Some new members include freshmen Lobos Holy and Randy Sokalski. This year's team is headed by coach Mr. Patti. The team is striving for a County Championship and State Tournament berth.
Senior Co-Captain Frank DiMaio

Senior Mehmet Kinak

Senior Carlos Perez

Senior Natalie Anello

Freshman Lobos Holy

Carlos Perez taking a break.
As we enter the 1995 season, the Passaic Valley Boys Volleyball team begins their second year. Led by Coach William Humes, the team intends to improve last year's record of 4-14. Seniors Pete Koukounas, Pete Cammarano, Abe Simon, Bob Ditondo, and Ray Parisi hope to finish their high school years with a victorious season. Team work and talent will be the key to this young team's success.
Pete a.k.a S-U-P-E-R-M-A-N!!

Up, Up, and Away, Ray

Abe serving the ball

Pete with a spike

Laid-back Bob
Once again the 1995 spring track season was a successful one for both the boys' and girls' track teams. The Northern Hills Conference season began on April 13, 1995 when the teams faced Delbarton and Lakeland in their opener. They then went on to face other conference rivals such as Wayne Valley, West Milford, WestSide, West Orange, Clifford Scott, and Orange. Both the boys and girls had tremendous success in their dual meet season.

In addition to the Northern Hills Conference dual meets, the track team participated in many invitationals and relay events including: the Season Opener Invitational, the Passaic County Relays, the Wayne Hills Relays, and the Thunderbird Relays. P.V. made strong showings at these meets, especially in the areas of weights and distance.

The boys' and girls' track teams should be commended for their tremendous efforts throughout the 1995 spring season.
Boys' Head Coach Nick Sauter and Girls' Head Coach Bob "Cal" Callahan

The 1995 Girls' Track Team

Coach Sauter instructing the lady longjumpers

Erica Benedict

Heather Lang
The Junior Varsity teams at Passaic Valley are the building blocks to future success. Although JV players are not Varsity level, they still compete with the same intensity and determination. They are the dreamers and the doers. The future of Passaic Valley. JV players may go unnoticed for all of their countless efforts, but in the end they prove their ability to work together in order to achieve victory.
The night of December 22, 1994, was a night to remember at Passaic Valley High School. It was December of 1969 when the first basketball game tipped off in the Griswold Gymnasium. On the occasion of the gym's twenty-fifth anniversary, the Passaic Valley community invited the 1969/1970 basketball team, the first team to play in the Griswold Gym, back to Passaic Valley.

The other reason for the celebration was to honor the greatest basketball player ever to play at Passaic Valley High School: Dr. John Gerdy. Gerdy played at P.V. between the years of 1971 and 1975 and scored a total of 2614 points. Some of Gerdy's honors include: the Passaic County scoring record, state record for the most points scored by a freshman playing varsity basketball, first team all-state honors, first team all-Passaic County honors, and first all-N.N.J.I.L. Passaic Valley honored Gerdy by retiring his #32 jersey, which will never be worn by a Passaic Valley player again.

The night of December 22, 1994, was a night to remember at Passaic Valley High School, and everyone associated with Passaic Valley athletics should be thankful to be part of the tradition of winning at P.V.
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Advisor: Miss Kowalsky
President: Jen Hunter
Vice President: Mandy Yurkosky
Secretary: Lara Sokalski
Treasurer: Stephanie Lucas
Historian: Kathy McGevna

I. H. S.

Advisor: Mrs. Pizzolato

ACADEMIC TEAM

Advisor: Mr. Gemma
John Post
Emmanuel Martinez
Joe Andreano
STUDENT SENATE

Advisor: Mr. Farinella
President: Mandy Yurkosky
Vice President: Lynn Fischer
Secretary: John Serapiglia
Corr. Secretary: Lisa Mastrogiovanni
Treasurer: Kristen Gorski

STUDENT MEMBERS TO THE BOARD

Jaimee Pruiksma
Lynn Fischer
Mandy Yurkosky

MATH LEAGUE

Advisor: Mrs. Brown

SCIENCE LEAGUE

Advisor: Mr. Jobst
FRENCH CLUB

President: Lynn Fischer
Vice President: Lauren Allu
Secretary: Donna Miller
Treasurer: Peter Koukounas

ITALIAN CLUB

President: Anna Donnarumma
Vice President: Kevin Doheney
Secretary: Gina Benvenuti
Treasurer: Lisa Cammilleri

SPANISH CLUB

President: Lara Sokalski
Vice President: Trisha Bruno
Secretary: Kim Kowalik

EARTH WATCH

President: Lauren Allu
Vice President: Lynn Fischer
Secretary: Mandy Yurkosky, Jen Lionti
Treasurer: Trisha Bruno
Peers Helpers

Advisors: Mrs. Schatel, Mr. Terzuole
Presidents: Farah Khan
           Kathy McGevna
           Karyn Tomasik
Secretary: Charity Hill

Interact

Advisor: Mr. Sileo
President: Poonam Shah
Vice President: Vanessa Vanderbourght
Secretary: Anna Donnarumma
Treasurer: Mary Trawinski

Key Club

Advisor: Mr. Gordon
President: Vanessa Vanderbourght
Vice President: Vincent Tamuzza
Secretary: Kevin Doheney
Treasurer: Bonnie Stewart

Library Aides

Advisor: Mrs. Konzelmann
**VARSITY CLUB**

Advisor: Mr. Iobst  
President: Mike Grant  
Vice President: Jeff Ariola  
Secretary: Joe Benvenuti  
Treasurer: Mike Verrone

**STUDENT TRAINERS**

Advisor: Ms. Dross  
President: Farah Khan  
Vice President: Dan Gasalberti  
Secretary: Faith Rosolen  
Treasurer: Karyn Tomasik

**SKI CLUB**

Advisor: Ms. Kowalsky

**GIRLS’ SHOW HEADS**

Advisor: Ms. Sandy  
President: Jaimee Pruiksma  
White Chief: Lisa Mastrogiavanni  
Green Chief: Mandy Yurkosky
A.V. CLUB

Advisor: Mr. Ruccia

A.V. Club
President: Jaime Kimberly
Vice President: Priyesh Patel
Secretary: Dan Piccirillo

T.V. Productions
President: Dan Piccirillo
Vice President: Phil Brychta
Secretary: Mike Verrone

Lighting Club
President: Herb Brychta
Vice President: Mike Caruso
Secretary: Dominick Chipolone

FOOTBALL ANNOUNCERS

Greg King and Bryan Corrado

LITERARY CLUB

Advisor: Mrs. Kazer
Charity Hill - Charity made her debut at P.V. her sophomore year in Field Hockey, and continued with Outdoor Track, Basketball Management, Peer Program, Library Aide, Drama Club, Holiday Play, Senior Play, Fall Play, Competition Play, Stage Crew, and Girls' Show. Bravissimi!

Damon Bennett - Damon has been very involved since his freshman year. He has participated in Cross Country, Indoor Track, Golf, Jazz Band, Marching Band, Choir, Drama Club, Fall Play, Senior Play, Competition Play, and the Holiday Play. Hooray!

Mandy Yurkowsky - After Mandy debuted in Girls' Show, she proceeded to become a Cheerleading Head, Tennis Player, Softball, Soccer, Student Representative, Class Representative, Choir, Spanish Club, Hear Club, and Ski Club.

Pete Dewes - Pete began his high school career in Cross Country, Stage Crew, Marching Band, Jazz Band, Pit Band, Math League, and Science League. Bravo!

Herb Brychta - Herb has enjoyed his four years at P.V. Some of his credits include Outdoor Track, Soccer, A/V Club, Lighting Club, TV Production Club, Senior Play Lights, Fall Play Lights, Holiday Play Lights, Girls' Show Audio, NHS, Math League, and Science League.
Jenn Surowitz - Ever since freshman year, Jenn has starred in Fall Play, Holiday Play, One-Act Play, Senior Play, Competition Play, Drama Club, Stage Crew, Jazz Band, Choir, Girls' Show Posters, Peer Program, Class Representative, NHS, and French Club. BRAVA!

Vinnie Tamuzza - Vinnie is no stranger to Passaic Valley activities. He has participated in Math League, Science League, Student Senate Representative, Peer Tutor, Stage Crew, NHS Tutor, Marching Band, Key Club, and Interact Club.

Gretchen Forbes - Some of Gretchen's past performances include Volleyball, Softball, Drama Club, Holiday Play, Marching Band, Concert Band, Attendance, and Girls' Show. Encore!

Jaimee Pruiksma - Jaimee's resume includes Volleyball, Basketball, Softball, Spanish Club, Trainer's Club, Choir, Student Senate Representative, Class Representatives, NHS, Junior Statesman, and Girls' Show.

Jaime Kimberley - Since Jaime has entered P.V., he has been seen in Cross Country, Indoor and Outdoor Track, A/V Club, Lighting Club, TV Production Club, Concert Audio, Girls' Show Audio, Fall Play Audio, Holiday Play Audio, and Ski Club.

TOP TEN/33
Green Cheif Mandy Yurkosky

Girls showing their spirit on Color Day.

Green Dance Relays
Lucky Be A Lady Tonight

Star Spangled Banner, Lisa Mastrogiovanni, Denise Pricken, Faith Rosolen, Kristen Gorski, Katrina Bitar, Mandy Yurkosky.

White Chief
Lisa Mastrogiovanni
White Exercise Spiderman

White Dance Catwoman

White Cheering Superman
THE CRITICS

Advisor Mrs. Kazer
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Penguins must SING!!

Imagining You.

Checkov's life was miserable.

Who thought it was a flower?!

I'm leaving to discover myself.

OH! I've got these feathers inside me!

I can't be late. It's my job.

It's ONLY A PLAY!!

Write ME a love scene!

I'll have to make due 'til I can get free ...

Directed by: Michael J. Sperrazza
Music by: Mr. K. Frasche
Set Design by: Mrs. L. Corsini

Damon Bennett as Lawrence Wood
Krista Bilynsky as Hope
Robert Bird as Dave
Kristi Conforth as Stella
Kevin Doheny as Andy
Faith Rosolen as Marjorie
Mel Rosolen as Stella
Jennifer V. Surowitz as Julia
Stephen Yesenosky as Homer

Anton it's hard to read you ...

They think that I'm somebody.
On December 13th and 14th, the Passaic Valley Drama Club presented their annual Holiday Play. They performed *The Christmas Cookie Sprinkle Snitcher* for the grammar school students of Totwa, Little Falls, and West Paterson under the direction of Kristen Adler.

The play is about a small town which looks forward to Christmas Cookie Baking Day. To their dismay, the Sprinkle Snitcher steals every sprinkle throughout the town. Two brave children set out to find the Snitcher and retrieve their stolen sprinkles. The Snitcher learns of his evil ways, and he is invited to participate in their Christmas fun.

The cast gave a terrific performance and both the children and the cast enjoyed this year's Holiday play.
This year the Valley Green spotlights Passaic Valley’s award winning Drama Club. Under the direction of Michael J. Sperrazza, this group performs a fall masque and sandal play, a holiday play for the elementary schools of the sending districts, a spring musical, and several pieces for competition at local dramatic festivals. These festivals are held annually at The Joseph P. Hayes Surfflight Summer Theatre in Long Beach Island, NJ, and at the Buck’s County Playhouse in New Hope, PA. The Passaic Valley Drama Club has received nineteen awards over the past four years including awards for Best Actress, Best Actor, Best Director, Best Ensemble and Production, Best Supporting Actress and Actor, Best Technical Crew, Best Writing, and Excellence in Acting.

The Drama Club does not only win awards, they also make annual trips to Broadway productions. In the past they have had the opportunity to see such hits as The Secret Garden, Five Guys Named Moe, Damn Yankees, Carousel, and Blood Brothers.

The Drama Club performs all genres of drama and comedy from speculative fiction, such as Weird Romance (1994), to slap-stick comedy such as Noises Off!! (1993). Other plays have a sense of social consciousness. Plays such as The Inner Circle (1992) and Home Sweet Home (1994) both dealt with the AIDS epidemic. Poison (1994) dealt with sexual abuse. Sometimes I Wake Up ... (1993) focused on teenage depression. Games (1992) described the horrors of the Vietnam Conflict.

The Drama Club is a significant educational tool at Passaic Valley. The drama experience offers instruction in public speaking, body movement, and vocal technique. The history of theatre, dramatic and analytic interpretation of plays, costuming and make-up technique are also infused in the activities of the organization. The Drama Club is one of the most challenging, creative, and entertaining outlets at Passaic Valley. Unfortunately, it remains a hidden treasure. Those who recognize its importance are given a healthy and stimulating environment where lifelong friendships begin and self confidence flourishes.

Graduating members of the Drama Club include: Damon Bennett, Gretchen Forbes, Charity Hill, Kathy McGevna, Kolleen Meeker, Yvelissa Munoz, Faith Rosolen, Jennifer V. Surowitz, and Steven Yesenosky.
Teach Me How to Cry

Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat

Noises Off
Michael Frayn's Comedy Hit

Weird Romance

Birds of Paradise

Into the Woods

The Three Million Dollar Lunch

Riders to the Sea
Weird Romance-1994

Holiday Play-1993

"Take FIVE!"

The Price of Love-1995

Riders to the Sea-1992

Into the Woods-1993

Weird Romance-1994

Holiday Play-1992

Games-1992 *

Ensemble - 1992

The $3,000,000 Lunch-1992

Holiday Play-1991

Birds of Paradise-1994

(* Denotes award winning play.)
DRESS
REHEARSAL
VERMONT

SKI TRIP

VERMONT

SKI TRIP

VERMONT

SKI TRIP
Andy Partridge - To see Andy Partridge in deep thought.

1st Period Yearbook Class - To see Mirabel Guerra in sweat.

Mr. Ward's Sixth Period English Class - To see Gretchen finally get someone. (To bad it's not Ken)

Steve Yesenosky - To see Carlos Perez slam dunk.

Brian Juliano - To see David Fox pin Jason Caruso in a wrestling match.
OF

POSSIBLE

Stephen Yesenosky

Jackie Coe

Richard Heerema

Shannon-Megan Barreca

Yvelissa Munoz

Stephen Yesenosky

Stacie Wester

Valerie Britton
(Pres.) Lauren Cooke, (V. Pres.) Carole Jecki, (Sec.) Jennifer Lionti, (Treas.) Keith Kazmark, (Hist.) Patty Leines, Advisors- Mrs. Ehret and Mrs. Konzelmann.
Sophomore Class Officers: Dana Trovato, Carolyn Kaiser, Mike Juliano, Stephen D'Amato, Danielle Struthers. Advisors: Mr. Sileo and Mrs. Sullivan.
APPEARANCES
IT'S A HARD

(Pres.) Sabrina Lionti, (V. Pres.) Catherine Lomauro, (Sec.) Michelle Vicari, (Tres.) Tracy Emma, (Hist.) Michelle Minieri.

Advisors: Ms. Mulcahy and Mr. Patti.
PRODUCERS AND DIRECTORS

WHAT WOULD WE DO WITHOUT YOU

Company
PERFECTING YOUR FUTURE

Dear Members of the Class of 1995:

It is my pleasure to wish you, the graduating class of 1995 great success in future career endeavors, as well as in personal pursuits.

It is my hope that during your four years at Passaic Valley High School you have received an academic foundation that will assist you in obtaining your goals for the future. The staff and administration of Passaic Valley High School have dedicated their efforts to achieve this goal. You have, in your four years at Passaic Valley, grown as an individual through your academic achievements, your involvement in extra-curricular activities, your friendships, and your scholarly abilities. In leaving Passaic Valley you take with you a broad foundation not only in the area of academics, but also in the Arts. Now, it is up to you to put all of these experiences together into "perfecting your future".

On behalf of the Board of Education, administration, faculty, and community, I extend to you our very best wishes.

Louis R. Centolanza, Ed.D.,
Superintendent

Dr. Louis Centolanza

Lorraine Famiano
Administrative Secretary
ADMINISTRATION

John Wallace
Athletic Director/Assistant Principal

Angie Barillari
Assistant Principal of Humanities

Robert Jack
Assistant Principal of Technology

John Farinella
Assistant Principal

Paul Gerber
Board Secretary/Business Administrator

Timothy Platt
Supervisor of the Building and Grounds
Ralph Rotando
Disciplinarian

Chet Parlavecchio
Assistant Disciplinarian

Virginia Mahr
Supervisor of the Class of 1998

Richard Marion
Supervisor of the Class of 1997

Ted Saulino
Supervisor of the Class of 1996

Judith DeRosa
Supervisor of the Class of 1995
ENGLISH

Mary Aharrah, M.A.
Patricia Beyer, B.A.
Carmel O. Ferrante, B.A.
Nancy Garafalo, B.A.

James Hansen, B.A.
Vernest Kazer, B.A.
Michelle Kowalsky, B.A.
Cynthia Luques, B.A.

Yvette McNeal, B.A.

Maria Pedalino, M.A.

Rosalinda Mulcahy, B.A.A.S.
Carolann Joan Schatel, M.A.
Charles Ward, B.A.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Arlene Alape, B.A.
Bernard Bender, M.A.
Jim Loverdi, B.S.
Cathleen A. Marquis, M.Ed.

Joe Mazza, M.A.

Thomas Patierno, M.A.

ART

Laurel Corsini, B.A.
William DeGroot, B.A.
James Mercadante, B.A.
Robert Verrone, B.A.
SOCIAL STUDIES

Frances Colie, M.A., M.A.T., Ed.D.
Patricia Colvin, B.A.
Carmen DiSimoni, M.A.
Nicholas Gemma, B.S.
Paul Hoelscher, M.A.
Mary O'Malley, B.A.
Donald Ruccia, B.A.
Patricia Sandy, B.A.
Edward Seugling, M.A.

MUSIC

Raymond Frasche, B.S.
Brian Scanlon, B.A.
FOREIGN LANGUAGE

Anna Maria Intilli, B.A.

Phyllis Pizzolato, B.A.

John Salierno, M.A.

Lily Silverstein, M.A.

Anna Maria Betro, M.A.

172/FACULTY
SPECIAL SERVICES

Jenai Agosta, B.A.

Adele Alper, B.A., M.Ed.

Abbot Bernstein, M.A.

Debbie Dross, Trainer

James Ferretti, B.A.

Nancy Konzelmann, Librarian, M.A.

Andrea LaPlaca, M.A.

Claire Levash, M.A.

Karen Paulison, M.A.

Nick Sauter, M.A.

Gloria Schreiber, M.A.

Ron Terzuole, B.A.

Susan Warcholik, School Nurse

Laura Mazza, M.A.
SCIENCE

Neil Aharrah, M.A.  Vincent Caruso, B.A.  Ed Costello, B.S.  Vincent D'Elia, B.A.

Sherri Ferrara, B.A.  Ed Iobst, B.A.  Carol Otterbein, B.A.  Frank Reaser, B.S.

Hank Sisbarro, B.S.

HOME ECONOMICS

Mary Ehret, M.A.  Sherril Spaak, B.S.

English Dept.
The 1995 Yearbook Staff would like to thank the following people who helped us "to dream our impossible dream" and to make the '95 yearbook a success.

**THANK YOU!**

Mr. Ball  
Mrs. Helen Burnt  
Mrs. Nancy Konzelman  
Mrs. Lorraine Famine  
Mrs. Barbara Loeb  
Mr. John Wallace  
Mrs. Patricia Couso  
Mrs. Shirley Ricciardi  
Mrs. Nancy Ariola  
Jostens  
Mrs. Marie Ferriola  
Mrs. Ruth Pille  
The Board of Education  
Mr. James Mercandante  
Mr. John G. Surowitz  
Dr. Louis Centolanza  
Mr. William DeGroot  
Mr. Frank Ariola  
Mrs. Trudy Humes  
Mrs. Carol Samanchick  
Mrs. Helen Morris  
Mr. Donald Rucci  
Mrs. Debra Benvenuti  
Mrs. Carol Dakes  
Mrs. Jean DiBuono  
Mrs. Carol Otterbein  
Ms. Michelle Kowalsky


IN LOVING MEMORY

1974-1995

RICHARD D. MIEDEMA
CLASS OF 1992
ALLU, LAUREN - Your pronounced perfluoribum has always obnissed us. We are very exagion- ous of you. Most of all, we feel you have expli- cated our transvestitures. Through all the trav- elstes you depolipated our wildest exgrucia- tions. We love you. Mom, Dad, and Dave.

ANELLO, NATALE - To our dear son Natale, we wish you a future full of happiness and success. May you accomplish all that you hope for. Congra- tulations! We are proud of you! Love, Mom, Dad, and your sister Tiziana.

AQUINO, JAIME - Just to let you know how much you are loved and how proud and lucky we are to have you for our daughter. You have accomplished much so in so little time. Whenever your many talents take you, you will be blessed with more success, happiness, and good fortune that you so well deserve. This is your life honey, aim for the best and refuse anything less. Love You So Much, Mom, Dad, and Joey. P.S. VIVA Las Vegas

ARDOLINO, GIANCARLO - We are so very proud of you. You are very special. Be happy and be yourself. We wish you luck and happy­ ness. Love Dad, Mom, Saverio, Costabile and Nonna.

AULITA, PAUL - We love you and are so proud of you. It seems like only yesterday you were our little baby boy. We wish you the best life has to offer. Love, Dad, Mom, Tony, and Dan.

BARRERA, SHANNON-MEGAN - I know, "you forgot." You will always be my "princess." Royal blood you know!!! "Look ma, just like Pin- nie Pearl." May the best of everything always be yours. "Scarlett." Take extra special care of Chris­ tine. All our love, Mom, Michael Lynette, Shane, Shawnie & Bryce.

BIRISO, MATTHEW - You have made your par- ents "very proud with the "personality" and har- d work you have shown. We hope you will ful- fill all your dreams. Love ya always, Mom and Dad.

BARONI, THOMAS - Congratulations, We are very proud of you! May you achieve everything you hope for! We will always be there for you. Remember to hold on to your goals and dreams and they will come true. We love you very much! Love, Mom and Dad.

BASSO, MARCELLA - "My how you’ve grown." These are the words that come to me when I look and see you each day. And how proud we are of you. We know you will succeed in whatever you do. And know that we will sup- port you always. May God always watch over you and keep you safe. Love Always, Mom, Dad, Rosalba, and Franky.

BENNETT, DAMON - Actor, Musician, Unique. What can we say about our son whose accom­ plishments these past 4 years have made us very proud. Love Mom & Dad.

BITAR, KATRINA - To Katrina with love, The years are just like pages in a book; they change, but your memory of them remains. We remem­ ber the short memorable years. The days filled with laughter and tears, hopes and fears are re­ flected in the anxiety and the uncertainty of the day. For eighteen years we prayed and hoped, we prepared and practiced, we tried and tried again, to give you the best lies in you; in your heart and soul. All the hopes and dreams of yest­ erday lie in your vision of a promising tomor­ row, in your commitment to hard work and the building of your future. Wishing you the best is not everything, but your attempt to be one of the best it. Praying for you success is not enough, but applyng your talents for the good of others is noble and great. We believe we planted the seeds of hard work, good values, integrity and love in your ambitious heart and we believe in you. Let the sky be the limit to what you can do with your education and your talents. Love, Mom & Dad.

BOCCHI, ANNA - To our daughter, Anna: Wishing you the best in everything you do! Love Mom and Dad.

BRITTON, VALERIE - Val, we’ve seen you meet so many challenges head-on that I know you can do anything! Don’t forget how proud Daddy was of you-keep that love in your heart forever. Remember, “to thy own self be true.” Congratulations! Love Mom, and Chris.

BRUNO, TRISHA - Congratulations to a won­ derful daughter! You have achieved success with your determination and your good sense. Your compassion shows your warmth for others. Your enthusiasm shows your interest in the world around you. In those big, brown eyes we can see the brightness your future holds. Remember you belong to God! We pray He will continue to bless all you do. Remember how much you’re loved. We’ll always be here for you. We miss you al­ ready! Be happy always! Love Dad, Mom, and Jason.

CANBURAT, ATALAY - To our son Atalay, we know you will be the best in anything you want. Wish you the best, whatever path you choose. Love Mom and Dad.

CARAGNO, DANIELLE - Congratulations! We are so proud of you — May your future be filled with much love, happiness and success. Your smile will always brighten our lives — Follow your dreams — Dreams do come true — “We Love You.” All our love Always Mom, Dad and Chris.

CARAGNO, DANIELLE - Congratulations — We have watched you grow into a beautiful young lady — We are proud of you — “Good Luck” and success and happiness always. We love you — Grandma and Grandpa Caragno.

CARUSO, JASON - I don’t tell you often enough how much you mean to me or how proud I am that you are the fine person you are­ one who cares enough to make the right choices and who has the conviction to follow through with those choices once they’ve been made. And because of your beliefs, you’ve become a strong and sensitive young man anyone would be proud to call "Son." I am so proud of all your ac­ complishments, and I love you more than I can say. The future is yours to behold! Love Always, Mom, Dad, and Lisa.

CARUSO, JASON - Congratulations Jason. Thank you for making us so proud of you. Love Grandmother and Grandfather Bino.

CARUSO, MICHAEL - Throughout the years you have made us so proud of all that you have become. In the future we wish for you to con­ tinue in your success and for happiness to fill your life. It’s finally your time to say “I go to col­ lege!” We love you and wish you all the best! Congratulations ... xoxo! All our love always- Mom & Dad, Maria, Paul, & Jennifer.

CASCIONE, MICHELLE - “My Michelle” words cannot describe the feelings of joy and happiness you were able to bring into my life. We’ve had some really hard times, but you were always there for me with your love and understanding & I thank you with all my heart. I am so proud of the young woman you have become. Wishing you all the best in your college years, and most of all wishing you love, happiness, & success. I’m going to miss you so very much. Love Mom (Pudy & Jesse).

CASASNOVAS, CARLOS - Carli, How time flies! I remember when you were born and today you’re graduating high school. You are unique to us, stay sweet, and may the lord bless you and guide your footsteps in everything you chose to do. Love, Mom & Dad

CILOTTE, LORI - Remember we’ll always love you, be proud of you and be there for you. We wish you a lifetime of dreams come true. May the future bring you good health, wealth, and all the love your heart can hold! Love Mom, Dad, & Bryan.

COE, JACKIE - Congratulations Jackie and her friends in the Class of “95.” Love Mom, Brian, & Ken.

CONDRON, THOMAS - Dear Tom, We are very proud of you and know you will make your dreams come true. GO SOUTH AND SHINE! Love, Mom, Dad, and Anna-Lynn.

CONSTANTIN, RENEE - Keep up the good work. Good luck in college-We’ll miss you. You’re the best daughter ever! Love, Mom, Dad, & Robert.

COSENTINO, MARCELLO - Congratulations Marcello, you are very special to us. We love you very much. You have grown to be a young man. We are very proud of you. Marcello, believe in yourself and pursue your dreams with all of your heart. We wish you all the happiness you’re so deserving and may your dreams become a re­ ality. Love you. Mom, Dad, Teresa. Con tant au­ guri nel tuo futuro avvenire. Nonna Antonieta, Nonno Pasquale, Nonna Teresa, gli zii e i cugini. Brother, I have looked up to you for many years. You have come a long way in life you have done your best and it really shows. May your future be filled with success. Your life is heading somewhere far. Love your little sister Teresa.
COVELLO, CHRISTOPHER - always be happy in life. Always strive for the best you can be. Always know we love you! Mom, Dad, Dan, and Jeff

DEJONGH, FRANCISCUS, JR. - You're had an uphill climb not always easy, but the reward is finally here! Congratulations on your many outstanding achievements in sports and academics. We knew you could do it! Wherever you go and whatever you do, always remember we love you! Mom, Dad, and Annalisa

D DONOVAN, KEVIN - We are very proud of you and your accomplishments, keep up the good work. We wish you the best and all that life has to offer you. Congratulations. Love, Mom and Dad

DOLINSKY, JILL - What a special daughter you are! You have given us joy for the past 18 years. How proud we are of you! May your life always be filled with happiness & love. Remember, Jill, reach for the stars! There is nothing you can't do! You will always be our "little girl" and we will always be there for you! love, Mom and Dad

DORMAN, KEITH - I'm very, very proud of you. I hope you continue to make all of your dreams come true! I love you! Love, Mom

DOUGHERTY, HEATHER - Heather, we are very fortunate parents to have had you for our daughter. We hope your future holds as much happiness for you, as you have given us. We wish you much success in all you do. Love Mom and Dad

DRAGONE, LAUREN - Congratulations on your graduation. We are lucky to have you in our lives and soon the world will be lucky to have you too. Some people might say "Don't ever change" but change is good. You'll change and grow, and all for the better. And, as is the hope of every generation, we're sure you'll do your best to change the world into a better place. Love Forever Mom and Dad.

DRAGONE, LAUREN - Congratulations, sister! Good luck in everything you do. Hawaii, Kenya, the world awaits you. Bon Voyage and Happy Sailing, Love Jessica

DRAGONE, LAUREN - Congratulations. We love you and wish you all the best. Grandma Mary, Grandpa Tony, Justin, Jonathan and Nicholas.

DRAGONE, MARCO - We love you and we are very proud of you. We wish you happiness and success always. Love Mom & Dad.

DUFFY, RYAN - Dear Ryan, you were a challenging little boy and have grown into a determined young man. You have contributed to my growth. Congratulations! No matter what you do in life, you will always have my love and support. Love, Mom

FISCHER, LYNN - Life's an adventure. Enjoy it!!! Love Mom, Dad, Beth & Gerard, Gwen & Dave.

FLORES, JOSE - You have the key to achieve your goal "Perseverance." Therefore, we are proud of you because we know that you will get what you want. "Go ahead."

FOX, DAVID - So many happy yesterdays gone by ... so many proud moments ... although we feel as if we are holding you once more to take that first step, this time into a bright new world and successful future for you! Our Love Always Mom, Dad, Josette and Danielle

FRIEDRICH, TOM - We are beaming with pride and feel truly blessed for having such a kind, caring, and sensitive son who has a special compassion for other people and all living creatures. You have overcome some difficult times. Always believe in yourself, work hard in college, and strive for the goal you have set for yourself-Marine Biologist. Whatever you become, may God bless you with good health, continued happiness, and help you in achieving life's worthwhile goals. Remember, we'll always love you and be there for you. Mom, Dad, Bill, and "Harry" too.

GAETA, ELISA - How do we find the words to express what we feel in our hearts. You have brought us so much joy and happiness and have been a constant source of pride. Having you and watching you grow has been a gift from God. Be happy, our sweet baby, and remember how much we love you and no matter where you dreams take you, we will always be there. "Your my heart Elisa." Love Mom and Dad.

GAETA, ELISA - You are the best sister and we are so proud of you. Our wish for you is a life filled with happiness, health, and good-fortune. May your star always shine and all your dreams come true. Remember, we will always have each other. Much Love, Jenna and Cristina.

GALLIPOLI, GIUSEPPE - We are always proud of you. We just want you to remember that you can be anything that you want to be. Reach for the stars, don't settle for anything less. We love you, Mom, Dad, & Domenica

GERBER, CHRISTOPHER - Never change your personality. Your compassion and love are one of a kind. We are truly blessed to have you as our Keep in mind Chris, no matter where you are or what you do there will always be "pizza" in the freezer for you. We love you! Mom & Dad

GORSKI, KRISTEN - My dearest Kristen, My life has been filled with such joy watching you grow from a sweet little girl into such a wonderful and lovely young lady. I have been most fortunate to have had this opportunity. I hope I have given you the love, support, and personal strength which will allow you to spread your wings and take flight when setting out to achieve your life goals and use your God-given talents. I know you will achieve all that you strive for -- you are so driven from within and have been able to combine this quality with a genuine optimistic enthusiasm for life. Keep reaching for that "star," you have nothing to lose only everything to gain. All that is good and des-tined for you will be yours -- you have only just begun! Love Mommy.

GOSMAN, LAUREN - You've made it through some of the toughest years; not get ready for the best! I believe in you and am so proud of you! Good Luck Lumpy! I Love You, Teri.

GOSMAN, LAUREN - Best wishes to a very special person. You light up our lives, and we love you so much. Grandma and Grandpa.

GOSMAN, LAUREN - Life is very short; go for your dreams and don't waste time on those who would hold you back. Love Uncle Mike.

GOSMAN, LAUREN - You have been a joy and delight to us. Just remember to keep your sense of humor, and do your best at whatever it is you choose. We are so proud of you, lumpy! Lots of love Mom and Dad.

GOSMAN, LAUREN - congratulations to a very special person. We wish you lots of success in college, and joy and happiness always. Love Uncle Bill & Aunt Susan.

GOSMAN, LAUREN & MELANIE WESTERVELT - Rutgers weekends are never the same without you two! We love you guys. Never accept less than the best! Love Teri & Amanda.

GRANT, MICHAEL - Mike, we are very proud of you. Your determination to do your best has shown in everything you have done. The thrill of victory and the agony of "Da Feet" — you've had it all! We love you, and hope all your dreams come true. Love Mom & Dad.

GUERRA, MIRABEL - Mirabel, challenges, opportunities, and success are knocking at your door. We're sure your talent, your PVHS education, and our love will help you swing the door wide open and reach for the stars. We love you, Mom, Dad, and Alex.

HASSELBERGER, PAUL - Paul, we wish you happiness, success and good luck in college, and in life. Always remember we're behind you 100%. We love you, Mom, Pete, Dana & Dawn.

HAYES, DENISE - Congratulations! You made it and we are very proud of you. May your years ahead be filled with joy, happiness, and good health. You are very special to use and deserve nothing but the best. You are a caring and sensitive young lady. Believe in yourself and all your dreams will come true. We love you very much and wish you much success. We will always be there for you. Love you always, Mom, Dad, John & Laura.


HEEREMA, RICHARD - May your future be filled with all of life's riches; health, happiness, and success. Follow your dreams and remember we'll always be here for you! We love you! Mom, Dad, and Traci.
IZQUIERDO, VANESSA - You are the first, most beautiful gift God ever gave us, and you know how much we love you. We are very proud of you. Don’t forget we’ll always be here for you. May your dreams come true and remember you will always be my doll and dad’s Princess. Keep your beautiful smile. Love always and forever, Mom, Dad, and Angelo.

JULIANO, BRIAN - All our love, faith, and best wishes for a happy and successful college experience! Love Mom and Dad.

KING, GREGORY - You are the embodiment of everything any parent could ask for in a child! Your humor, enthusiasm, discipline, moral courage, and strength of character are sure admirable qualities. We are so proud of you and what you have accomplished in these four years. Continue to be true to yourself and set your goals high. We will always be there to support you. Love, Dad, Mom, Mike, and Chris.

KINNEY, JONATHAN - You’ve done a great job and we’re very proud to be your parents, but is that essay done and is that application handed in? We love you! Mom and Dad.

KOWALIK, KIM - When you were small, you were a treasure of delight. You have grown into a beautiful, gifted, young woman warm and wise. Now it is time to pursue your dreams and reach your goals in life. We will always be there to support and guide you along your path of success. Always remember how much we love you and how proud we are of you. Thank you for the happiness you brought into our lives. REMEMBER - You will always be Daddy’s Little Girl and Mommy’s Shining Star. God Bless You. Mom and Dad.

LANGEVIN, ROBERT - May you be the best you can be. You have been a most precious gift and I am proud to call you son. I wish you happiness and success, and hope you achieve all that is best for you. My love and support will be there for you whenever course you take. Love Mom.

LEPORE, ROBERT - Congratulations on your graduation. Believe in yourself, target what you want, be successful, be happy, and enjoy life. Love Mom & Dad.

LOTITO, MELISSA - To our special gift from God, Melissa, from the first moment that you came into our lives you brought us special joy. You shine with love, sincerity, and innocence - not only for your family but to all you touch. We are so proud of the beautiful person you have become and thank God everyday for you. We will always be here for you! With all our love, God bless you - Dad, Mom, & Richard.

LUCAS, STEPHANIE - We wish you all the very best that life has to offer. We are so proud of the beautiful, intelligent, caring young woman you have become. Reach for the stars and always be yourself. Your talent, drive, and determination can make your dreams come true. Remember we’ll always be here for you. All our love, Dad, Mom, Jen, Ness, Eddie.

ROCHE, RICHARD - You were our Treasure of delight. We have known the happiness, and success now and always. Love Mom, Dad.

LUCIANO, AMY - We wish you lots of luck in everything you do. We love you! Best of luck Class of 95. Kim, Gemma, Joe, and Leo. Love Mom, Dad, Melissa.

MARINCO, MARC - To my “Rebel Son” Marc. Well kid you finally made it. I just want you to know that having you for a son has been one of my greatest gifts. For all you’ve been, for all you are, and for all you’re yet to be—I love you very much and wish you all the success and happiness life has to offer. Love Mom.

MARINCO, MARC - Knowledge and dedication are the keys to success. Don’t wait for success, “Only you can make it happen”. I’ll always be proud of you. Congratulations! Your best friend, Dad.

MASTROGIOVANNI, LISA - From the day God blessed us with you, we have known the beauty of life. You have given us many proud moments with all of your accomplishments. Follow your dreams - your ambition and confidence will make them come true. The best is yet to come! Know that you are loved more with each passing day. Liya. May God bless you always! Love you - Mom, Dad, and Joseph.

MCCOMB, DANIELLE - This is the beginning of your adult life. Your childhood and adolescence has brought nothing but joy to us. May your days be filled with nothing but happiness and joy. Love, Mom and Dad.

MCCULLOCH, TRISH - Set your goals high. You can do it if you try. Love, Mom-Bill-Sandy.

MCLAUGHLIN, ROSE - Although you have been through some difficult times, you were able to handle it well. I hope the memories you hold of daddy will be a great source of comfort to you especially as times passes. Remember what daddy told you, that he will always be your “Guardian Angel.” You are bright, intelligent, and beautiful. We love you and we are so very proud of you. We’ll always be there for you. Love Mom, Jerry, Michael and Colleen.

MEEKER, KOLLEEN - You’re made all our dreams come true! May all yours come true! We’re so proud of you and love you very much! Love Mom and Dad.

MEHNERT, MICHAEL - We are so proud of you and all you have accomplished. May all your dreams and ambitions be realized. Congratulations! WE LOVE YOU! Love Mom, Dad, Janice and Vincent.

MEYER, PAUL - You have grown into a warm, caring and wonderful son in these past 4 years. No mother could be prouder than I am of you.

NEVER give up on your hopes and dreams, and always work hard to accomplish them. Don’t forget you’re always at your best when its bottom of the ninth, bases loaded, 2 outs, and a full count, just go for the Pepsi truck. I love you, Mom.

MILLER, KELLY - Kelly, much success is in your future. Achieve your goal. With all our love and support, Dad, Mom, Wayne, Tracy, and Brian.

MINERY, MICHAEL - We have enjoyed every minute of your growing years. You have made us proud more times than we can count. Whatever steps in life you take we will be there to watch, and always remember that first step is for Nan. Love you forever, Nan and Pop-Pop.

MINERY, MICHAEL - You have been nothing but joy since the day you were born. You have now grown into a talented, intelligent, ambitious, and caring person who is a pleasure to be with. Your smile and great sense of humor have brightened all of our lives. With all your determination and drive, we know you will make all your dreams come true. God bless, good luck, and keep smiling. Love Mom, Trisha, and Corporals. P.S. Mike, you are a great brother and I look up to you in every way. I love you very much for putting up with me and showing me that you had confidence in me all along. I love you! Trisha.

MORAINO, JOHN - Congratulations John! We’re proud of your achievements and look forward to more. We love you and will always be there for you. Love Dad, Mom, and Beth.

MURIN, KAREN - I am so very proud of you today and always. You are my sunshine. Love Mom.

OTTILIO, KATHRYN - Dear Kathryn, You are a joy to live with—our shining star. We’re so proud of you, sweetheart. Congratulations and keep smiling. Remember the best is yet to come. Love, Mom and Dad.

OXLEY, SUSAN - You were born in September before the leaves began to fall. You wouldn’t leave our side, when you were very small. But as you grew in size and began to flower We knew you’d do the things you dreamt, because you had the power You grew into a woman what we thought you would. We love you now and forever, but of course you knew we would. Love always, Mom, Dad, Melissa, Annie and Lady


PEREZ, CARLOS - There are no secrets to success. It is the result of preparing and hard work. We are proud of you. Congratulations! Mom & Dad.

PIRELLI, GEMMA - You are truly a Gem! Your personality and intelligence have always been a source of pride and pleasure to us. As you chart the course of your life, remember to maintain your self-esteem, self-respect and “to thine ownself be true.” All of our heartfelt wishes for love, happiness, and success now and always. Love Dad, Mom, Giulia, and Gianni.
PLACENTI, JOSEPH - Congratulations, Joe!! We wish you a future filled with happiness, health, and success. You are a unique and extraordinary individual. Always remember to aim for the moon because even if you miss, you'll always be among the stars. Remember that we LOVE YOU and will always be there for you. We have been, are, and will always be so very proud of you. Love Dad, Mom, and Lina.

POLIFONTE, PANTALEONE LEO - Having you for a son has been one of the greatest gifts life has given us. We are so proud of you for the things that you have accomplished and we know that your going to do well on everything you decide to do. We wish you a future filled with health, happiness, and success. We love you and will always be there for you. Love Mom, Dad, Joey, and Michael.

PORRETTA, JAYNIE MARIE - To my beautiful daughter. You are an angel sent to us from heaven. Your spunk and laughter makes the world brighter!! Ever since I looked into those big beautiful eyes from the moment of your birth, you captured my heart. You are my best friend! Your brothers think you're the greatest and so do "Bert and Ernie". I love you Mommy.

POTENZONE, KIMBERLY - Where did the years go! You have grown up to be a beautiful young lady, and we're very proud of you. May you reach your goal and may you have success, love, and happiness always. God bless you and remember we're always here for you and we love you dearly. Love Mom & Dad.

PRICKEN, DENISE - We know you'll succeed in anything you chose to do. You have what it takes. We're very proud of you. We love you very much. Love Mom & Dad.

PRUKSMA, JAIMEE - With pride for all you've been, with joy for all you are, with hope for all you'll be and love ... for always!! Mom, Dad, and Jon.

PUZZO, JOSEPH - We Love You and are proud of you and hope all your dreams come true. Love Mom, Dad and Nicole.

REED, STEPHANIE - We are very proud of you. All of our love. Mom and Dad.

ROSOLEN, FAITH - You are a precious gift from God that we will treasure forever. We are so proud of you. You are a beautiful, thoughtful, talented and intelligent young woman. May peace and happiness follow you everywhere. Love, Mom, Dad, Lauren and Melissa.

SAKAS, T.J. - T.J., we are very proud of you today. It was a lot of hard work, but we always knew you could do it. Set your dreams because you can do anything you want. You are a very special child and we love you! Love Mom and Dad.

SANTANIELLO, JOHN - It's hard to believe this milestone has arrived so quickly. We are proud of your achievement and hope this is the beginning of many happy events in your life. We are always here for you. Love Mom & Dad.

SCAVONE, PHIL - Phil, you made it! Good luck in the future. We love you and are proud of you.

Love always and forever Mom, Dad, and April

SCHULTZ, TRACY - May your future be as bright and wonderful as you have made everyday for us. Follow your heart and always be happy. Trust yourself and you can never go wrong. We love you BABY! Mom and Dad.

SERAPELLGI, JOHN - As you proceed in life, never forget to occasionally look back and appreciate your foundation. Love Mom & Dad.

SEUGLING, DANIEL and JOSEPH - All too quickly have you four years at Passaic Valley High School passed by. Both of you have worked hard and your efforts have never gone unnoticed. Many times you have proven yourselves capable of achieving long range goals. You both are a "Mother's Dream" and have made your entire family very proud of you. With much love, Mom and Dad.

SHAH, POONAM - Cherish the past, embrace the golden present, and welcome the future. Stay strong and determined and your life will be full of happiness and success you deserve. We are so proud of you. Love, Mona, Mom, and Dad.

SHEPPARD, CHRISTIAN - Congratulations! We are very proud of you and all your accomplishments. We wish you a future filled with love, happiness, health, and success. Remember the best is yet to come. We love you and will always be there for you. We are very lucky to have a wonderful son like you. Follow your dreams and reach for the stars. Love, Mom, and Dad.

SMITH, TAMMY - Tammy, you will always be special. Congratulations, we knew you could do it. Enjoy the future. Love Mom and Dad.

SOKALSKI, LARA - May your journey through life be filled with love, learning, and laughter. May you experience as much happiness in your life as you have brought to ours. We're so proud of you! Love Mom, Dad, and Randy.

SOKALSKI, LARA - You have always been a gift from God and a treasure to me. All the laughter and good times we shared are memories that I will always cherish. Lara, I know a good museum ... Love you! Mom.

SPAGNOLA, TONYA - To our beautiful daughter Tonya, We are so very proud of you and the beautiful person you have become. May you always be blessed with the success, health, and happiness that you deserve. In our hearts you will always be a winner, as we know that God will always guide you, and bless you in everything you do. You will always be our baby girl. We love you very much and we will always be there for you. Love you very much, Mom and Dad.

STEWARD, BONNIE - We're real proud of you. Love Mom and Dad.

SUROWITZ, JENNIFER - Jennifer, you have always taken the road "less traveled by, and that has made all the difference." We love you. Mom and Dad.

SZPARA, KIMBERLY - We want to tell you how much we love you and how proud we are of you. Congratulations to you and the Class of 1995. Love Dad, Mom, Willy, and Smokey.

TAMUZZA, VINCENT - Congratulations Vincent! We are so proud of you. You did it all on your own! We know that we are proud of you and proud of you. May all your dreams come true. Best of luck now and in the future. You are # 1 in our life.

God Bless You. All our love, Mom and Dad.

UZZALINO, AMY - Amy, we love you very much and wish you the very best life has to offer. Love Mom and Dad.

VEGAS, TARA - I have watched you grow into a beautiful young woman and I am so proud of you. May all your dreams come true and continue to go well on everything you decide to do. Remember God is always there to watch over you and guide you. Love you always and forever, Mom.

WELHORSKY, MICHAEL - We are so proud of all your accomplishments. The best is yet to be. Good Luck in college. Love Mom and Dad.

WELHORSKY, MICHAEL - Dreams really do come true! Your commitment to academics and athletics has afforded you the best college opportunity and that is Slippery Rock. Your decision is a wise one. We are so proud of your concern for others, your desire to succeed in everything you do, and the strong affection you hold for Steve and us as a family. You truly are a gentle giant and we will be behind you all the way. Look for us on the fifty yard line! Love you dearly, Mom and Dad.

WESTER, STACIE - We wish you only the best that life and love may bring. May you always have good health, happiness and lots of money too! May you be successful in everything you do. Keep smiling! With all our love Mom & Jerry.

WESTERVLT, MELANIE - Congratulations on achieving another milestone in your life. We hope that all of your wishes and dreams come true now and forever. Always stay the caring and loving person that you are. Just remember, you will always be our best smile. We love you and are very proud of you. Love Mom & Dad.

WESTERVLT, MELANIE - To My Sister Melanie: Congratulations on your graduation and good luck next year in college. Love Kyle.

YESENOSKY, STEPHEN - Whatever role you choose, we hope your performance will make you happy at every stage of your life. We're so proud of you! Love Mom, Marty, Mary & Mike.

YURKOSKY, AMANDA - Mandy, it is hard to believe our "Moo" is growing up and moving on. It seems like such a short time ago, we were having tea parties and playing knee football. Words can not begin to express the pride, satisfaction, and love we feel for you. Your warmth and humor has touched many at Passaic Valley. We are confident that we are sending out into the world a sensitive, bright, fun-loving young woman, who is going to make a real-difference in the lives of the people she meets. Expand your horizons and always sit in the front row. All our love Mom, Dad, and Steve.
Mike Grant-All the best in college with good health to a wonderful son. Love, Mom and Dad.
Mike-You’re a runner, a wrestler, a studier, a friend… (great at all)! Best of luck in college, all the best you do. Love, Little Bill.
Congratulations to a great all around athlete, student, and grandson. Love, Grandma Grant.
Mike, Congratulations, Don’t worry, Be Happy. Love, Aunt Pat.
Mike, Congratulations to you and the class of 1995. Bob and Nancy Ostrander.
Mike, Good luck! Artie and Robin Mohr.
Michael-Wishing you the best of everything! Lots of luck, health, and happiness! And…Thanks Again. Love, Ms. Cascino.
Congratulations and Good Luck Mickey! Love, Mr. and Mrs. Gimmi.
Michelle-Cascino-Congratulations and Best of Luck! Love, Grandma and Grandpa.
Michelle-Congratulations! Best of Luck! Love, cousin Bobby.
Michelle-Congratulations and best of luck in college with good health and happiness always. Love always, Mr. and Mrs. Grant.
Michelle-onto bigger and better things! Good luck in the future! Joe.
To my second daughter Michelle-The brass ring is waiting for you. God luck and love always, Aunt Marianne and Uncle Randy.
Michelle-Best wishes for a very happy future! Love, Aunt Barbara and Uncle Jim.
Michelle-Happy Graduation and Best Wishes for the future. Love, Mike, Rick, and Chris.
Michelle-Congratulations and continued success to a very special daughter. Love, Dad.
Michelle-Follow your heart’s desires, especially when they take you to “the road less traveled.” Happiness is often discovered on the backroads.
Love, Shawn and Lulu.
Michelle-Nothing worth while comes easy. Vision, hard work, and persistence will keep you on the right path to success. Love, Aunt Diane.
Michelle-I hope all you goals in life come true. Lots of luck. Love, Aunt Dolly and Aunt Mary.
Jennifer V. Surowitz-Good luck and success in the future. Love Aunt Marie.
Good Luck Jenn S.-Bernadette and Steve.
Break a Leg Jenn S.-Love Bern and Steve.
White Marching Robin Hoods ‘71!!
Jenn S.-Give My Regards to Broadway!
Jennifer Jupiter-Best of luck always! Love Lisa.
To JVS our Favorite Cousin who is never at a Loss for Words. We Love You! Rocco and Lisa.
Good Luck Jenn Surowitz-Eric.
We Love You, Jenn-Aunt Vickie and Uncle Bill.
Go For It Jenn Surowitz-God Father Bill.
Best Wishes Jenn Surowitz-Lou Holtz.
Good Luck Jenn S.-We’re Proud of You! Aunt Bev and Uncle Don.
Je me tiens ce discours.” Vizz.
“O Fortuna, velut Luna statu variabilis…” C. Orf. f(2) = ztanze + c
“It was great when it all began — I was a regular Frankie fan!” Columbia.
“Milky White is the Best Cow!” Jenn Jack.
Bonnie-Bean! Cow! Coffee! Tenors!-All the Best, JV Surowitz.
LBI Li’l Red-n-Jack, Fame, Saxes Rule!, Boston, What a feeling!! LL.
We Love You! Aunt Joann.
Good Luck Kolleen! We love you.
Kolleen-My best friend-my daughter-May you have the best in life! Love Mom.
KOLLEEN: Good Luck
WE: LOVE
YOU! Love Mom, Dad, Kenny and Kaityn.
Congratulations Jenn S. Luv ya Kwita.
Congratulations Damon B. Luv ya Kwita.
Your move in life has now begun. Joseph V. Robidou.
Jenn S.-Good Luck in the future. Don’t forget the good times we all had together. Love, Kolleen.
Ricky- Never thought you would make it, but I was wrong. Love Shane.
Good Luck Ryan-Love Megan.
Congratulations Ryan-Love Mom.
Best of luck, Ryan-Love Grandma.
I hope you know that you’re special. Good luck in everything that you do!
Love Tracy.
Thanks for the snowflower, RYAN DUFFY! Dad & Nancy.
WAY TO GO RYAN DUFFY! Greg Angelillo.
Best of Luck RYAN DUFFY! Dad & Nancy.
Good Luck RYAN DUFFY! Chris Angelillo.
Congratulations DUFFY! Dennis Angelillo.
Christian Sheppard-Thanks to you and congratulations! Love Grandma & Grandpa.

Chris Sheppard-“Watch out Eddie. Here comes Chris!” Guess who!
Congratulations and Best Wishes to Chris-Love Aunt Linda and Uncle Dave.
Chris Sheppard-“Good Luck, Chris!” Love Carrie.
Chris Sheppard-“Congratulations” Love Cousin David.
Chris Sheppard-“Hurray-Bow Wow. You made it!” Love the “4’” Pugs.
Chris Sheppard-god Bless you in all your future accomplishments. Love Mom and Dad.
“Good Luck, Chris!”-I’m proud of you. Love Grandma Caroline.
Chris Sheppard-Congratulations and Good Luck in everything, Love Edie.
Congratulations Uncle Chris. We Love You! Love your nephews.
Lynn F.-Double chocolate creme puffs. Love ya BBFE Lauren.
D.J.A. Rave-After Hours—never goin home. Lauren.
Lauren and Anna-Best Friends Forever! Snagged by RC & PL.
Stacie W.-Wanna eat at Sizzlers-snagged-Love ya BF Lauren.
Anna B.-It’s cheesy-if’s candy-It’s X says S.M.-Love ya Lauren.
Lynn F.-Breaking & entering! Love ya Lauren & Stacie.
Rosie — Congratulations sister-in-law! and Best of Luck in whatever you do!! Love, Colleen.
Rosebud. You are the sunshine of my life, I’m so proud of you. Love, Mommy.
Rose, Although you’re no longer eleven, I love you just the same. Ha! Ha! Love, Colleen xoxo.
Rosamiah, We’re both so proud of you!! We love you always, Jerry and Colleen xoxo.
Rocco, Rose, Congratulations we are proud of you. Never forget Sea-pointe, Love, Luciana.
Rosie, Builderhead, Go to the center and make a right to the top. Love your God sister Lisa Poo.
Rosa, Em Be, Allora, Dio Mio Santissimo, Congratulations Nicky Sama Rose, I’m very proud of you my favorite sister and I love you, Love, Michael.
Rose, How’s high school working out for ya. Love always, Jerry xoxo.
Love you always, good luck and best wishes. 3-30-93 Dominick
KTO & TONYA S. I. LOVE YOU BOTH! Congrats and good luck! Love Cara.
Marco D. & Marc M. Congratulations and good luck boys! Love ya’s Cara O.
KTO-Be everything you can be and go for it all. You’ve got what it takes. Love Annette.
Dear Kathryn-So proud you are our granddaughter. We couldn’t have a better one. Congratulations! Love Grandma and Grandpa.
Dear Kathryn-Always stay as sweet as you are.
Congratulations-Without all my love, Grandma Mary.
Tonya S.-We love you, sweetheart. Always stay close.
Congratulations and Best of Luck. Mr. and Mrs. O.
To Mark M.-We love you big guy, but watch out for the asparagus. Cathie O.
To Kathryn-You’re beautiful, intelligent and sensitive. We’re so proud of you, Aunt Cathy and Nicoletta.
To Michael and Baloney. Love you both! Congratulations and Good Luck. Auntie Karen.
Mike Welhorsky-I’ll miss you-Kick butt at the Rock! Raggs.
Mike-We’re proud of you. Good Luck! Love, Mom and Dad.
Mikey-I’ll keep your bed warm-Have fun at SRU. Raggs.
Best luck to Weezer in college. Auntie Rob.
Mike W.-The next four years will be the best. Good luck at SRU. Love, Steve.
Good Luck at SRU, don’t look back! Uncle Wally, Auntie Rob, Brian, and Courtney.
Mike W.-Good Luck-The best is yet to come! Dad
Mike W.-You’re the best. Good Luck at SRU! Mom
Mike-Way to go kid. Good luck at SRU. Love, Grams Ridings.
Mike-1’11 be on the 50 yard line at SRU. Good Luck, Love, Pop Ridings.
Mike DeMarco-Be true to your dreams. Love, Uncle Frank, Aunt Karen, Cousin Brian and Woody.
Hey Mike-The best of luck to you in college with football and the girls. We love you! Aunt Joanne, Uncle Andy, Natalie, and Emilia.
Good Luck and may all your dreams come true! Love, Aunt Mary Frances.
Uncle Billy, Kelly, and Jamie.
Good Luck Michael! Love, Grandma and Grandpa.
Mike-Lots of Luck, Luck and Happiness in the years to come. Love, Uncle Mark, Aunt Sharyn, and Cousin Mark!
Michael-We love you and are proud of whatever you do. Love, Mom and Dad.
Mike, Congrats on graduating “finally.” You will go far in life because you have a good head on your shoulders. We are so proud of you. Love, Jessica and Brandon.
Michael Minery-Good luck in the future, you deserve it. Donna.
Michael-Maybe you’re a great dancer, but I’m great in basketball. Ha Ha! Love.
Good Luck Sipowicz! Have fun-UNC. Mom
Michael-Good Luck Numb-UNC. Mom.
Danielle McComb-Good Luck! Linda and Tony Avino.
Good Luck Danielle! Karolyn Avino.
Congratulations Danielle, with all our love, Mary, Joey, and kids.
Congratulations Danielle- Love Aunt Marie.
Kristen and Jill U R my B. Fers. Thanx 4 all the laughs! I luv U's! Love, Jody.
Kristen D-I couldn't ask for a better sister. We made it! Jill.
Kristen- Much love and success! Grandma and Grandpa.
Kristen-I love you! Matt.
Kristen-We're proud of you. Love, Mom and Dad.
Kristen-Congratulations! Love, Jessica.
Kristen, Best wishes in the future. Love, Amanda.
Jill D-Best wishes and lots of love! Grandma and Grandpa.
Jill-I love you! Matt.
Jill-We're proud of you. Love, Mom and Dad.
Jill-Lots of luck always. Love, Jessica.
Jill and Kristen-Congratulations! Love, Diana and David.
Kristen and Jill-Good luck, success, and happiness. Love, Deet and Lynn.
Kristen and Jill-We love you! Joanie and Bobbie.
Kristen and Jill-Very best of luck in the future. Love, Diane and Joe.
Jill and Kristen, Congratulations Love, Pat and Michael.
Kristen, Michell, Denise, Lori, Stacie, Lauren, Shannon, Jill BFBE.
Tonya Spagnola-Thanks for all the bruises. I have a very good feeling you're going far. I love you Louie.
Tonya-Ur the best. I'm so proud of you, Ur the best little sister. Love, Laura.
To Aunt Tonya, Congratulations! Love you too much. Love, Glowie.
To Tonya, We are so proud of you. We love you so much. Good Luck! Love, John and Pat.
Tonya-We are very proud of you, Good luck and success always-We love you!! Frank and Dolores.
Tonya-We're so proud of you. May all your dreams for the future come true. Love, Mom and Dad.
Tonya-Good Luck, We love you. We know you'll do good. Love, Louie and Val.
Tonya, Thanks for all the bruises. I know you're going very far. I'll always be there for you. Love your brother Louie.
Greg King-Best of luck Greg. Love, Mom and Dad.
greg-Good Luck. Love, Your brother Chris.
mike Mehnert-Good Luck Michael. Love, Janice.
Congratulations Michael! From Vincent.
Good Luck Michael. Love, Uncle Joe and Aunt Dee.
Congratulations Michael. Love, Mom and Dad.
Best of Luck-Mike. Love, The Samko's.
Lara Sokalski-Who's gonna ride your wild horses? - M.M.
Congratulations to the Class of 1995-We made it! Mike Mehnert.
To all the heroes- Yo we did it-M.M.
Exactly who has the hat again? M.M.
Ag-TLL love you forever. Don't forget me. Remember 2-95. Love, MT.
Mike-M. I'll will always be the premier. You wish you could be it. Good Luck! Love, Fran Gencarelli.
Faith-You have so much talent, I know I will go far. Good Luck. Love, Kristi Cofield.
Sonia Giordano-Good Luck in everything you do. You'll be great at anything.
Love, Mary Trawinski.
Congratulations Charity! Love ya Kiviya.
Congratulations Faith R-Luv ya, Kiviya.
Love you Jaime, Viva!! Las Vegas!! Love Mom and Dad.
Love Ya. Little Sis!! I'm always here for you!! Love Joey.
We're gonna miss you so much!! Roxee and Bruno.
Best of Luck! Think of us often Aunt Burp and Uncle Fart. Renee and Tom Bolen.
See ya in Las Vegas! Best Wishes Love, Aunt Kate and Uncle Dan.
Good Luck-The best Jaime. The Staff of Joseph Aquino Hair and Nail Designers.
Jaime-We love you very very much. Success, wealth, health, and happiness.
Love, grand and greatest.
Jaime-Love you, love you, Love you Our Sweetheart! Love, Mom and Dad.
Jaime-Remember!! xoxo You can count on me. Love you Brother Joey.
Joey P.-Follow your dreams and don't let anyone tell you that you Can't Love Lina.
Joe Placenti-Look find and never look back because those who love you don't care about your past, only about your future.
Joey P.-I will always look up to you "big" brother! Love Lina.
Joe, Tu sei la mia piu grande inspirazione. Love Lilly.
Joe-Relax now you legal Lina.
Joe-always remember to think with your head and feel with your heart and you will never go wrong. Love Lina.
Joe P.-Good luck and I love you! Love Lina.
Joe-Whenever you need me I'm here. Love Lina.
Amy and Kim I wish you both the best of luck in your future endeavors. Love Lilianna.

Poornam Shah-May your path through life be lit by the eternal light of love and happiness. Love Liliana.
To our beautiful daughter Melissa-We love you! Mom and Dad.
To my sister Melissa, I love you and I will always be here for you. Rich.
To my granddaughter, Melissa, I love you with all my heart, I'm proud of you! Grandma Porro.
To Karyn Marie-SO Blest, SO PROUD TO HAVE YOU FOR MY GRANDDAUGHTER — LOVE YOU & GOD BLESS, MEMA.
Congratulations & the best of luck at CSE. Love, Barbara Ann.
Grandma & Grandpa.
Good Times & good luck to my Goddaughter Karyn. Love Megan Lynn.
May the road ahead be blest with good fortune, good times, and good memories. Love Aunt Barbara & Uncle Nicky.
If you keep looking, you'll find whatever you want. Good Luck, Love, Mar.
All the flowers of tomorrow are the seeds of today. Love Always, Aunt Phyllis.
Good Luck Karyn!! Love Mom and Dad #2.
Karyn, As you begin the next chapter in your book of life, think best seller.
Congrats & much love! Aunt Mary & Uncle Tom.
"Good Luck" to Class of '95 — Steven Tozzo.
"Good Luck" to the Class of '95n — Lynnes Infiniti.
Congratulations, Michael Cassanelli-Love Cousin Rosie.
Congratulations, Michael Cassanelli-Love Cousin Glenn.
Congratulations, Michael-Love Mom & Dad.
Congratulations, Michael-Love Daniella Cathy & Frankie.
Congratulations, Michael Cassanelli-Love Cousin Glenn.
Happy Graduation Keith, Trish & Jon. From Jonathan & Kevin.
We love you Keith D From your aunts.
We love you Keith! From J, K, J, S, K, B. A, your cousins.
Congratulations, Keith! From all your uncles.
Hey Fugs! It's going to be fun. From Mama.
To Trish, I couldn't have done it without your help. It's party time.

Love, Fuga.
Lauren Dragone-Congratulations! Love, Linette.
Lauren Sorrentino-Congratulations! Love, Linette.
Daniela Ippolito-Congratulations! Love, Linette.
Linette-Slay out of the pits, Rich.

To Linette DeRosa-Congratulations! Singac Pharmacy.

Linette-Trendies rule, Nani Valley 95-Brad.
Mohamed-Congratulations! Good Luck. Mother Aniesa.
Congratulations and Good Luck. Father General Saad.
Congratulations! Sister Nevina.
Congratulations! Uncle Ahmed.

Congratulations! Uncle Aadel.

Congratulations! Uncle Niall.

Congratulations! Uncle El Aasid.

Congratulations! El Haga Naddia.


Congratulations! El Haga Sayeda.


Congratulations! El Haga Zaki.


Congratulations to Kevin and all the best in the future. Love Mom and Dad.

Congratulations, Kevin! Good Luck in years to come! Love Kim.

Ken-Welcome to the real world. Love you, Barbie. Amy, Michelle, Rosaria, Rosie and Tina—"Lots of love and luck to a great group of girls. "I wish you success and happiness in all life has to offer." Love Elaine Cartagno.

Good Luck, Donald. Love Mom and Dad.

Don, May all you want from life be yours. Clayton.

Congratulations to my Grandson — Love, Grandma.

Good Luck, Grandson. Love Grandma.

Good Luck Don. Harry.

Good Luck! From your buddy Max.

Don, may you get that winning lottery ticket. Love Aunt Rosalie.

Good Luck and Best Wishes! Love George.

Good Luck! From Richie, Brian and John.

Good Luck! From Bush's Homemade Candy.

Best of Luck to our wonderful nephew, Robert Lepore! Love Mickey and Lucy.

Congratulations and Good Luck to Robert Lepore. Love Mickey and Lucy.

Congratulations, Bobby, and Best of Luck in the future. Love Nick and Denise.

To a super nephew, Robert. Health and happiness to you always. Love Nick and Denise.

Congratulations, Bobby, and Best of Luck in College. Love Sheila.

Best of Luck, Bobby, and congratulations! Best of Luck to a real great kid. Love Paul, Karen and Melissa.

Good Luck to our son, Bob! Love Mom and Dad.

Congrats to Bob! Love Aunt Barbara and Girls.

Good Luck, Bob! Love Gram, Aunt Carol, Kami.

To My Niece Marlana-Wishing you the best in the future.
Love Uncle John and Aunt Barbara.
To My Niece Marilana-Wishing you great success. Love Aunt Mary and Uncle Gary.
To Cousin Marlay-May your future give you great joy. Wishing you the best. Love cousin Mike and Charlene.
To my sister Marilana-I'll miss you in H.S. Have fun in college. Love Nick. Marilana-May you succeed in whatever you want to do. Love Uncle Ken and Aunt Brenda.
Dear Marilana-May your future be bright and successful. Love Grandma Jo.
To My Granddaughter Marilana-Best of Luck and much success in the future. Love Grandma Samra.
Marilana-Congratulations! Love Violet Aquino.
Marilana-Best of Luck! Love Barbara and Bill.
Good Luck, Grad! From the Jerky Boys at B.O.W.
Good Luck, Carlos. Love Michelle Rodriguez.
Congratulations! Love, John Fallotilo.
Good Luck! T.M. Paff Sr.
Congratulations! Soila Coleman.
Good Luck! Mildred Montos.
Good Luck! Juan Perez.
I am so proud of you! I Love You, David! Madrina.
Good Luck, David! Love, Josette.
We are very proud and we love you lots. Love Mom and Dad.
Good Luck, David. Maryland bound? Love Mom.
We love you, David! Good Luck and Good Health. Love Grandma and Grandpa.
Congratulations, Dave Petrillo. You're Diesel! Love Frank and Suzanne.
Congratulations, Dave. I hope you get a life! Love Suzanne and Frank.
Best of Luck and good fortune through the coming years. Dave. Love Mom and Dad.
Best of Luck. Be good and listen to your Mom! Love Linda.
Dave, best of luck in the future. Che cosa fa! Love Rita.
David-Congratulations! Good Luck! I'll always be there for you! Love Your Princess, Jo-Ann.
Congratulations on your Graduation. May the future be yours!! Love Karen.
Dave-Congratulations and lots of luck in the future! Love Jill.
Dave-Do you want a side of mayo-naise? Love Dina and Michael.
Dave-Congratulations and Good Luck in the future! Love Mr. Spinnell.
Troy-Lynn-Good luck! We love you! Grandma and Poppy.
AM-You've been like a sister to me. I love ya! MS Toll and TQ BFFE!!!!
SA-You'll get your letter boy! Luv TS
KM-How many ways to Bloomfield Ave? Luv TS
DM-You'll get what you deserve, maybe M&M's. Luv TS
CT-I'll always be down the street. Luv TS T.K.A.-BFFE!!!!
AM, LD, BW-Remember "Psyco drives" in Wayne. Luv Luv TS, AM, SA, KM-BFFE. 2 many mems to write.
AM, SA, KX2, CT, DM-I luv u guys, KIT always!
Amie-Hope you find your happiness in life. Love you always Mom & Dad
TQ-Too many ideas, not enough time. You're the greatest friend. Love Amie BFFE
Kell & Sabri-You 2 are crazy! Keep on tacalin. Love your BF Amie
Kolleen-Mr. Meat rules! I'll get you 4 the pink notebook! Love Amie BFFE
Tracy, Amie, Kelly, & Sabrina-We know the true meaning of BFFE
Tanya V-We will meet "him"? Love Amie
To our niece Amie. We're glad you made it, good luck. Love U. Kurr & A. Emily
Malia: Good luck in college, I can finally have my own room. Scott
Amie-Goodbye, farewell, & good riddens Your bro Erik TS, AM, KX2, AD. Cookie Heff! Luv SA
Lara-We're so proud! Love you! Mom and Dad
Lara-Congratulations! Good luck! Love, Grandma & Grandpa
Lara-Don't watch the corn grow SHOP!!
Lara-Who will eat the other half of the turkey sandwich? Lonely
Lara-There's always a valley before the Storm. Never give up! Mom
Lara-I promise to scrape your car windows for your birthday! Love, Randy
Lara-Congratulations to a very special niece! Love, Aunt Toot
I Love You Chris G. Chocolate Chip Cookies are waiting for you. Love. Uncle Manny.
I Love You, Chris G. Love, Grandma.
Chris G.-We made it!! Love ya, Mom and Dad.
Chris G.-You're a great son! Love Dad.
Chris G.-I knew you could do it. Love, Manny.
To My Pizza Boy, Chris G. I am so proud of you. Love, Mom.
To Chris G.-Good Luck in your college years. Love, Debbie.
Tophy, I love you little brother and am very proud of you. Love, Dana.
Chris G.-Keep all of your "love" matches on the tennis court! Love Aunt Dolores and Uncle Richie.
Chris G.-Love and Our Very Best Wishes. From all your cousins.
Good Luck, Vincent! Love, Uncle Charlie.
Auguri e buona fortuna. Zio Pellegrino e Zia Lucia.
Love always, Vincent and Aunt Marie.
To a great nephew: Good Luck and Love. Aunt Pete and Aunt Angela.
Best of Luck! Love, uncle Tony.
To Vin, Congratulations and Good Luck! Scabbling anytime you want to play. Alise Rosenberg.
Vinny, I love you like a brother. I'm always here for you. Love, Robyn Rosenberg.
Vinny, I love you and I wish you all the best. Love, Jenel.
Congratulations and Good Luck! Jean Scott.
Congratulations and Best Wishes to Love Mom and Dad.
Mandy-We are so proud of all your achievements at PV. Go get them at Penn State. We love you, Mom, Dad, and Steve.
Mandy-One of these days, we'll stop getting into trouble. You're like my little sister. Congratulations. I love you. Jen Russo.
Roses are red. Violets are blue. We are proud of your Shoe Moo. We love you, Mandy! Love, Jane and Chuck.
Mandy-I know you study your text more than I do. Love, Mike Russo.
Mandy-Good luck at Penn State. Love your "Bro", Steve.
Chris Covello-Congratulations! Welcome to the real world.
Kim Kowalik-Thanks for being a great sister and always follow your dreams. Love, Jack.
Danielle Carfagno-Congratulations! "You light up our lives" We wish you the best of life has to offer, Love, Mom and Dad.
Danielie-To my sister- "You are the best" Good luck and follow your dreams. Love, your brother Chris.
Danielle- "Reach for the stars" Love, Grandpa and Rose.
Dear Danielle- "Love and success always" Love, Grandma and Grandpa.
Dear Danielle-To my niece, May you have a wonderful life enriched with health and happiness. Love, Aunt Linda.
To our cousin Danielle, Congratulations! We love you, Alanna and Frank.
Dear Danielle-Congratulations and Best wishes always! Love, Aunt Donna and Uncle George.
Dear Danielle-Always stay happy! Lots of luck and love forever. Love, Loraine.
Danielle-Best wishes to a wonderful niece! Love, Aunt Pam and Uncle John.
Danielle-Congratulations! Hugs and Kisses, Love Nicole and Adam.
Jaimie Pruikma-Congratulations! Love, Mom and Dad.
Jaimie-Good luck at Villanova. Love, Brian.
Kristina Bitar-Good luck next year. Miss you! Love, BFFE-Jaimie.
Steph, Mandy, Jen, Lara, Kristen, Lynn. Good Luck next year. I'll miss you all! BFFE Love, Jaimie.
Tom, Congratulations and best wishes! Marina & Bobby.
Tom, Good luck in college! Love, Gabriella & Mark.
Tom, You made it, I knew you would! Love you! Valerie & Louise.
Tom, Congratulations and much happiness always! Grandma & Aunt Caroline.
Tom, Good luck, we need a good lawyer! Tia & Eddie.
Tom, The world is waiting for you! Love Vinnie & Patty.
Tom, Have a wonderful life! Love always, Phil & Christi.
Tom, Good luck for the future! Love you Nonno & Nonna.
Tom, The world is ready for you! Love Anny.
Shannon-Megan-Best of luck in all you do. Love, Mom.
Good luck Shannon-Megan-Dolores.
Shannon-Megan-Don't waste your time, Mom.
Congratulations & love from all of us. Lynette, Shane, Shawnte, & Bryce.
Good luck Shannon-Megan-queen of the house. Love from all of us.
Shannon-Megan-Next stop—Oxygen Tank!!
Congratulations & good luck in college. I'm so proud of you. Love, Lynette.
Good luck in art school, stay out of trouble! Love, Jerry.
Congratulations Shannon-Megan!! Best wishes in your local college years.
Bob Nixon.
Good luck Shannon, thanks for all the rides. Love, Shane & Erik.
Amy may all your wishes and dreams come true! Love always Corrado & Kim.
Amy we wish you all the best life has to offer. Love Mom & Dad.
Amy, Thanks for always listening to me, good luck in the future. Jenn DiMinin.
Amy, Good luck after graduation and in your future. Love John & Nicole.
Mandy Yarkoskys-We love you SO MUCH! Love the Capalbo's.
Mandy Y-You're the greatest! Love, Frank.
Mandy Y-You're fabulous! Love, Frank.
Mandy Y-You're my forever friend and I love you. Rose.
"Good luck" Robert! Love Grandma.
"Good luck" Robert! Love Nonno & Nonna.
"Congratulations" Robert! Love, Mom & Dad.
"We love you" Robert! Love Mom & Dad.
"Good luck" Rob! The guys at Clifton Auto Parts.
Chris-Congratulations! Welcome to the real world.
Lisa-Congratulations! We are so proud of you. Love-Mom + Dad.
Congratulations Lisa! You deserve it. Love-Joe.
Lisa—My love and pride are overflowing princess! Love Grandma.
Way to go Lili—we love you! Valerie + John Michael.
Lisa—Congratulations on your graduation! Love Aunt Chickie.
Lisa—for everything you’ve accomplished—Congratulations! Love Aunt Angela + Uncle Ben.
Li-You did it—Congratulations! Love T.G., Gina + Ben.
Lisa—Congratulations and good luck in your future endeavors! Love Aunt Teresa + Uncle Tony.
Lisa—Congratulations, your the best there is! L.C.P.
Congratulations Jackie! You made it. Good Luck in the future. Love Mike + Marie.
You made it Jackie. Good Luck in the future! Love Lisa.
Jackie, Congratulations, on to college now we know you’ll do well. Love ya Bob + Kim.
To our favorite cousin Jackie, we love you! Good Luck. Love Dana + Ginnarrie.
Congratulations Jackie! Love Mom and Brian.
To Jackie I’m so proud and I wish you luck + happiness. Love Mom.
To Jackie, we always fight but I love you anyway. Love your brother, Ken.
Way to Go Jackie! Love Ned + Barabara O’Byrne
Congratulations to my god daughter Jackie! Love, Barbara.
Congratulations Jackie, you did it! Love, Kelly.
To my beloved cousin, It’s over. You did it. Congrats Love, Bobby.
Congratulations Jackie. Love Mr. & Mrs. Gilbert.
Dear Danielle—“Best Wishes to a wonderful niece.” Love Aunt Pam and Uncle John.
Dear Danielle—“Congratulations!” “Hugs and Kisses!” Love Nicole and Adam.
Melanie, Best of Luck—always stay focused & determined. Love Carolyn, Richard & Richie
Good Luck to Melanie Westervelt! Love Mom & Dad
Good luck to my sister Melanie! Love Kyle
Love and best wishes to my grand daughter Melanie! Love Pop
Good Luck to Lauren Gosman! Love Mom & Dad Westervelt.
Best of luck to Lauren Gosman! Good luck in college-Love Kyle
Best of luck Melanie! Love Bert
Best in luck in all you do—Melanie Westervelt!
Love all the guys at Photographic Imaging
Love to our daughter Melanie! Love Mom & Dad
Best of luck to Melanie! Love Diddy, Donald, Michelle & Meredith
Good Luck Bonnie! Love Aunt Hope
Good Luck Bonnie! Love Grandma & Grandpa
Congratulations, Bonnie! Love Steve, Gin, Becca
Good Luck Bonnie! Love Gloria & Jack
You are the best! Good Luck- The Monte Family
To Bonnie, We Love You! Mom & Dad
To Bonnie, We miss you & love you! Gram & Pa
To Bonnie, You made it! Keep up the good work! Aunt Linda & Uncle Russ
Good Luck Bonnie! Love Carol
Thank the lord they didn’t have to burn the school down to get you out!
Love Mary
To our dearest granddaughter, Melissa-We are with you everyday! Love you, Papa P. and Grandma Papa L.
Melissa, you’re the best! Love you-Grandma Lottio
Melissa, We love you and are proud of you! Uncle Bobby and Aunt Betty
To Melissa-the best of the best-God bless you for the good person you are.
Love you, Aunt Terry
Melissa-From a little girl to a special young lady-That’s what you became,
Love Beth
The best of luck Melissa! With love, Sylvia and Mel
To my godchild, Melissa, you are very special to me, I love you! Aunt Barbara, Uncle Wayne and Wayne.
Congratulations to our niece-We love you! Aunt Joan and Uncle Al
To my cousin Melissa-Great Job! I love you! Amanda
Paul H-Put your nose to the grindstone! Love PopPop and Ba-Ba
Paul H-Good Luck Buddy Holly-Love Dawn and Spence
Paul H-Best of Luck in college! Love, Mom
Paul-Good Luck Dude Love Pete and Christine
“The very best Marcello” “1995” Love Aunt Patricia
“Congratulations Marcello” “1995”
“Best Fortune Marcello” “1995” Love, Dad
The very best Marcello Class “95” Dad
The very best Marcello “1995” Love, Joey
Best of luck, Marcello Love Mom & Dad
To our son, The Best “Class” “1995” Love, Mom and Dad
To my brother, Class “95” Love, Teresa
You made it Marcello—Love you, Mom, Dad, and Teresa
Marcello-To our nephew and cousin Love Aunts, Uncles, and Grandparents
Leo-Prosperita Lunga Vita Buona fortuna Un Mondo Di bene E felicita Love, Grandma and Grandpa
Good Luck Leo Love, Tony and Marie Montano
Good Luck Leo Love, Danielle, Tony, and Steph

Good Luck Leo Love, Frank and Nick
Good Luck Leo Love, Rino and Maria Vincenti
Congratulations Leo Love, Joe
Congratulations Leo Love, Mike
Leo-Ti Agro un Futuro Pieno di Felicita Love, Antonio Tarantiano
Congratulations Rich Heerema! Good Luck! Love Mom and Dad.
Congratulations Vanessa! Good Luck! Love, Uncle Danny and Aunt Helen
Good Luck. Go for it! Love, Granny.
Congratulations! Love you! Love, Adam and Tricia.
I am so proud of you! Love always, Uncle Roger.
Congratulations Honey! Love, Grandpa.
Vanessa-I love you! Go for it! Love, Aunt Kay.
You are the best! #1 Love, Chip.
#1-Charisma, Brains, Beauties Love you, sis! Love, Chip.
Congratulations Sis! Good Luck in college. Love, Chip.
Vanessa-The world is yours, We love you! Mom, Dad, and Chip.
Gemma—Love, Luck, and A World of Success! Love Mom & Dad.
Gemma-All my love always. I wish you the best always—SemperFi. Love, Giulia (aka Julio).
Gemma-All our love always! Love Giulia & Joe.
Gemma-Love Always! Have Fun in College! I Luv U! Love, Gianni.
Gemma-My Bifana Baby-You truly are a Gem — MA!
GHEMMA (Freed-U)-Remember, always keep your head above the leaves and you’ll be fine. P.S. I’m not really related. Love, Sean (Jean).
Gemmas-Best of Luck in the future. I’ll always be here for you. Love, Gian. Joe and Dan Seuling; “There may be two of you, but your both #1!” Love Aunt JoAnne and Uncle Skip.
Dan Seuling—“We are very proud of you! Thank you for being our son.”
Love Mom and Dad.
Joe Seuling. “We are very proud of you! Thank you for being our son.”
Love Lauren.
Joe and Dan Seuling—“To my best buds — You are the greatest!” Love Jason.
Joseph and Daniel Seuling—“We know that you will touch many lives in a positive way. Your empathy for others will make this world a better place.” Love Aunt Jean & Uncle Jack.
To ‘2’ of the best guys at Passaic Valley. I hope you double your pleasure at your next institution: wherever it may be!” Your Pal — Nick Fierro.
Dan and Joe Seuling—“May you reach to even greater heights in college.”
Mrs. Brown.
Joe and Dan Seuling—“Better, Better, Best! Never let it rest. Till your good is better and your betters best! Love Edie.
Joey and Danny Seuling-May college be better than high school and more than you expect! Love Amanda.
“We are going to miss you next year. Good Luck!” Love Lucky and Spike.
Carlos, Good Luck! Love Titi Millie and cousins.
Carlos, Wishing you the best. From Carlos, Mamarita and Titi Nvdia.
Carlos, Hi! — Big Papa is watching. Papa Bilin.
Carlos, Big and intelligent people come in big packages. Papa and Mamat.
Carli, How can you do it? Just do it — you might surprise yourself. Papa Bilin.
Carli, There is no such thing as luck … everything is just hard work.
Carli, If you think ‘college’ is easy, you are in for a surprise — work hard and you will survive.
Carli, You are the greatest!!! Titi Julie, Joy and Joel.
Carlos, Congratulations, I’m proud of you, boy! Love Jessica.
Congratulations and Good Luck! Love Papi and Mami.
Kimber — From the beginning 1-15-91 to eternity! B.F.F.E Nicky.
Kim-Great time at Soph. Social and afterwards at the shore. Love, Nick.
Kimber-Don’t forget the great times in Aruba “93-94”. Love, Nicky.
Kimber-Great times at Soph. Social and afterwards at the shore. Love, Nick.
Kimber-Were have been through good and bad but I’d do it all over again! Love Ya! Nicky.
Kimber-Potenzone-Good luck and congratulations. Love Grandma.
Good Luck Bahnnn! Love you, Thank you for being a pain. Love Joe.
Kimber-May your life continue on as sweet and beautiful as you are.
Love Sam and Mildred.
Congratulations Class of 95!! the Brychta Family
AP—Sorry about the pick up line! JM
AP — I like Weston! CB & CF
AP—Lets go see Green Day! JC
LISA

"IN EVERY END IS A BEGINNING ..."

THIS IS YOUR BEGINNING, MAY ALL YOUR DREAMS COME TRUE!
YOU ARE OUR PRINCESS AND WE LOVE YOU!!!

GRANDMA, AUNT LISA, UNCLE JOHN, AUNT CHICKIE, AUNT ANGELA, UNCLE BEN, AUNT TERESA, UNCLE TONY, VALERIE, JOHN MICHAEL, T.G., GINA, AND BEN.
THE PLAY'S THE THING!

BONNE CHANCE!!

JENNIFER
VERONICA
SUROWITZ

LOVE, MOM & DAD
Bromilow's CHOCOLATES Since 1958

"The Sweetest Spot on Garret Mountain"

Gifts for all holidays and occasions
Halloween • Thanksgiving • Christmas
Valentine's Day • Easter • Mother's Day • Father's Day

The finest assorted chocolates
Creams • Nuts • Chewies • Fruits • Turtles • Truffles
Butter Crunch • Marshmallow
Chocolate Covered Crackers • Cherries

Wedding and Party Favors
Personalized • Color Coordinated

Corporate Gifts for Holiday Giving

Fundraising Programs for your Organization
Delicious Chocolate Bars
Chocolate Rabbits and Novelties for Easter Program

Fresh Fruit covered with Delicious Chocolate
(Available May thru mid October.)

Custom Molded Items
We use the finest chocolate and ingredients available

2 Convenient Locations:

201-684-1496
350 Rifle Camp Road
West Paterson, NJ 07424

201-227-0819
891 Bloomfield Ave., Essex Mall
West Caldwell, NJ 07006
Good Luck

J. MACS Assoc. Inc.

- Drywall Construction Specialists
- Metal Stud (light & heavy gauge)
- Exterior Wall Systems
- Acoustical Ceilings
- Taping & Finishing
- Insulation
- Doors, Windows & Frames

201-956-0029
Fax: 201-956-0502

Totowa, NJ 07512

Class Of '95

BEST OF LUCK CLASS OF '95
FOREVER YOURS
LIMOUSINE
* 8 & 10 PASSENGER LIMOUSINES.
* LATE MODEL SUPER STRETCHES.
* WE SPECIALIZE IN PROMS.
WEDDING & SPECIAL OCCASIONS

Compliments Of

DEMOLITION
SITE WORK
TELEPHONE
(201) 942-4100
FAX (201) 942-8511

V. OTTILIO & SONS, INC.
CONTRACTORS

VICTOR OTTILIO
575 PREAKNESS AVENUE
PATERSON, NEW JERSEY 07502

Congratulations And
Best Of Luck To
Kathryn And
Class Of 1995!

Congratulations Faith!!!

(201) 256-0053
WAYNE T. ROSOLEN
83 Woods Rd.
Little Falls, N.J. 07424

L.F.M. CONSTRUCTION
General Contractors
Residential - Custom Homes - Additions
Commercial - Dry Wall - Clean Rooms - Acoustical Ceilings

V. OTTILIO
Kathryn And
CLASS OF '95
Mirabel,

congratulations on your achievements and good luck in college!

Dr Ghanem and Micheline

Telephone (201) 790-6707

ROLAND A. GHANEM, M.D., F.A.C.A.
Asthma, Allergy, and Clinical Immunology

362 Union Boulevard
Totowa, NJ 07512
Mirabel

It is hard to believe how far you've come, from the cute little girl of yesteryear to the beautiful and talented young lady of today. All the unforgettable moments have passed by so quickly but the memories do remain; the video revolution may not have captured your first words but they are inexorably etched in our hearts. We hope that, as you commence your promising future, you remember the good times fondly. We will never forget the time we had you just for ourselves: the leisurely strolls by the River Seine and St. Michel in Paris and the hectic pace of Oxford and Regent Streets in London. We know you will be happy and successful. Remember that the only limitations you will face are those you create yourself. Believe none of what you hear and only half of what you see. Be independent and self sufficient but, at the same time, caring and giving. We love you more than you can comprehend right now and will always be there for you without selfish motives in the best and worst of times.

Mami, Papi, Alex
Congratulations &
Best Wishes
To:
Amy
Tina
Rose
Michelle
Danielle
(B.F.F.E.)

You are all very special. Hope you will always remain best friends.

Lucy, Michael, Jerry, and Colleen

The McLaughlins

Entertainment
You Choose Your Own Menu

Carafello Catering & Co.
FOR ALL OCCASIONS
Wide Variety of Hot & Cold Buffets

EDWARD J. CARAFELLO 942-9069

J. CARUSO LANDSCAPING CO.
SPECIALIZING IN LAWN MAINTENANCE AND
INTERLOCKING PATIO AND WALKWAY Pavers

CALL FOR FREE ESTIMATES
14 COLUMBUS AVE.
TOTOWA, N.J. 07512
PHONE # (201) 790-5216
(201) 790-8839

DEVIN LTD.
PRECAST STONE
INTERIOR & EXTERIOR
RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL

14 COLUMBUS AVE
TOTOWA, NJ 07512
VINNIE CARUSO
(201) 790-5216
Compliments Of

GAITA MEMORIAL HOME
154 POMPON TPKE, LITTLE FALLS, NJ 07424
(201) 256-2224
CARMEN GAITA, JR., Director

CONGRATULATIONS AND BEST WISHES
TO THE
CLASS OF '95

HOSPITALITY FRANCHISE SYSTEMS, INC.
339 JEFFERSON RD, P.O. BOX 278, PARSIPPANY, NEW JERSEY 07054-0278

HOSPITALITY FRANCHISE SYSTEMS FRANCHISOR OF DAYS INN, HOWARD JOHNSON, PARK INN, RAMADA AND SUPER 8 LODGING SYSTEMS
Phone: 256-9634

FIRST RUSSIAN NATIONAL HOME, INC.

Hall For All Occasions

Banquets • Meetings • Dances • Weddings

4-6 Woodhill Ave. 

Singac, N.J. 

07424
To Vanessa:

Congratulations!

We are so proud of you, May you always have everything you want, and may you want for nothing. Continue the success that you had in P.U. to follow you through college. You deserve the best because you are the best.

We Love You!
Mom, Dad and Chip

---

To Vanessa:

Congratulations!

May you always have everything you want, and may you want for nothing. Continue the success that you had in P.U. to follow you through college. You deserve the best because you are the best.

We Love You!
Mom, Dad and Chip

---

Friends may come and go but the memories last forever.

Good Luck Class of 1995

Michelle, Poonam, Mirabel and Sonia
In Loving Memory Of
Jerry McLaughlin

August 15, 1948 - September 27, 1994

We'll Always Love You.
You'll Never Be Forgotten

Love Always & Forever In Our Hearts,
Amy, Tina, Rosie, Michelle, Danielle
“To Our Sunshine”

Kimberly, May your road to success be paved with gold. May your future let you see that shining star; and may love and happiness be your rainbow forever.

We’re so proud of you, and love you with all our hearts.

Love,
Mom, Dad,
Dina, Gary Jr.
+ Kristin
MARCLIFF INSURANCE AGENCY

80 East Main Street
P.O. Box 408
Little Falls, N.J.
07424

CONGRATULATIONS LAUREN GOSMAN
FROM YOUR FRIENDS AT
UNITED YARN PRODUCTS CO., INC.

Telephone  Area Code 201
345-4444

TUNGOL PAINT & VARNISH PRODUCTS
PAINTS • FINISHES • WALL COVERING • WALLPAPERS FOR HOME, INDUSTRY AND INSTITUTIONS
425-429 McBRIE AVENUE  PATERNON, N. J. 07501

Lunch:  Mon - Fri           11:00 - 3:00 pm
        Mon - Thur             4:30 - 10:00 pm
        Fri - Sat              4:30 - 11:00 pm
        Sun                    4:00 - 9:00 pm

Dinner: Mon - Thu
        Fri - Sat
        Sun

Amore Restaurant
Italian Cuisine
545 Union Blvd.
Totowa, NJ 07512
(201) 595-7717
Host - Jerry & Pina
J. MACS ASSOC. INC.

- Drywall Construction Specialists
- Metal Stud (Light & Heavy)
- Exterior Wall Systems
- Acoustical Ceilings
- Taping & Finishing
- Insulation
- Doors, Windows & Frames

201-956-0029
Fax: 201-956-0502

TEL: 201/785-1400

TECHNIPLAST INC.

231 MAIN STREET • LITTLE FALLS, N.J. 07424
Good Luck  Jaime  Aguino

From The
Staff Of

joseph aquino

(201) 785-3624

hair & nail designers

21 Maple St.
Little Falls, N.J. 07424
Iraqi leader Saddam Hussein orders his troops to the border of oil-rich Kuwait. The U.S. sends 350 warplanes to the area to support the Kuwaiti forces. By October 11, Hussein orders the withdrawal of most of his forces.

Russian President Boris Yeltsin calls out his poorly trained military to subdue a rebellion in Chechnya, a southern republic the size of Connecticut. Critics accuse Yeltsin of resorting to totalitarian methods of the old communist Soviet regime to keep the shaky Russian Federation unified.

Europe's worst flood in this century kills at least 30 people across Europe. Inland floods caused by melting Alpine snow and relentless rains hit Belgium, France, Germany, and the Netherlands, whose famous dike system begins to crumble late in January 1995 in the face of rampaging rivers. Dutch authorities evacuate 250,000 people from the lowlands.

Camilla Parker Bowles, allegedly Prince Charles' mistress, announces her divorce from her husband, Andrew Parker Bowles. Princess Diana is said to be negotiating a divorce from Charles, who will be free to remarry without giving up the throne—unless unhappy subjects force a referendum on the monarchy.

More than 900 passengers die, 149 are rescued when the Estonia, a 15,500-ton Baltic ferry sinks off the coast of Finland in a violent nighttime storm. The storm's 30-foot waves swamp the ship which lists and sinks in a matter of minutes.

On July 25, U.S. President Bill Clinton welcomes King Hussein of Jordan, right, and Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin to the White House, where the two sign a historic nonaggression pact that ends a 46-year state of belligerency between Israel and Jordan.

Joyful residents of Belfast celebrate after the Irish Republican Army (IRA) announces an end to its military operations in Northern Ireland as of August 31. After 25 years of British military presence and over 3,000 killings, the IRA says it will now seek Irish union only through political channels.

Tipper Gore, wife of U.S. Vice President Al Gore, visits Rwandan refugee camps in Zaire in July. Thousands of refugees, fleeing ethnic conflict in Rwanda, die of cholera, dysentery, and other infectious diseases. Fresh water supplied by the United States military greatly reduces the number of cholera deaths.

Palestine Liberation Organization chairman Yasir Arafat returns to Palestine in July 1994 after 27 years of exile in Tunisia. Arafat kisses the ground in the Gaza Strip, now a Palestinian autonomous zone under the terms of a 1993 peace accord with Israel.
Millions of South Africans travel weary hours and wait in mile-long lines to vote in the first all-race elections. After more than a century of white rule, the voters choose former political prisoner Nelson Mandela to preside over the dismantling of apartheid.

Jimmy Carter, former U.S. president and self-styled global troubleshooter for peace, negotiates on behalf of the U.S. in Haiti, Bosnia, and North Korea. He even offers to help settle the baseball strike.

In Japan, an earthquake with a magnitude of 7.2 collapses buildings, derails trains, buckles elevated expressways, and causes fires throughout the city of Kobe. Over 5,000 people are killed and 26,000 injured. The Japan quake occurs January 17, 1995, one year to the day after a quake devastated Los Angeles.

Chinese school children, dressed to look like Colonel Sanders, welcome the president of Kentucky Fried Chicken to Shanghai in May 1994. Few of the country’s many foreign business ventures thrive, but KFC becomes a Chinese favorite. The finger-lickin’ enterprise makes plans to expand its outlets from 28 to 200.

Triumphant Jean-Bertrand Aristide reclaims his position as president and restores democracy to Haiti with the help of U.S. troops. Haiti had suffered under the rule of a military junta led by General Raoul Cedras, who goes into exile after reaching an agreement with U.S. mediators.

In one of the most successful antiterrorist operations in aviation history, French commandos storm an Air France jet-liner and kill four Algerian hijackers, freeing the plane’s 173 passengers and crew.

India suffers an outbreak of pneumonic plague, carried by flea-infested vermin. Workers in Bombay earn five rupees for each exterminated rat; one thousand rat-tails earns a color TV.

Thousands of Cubans flee their economically depressed homeland, hoping for a better life in America. Many set off on homemade rafts and other small vessels only to be intercepted by the U.S. Coast Guard. The United States and Cuba reach an agreement in September that allows 20,000 Cuban immigrants to enter the United States each year.
In the wake of the 1994 Los Angeles earthquakes and the southern California wildfires of 1993, California experiences more natural disasters in January 1995 when rainstorms cause flooding that kills 11 people and leaves 3,000 others homeless. Flooding is so high in Santa Barbara, fun-seeking teenagers dive off a freeway overpass into 15 feet of water. President Clinton declares 34 counties federal disaster areas.

In 1994, the U.S. registers a one-year population growth of 2.7 million. One-third of the increase is due to immigration, the largest such influx since 1914.

Author and humanities professor, Ralph Ellison, dies at age 80. His 1952 novel, Invisible Man, has been called the most powerful novel written about alienation, identity, and racism in America.

A huge increase in killings by 14- to 24-year-olds raises the nation’s homicide rate, while violence blamed on preteens rocks communities nationwide. A boy, 13, is sentenced to life for strangling a four-year-old. In Chicago, an 11-year-old boy kills a 14-year-old girl and is then executed by his own gang. In Washington state a pair of 12-year-olds shoot a migrant worker.

Called the Republican revolution, November mid-term elections put the Republican party and its anti-big government platform in control of Congress for the first time in 40 years. Georgia’s Newt Gingrich, author of the GOP’s “Contract with America,” is the new Speaker of the House.

The death of Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis in May 1994 marks the end of an era, a time when America was prosperous, fighting for civil rights, and heading for the moon. The former first lady is buried next to her husband, President John F. Kennedy, in Arlington National Cemetery, Washington, D.C.

The prosecution seeks the death penalty in the case of Susan Smith, who dupes the nation with a frightening tale of the abduction of her two little boys. The community’s early support grows quickly to hatred when Smith confesses to murder—she sent her children to their deaths at the bottom of a lake.

Despite powerful National Rifle Association lobby efforts, Congress passes a crime bill banning the sale of 19 types of assault weapons. The Brady law goes into effect; in one month 25,640 people with criminal records are denied the purchase of a handgun.

Heat, drought, and lightning combine to set Western states ablaze in late June and July. Fires consume 2,000 acres in Colorado’s South Canyon when 50 mile-an-hour winds whip the flames into a firestorm, killing 14 specially trained firefighters; 10 men and four women.
The U.S. Food and Drug Administration blasts the tobacco company executives at a congressional hearing in March 1994 for denying that nicotine, a drug found in cigarette smoke, is addictive. Tobacco industry workers fear losing their jobs if the FDA succeeds in classifying and restricting cigarettes as a drug.

The 37th U.S. President, Richard Nixon, dies in April 1994. Nixon was responsible for restoring normal ties with the People’s Republic of China following the signing of the Shanghai Communiqué in 1972.

A rare white buffalo named Miracle draws crowds to the humble Wisconsin farm where it was born August 20. Native Americans believe the calf is the fulfillment of a Lakota Sioux prophecy. Five hundred years ago, White Buffalo Woman told her people that she would return as a white calf to usher in a new age of harmony between all races of mankind.

President Clinton, with Republican leader Bob Dole, signs legislation implementing the U.S. role in an expanded General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), one of the most sweeping trade liberalization pacts in history. The legislation makes the U.S. a member of a new 125-member World Trade Organization. Protectionists worry that GATT may promote world trade but won’t sufficiently protect American jobs.

The Flint River overflows, washing coffins out of a Georgia cemetery after torrential rains from tropical storm Alberto flood Georgia and the Florida-Alabama panhandle. Thirty-two people die, 40,000 are temporarily homeless, and 10,000 square miles are underwater, causing $100 million in crop damage.

Former football star O.J. Simpson is charged with the June 12th stabbing death of his ex-wife Nicole and her friend Ronald Goldman, causing a non-stop media avalanche. The sensational case familiarized watchers with spouse abuse, a televised ride in a white Ford Bronco, “Kato” Kaelin, and DNA testing. Simpson faces the jury in January.

The Secret Service considers restricting public access to the White House after a gunman fires 27 rounds at the building’s facade in October. In September, a small Cessna airplane crashes on the South Lawn and comes to rest at the base of the White House below President Clinton’s bedroom, killing the pilot.
The U.S. Interior Department moves the bald eagle from its endangered species list to the less critical "threatened" category. The Pacific Northwest's spotted owl is left to fend for itself when in June a federal judge lifts the 1991 injunction that halted logging in the owl's habitat.

The fossil of a previously unknown dinosaur, the 25-foot-long Cryolophosaurus ellioti, is found in Antarctica.

Despite a so-called fitness craze, the National Center for Health Statistics confirms the American overabundance of food combined with a sedentary lifestyle is creating an epidemic of obesity. Since 1980, the number of overweight adults has ballooned to one-third of the population, with an alarming increase among children.

Some of the 599 newly revealed secret ingredients major cigarette-makers add to improve taste and texture: beeswax, butter, carrot oil, citronella oil, cocoa shells, corn silk, dandelion root extract, 39 chemicals that start with ethyl, oak chip oil, vinegar, and dimethylhydrobenzofuranone.

Three planets are discovered orbiting a pulsar star 3,000 light-years away in the constellation Virgo. One is the size of the moon and two are three times more massive than Earth; all are rocky worlds without an atmosphere.

NASA's space shuttle mission 64 tests the operations of a Simplified Aid For Extravehicular Activity Rescue (SAFAR) device. Crew member Mark Lee maneuvers successfully outside the Discovery, while Carl Meade photographs him against the background of Earth.

Martin Rodbell and Alfred Gilman are awarded the 1994 Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine for developing a model of cell communication that has medical implications from cholera to cancer.

The Food and Drug Administration institutes new food labeling on almost all foods in response to consumer protest against the many misleading claims of food producers. The new readable labels provide realistic serving sizes, list calories from fat, and allow you to compare different nutrient values.

Autostereograms, popularly known as Magic Eye, cause legions of people to stare cross-eyed for long periods of time. Based on a mystery of neurology and 3-D objects, pattern elements fuse into left-eye and right-eye images of a single hidden object which appears to be floating.

Japan's "Love Love Simulation" computer program allows couples to take a non-scientific look at future offspring by digitally combining their own photos to predict a child's appearance.
Astronomers wait at every major telescope in the world to see the historic cosmic crack-up of the 21 big fragments of Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 as it smacks into the atmosphere of Jupiter at 134,000 miles an hour. Plumes of fire shoot up hundreds of miles, high enough to become visible to telescopes on Earth.

Internet activity rises sharply as surfers find their way around the information superhighway. Advertisers, rock music reviewers, the worldly Voice of America, and others decide it's time to jump on.

One of Lake Superior's enduring mysteries is solved by scientists and marine historians who explore the wreck of the Edmund Fitzgerald, an ore carrier that sank with its crew in a 1975 storm. The ship, overused and in poor condition, was ripped apart by 90-mph winds and 30-foot waves. Most of the 29 crewmen are entombed inside the wreckage, well preserved in the 39° waters.

A cave is found in southern France, full of 300 vivid paintings of woolly-haired rhinos, bears, mammoths, panthers, and owls made about 20,000 years ago. The Stone Age artists also left behind bear skulls, flint knives, footprints, and fireplaces. Experts call it the archaeological find of the century.

Cutsbacks in military spending force the U.S. Navy to reduce its elite 100-dolphin fleet trained for use in sonar research, mine sweeping, and underwater recovery. Too tame to be released in the open sea, the veterans of conflicts from Vietnam to the Persian Gulf retire to aquariums and water parks.

NASA publishes a new report supporting the theory that a giant comet hit Earth 65 million years ago and vaporized 100 billion tons of sulphur to create the cloud barrier that froze Earth's atmosphere and killed the dinosaurs.

Long-term study of radial keratotomy finds it generally safe and effective. For the nearsighted, tiny spokelike incisions into the eye improve focusing ability and eliminate the need for eyeglasses. The patient is awake for the procedure.
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The most popular names for newborns this year are Ashley and Michael.

Young people serve their country by volunteering under a new program called AmeriCorps, where 20,000 people aged 17 and up work with community-based organizations in exchange for $7,500 plus money toward college tuition or loans.

One percent of the nation's 50 million school-age children learn at home as families seek alternatives to public schools. In a handful of high-tech experiments, kids submit homework by modem, download books and artwork from the Internet, and collaborate on academic projects with other children around the world.

A survey of college kids reveals their favorite sources of sugar and caffeine during all-night studying to be: powdered iced tea, peanut butter mixed with marshmallow cream, baby food, ramen noodles, raw cookie dough, and trail mix made from chocolate chips, graham cracker bits, and mini-marshmallows.

A lively new cafe society centers around the 5,000 gourmet coffeeshops which spring up around the country. To the often young and trendy patrons, the social interaction is just as important as the espresso. Some cafes offer full-time Internet links so patrons can sip and chat with other Internet latte-drinkers.

A new survey shows that over 12 million Americans are vegetarians, choosing the no-meat lifestyle because of concern about animal cruelty, cost-efficiency, eco-friendliness and/or improved health and fitness.

The hottest merchandise around is Mighty Morphin Power Rangers, so hot Cabbage Patch dolls pale in comparison. Parents criticize Fox's super-violent TV show, but their kids crave Dragon Daggers, Megazords, and the 4-foot, $230 battery-powered car. "Go, go, Power Rangers!"
A hot new collectible derives from an old household item. Milk caps, known in some regions as pogs, originally capped the bottles left by the milkman but have now gone funky with colorful printed designs and variations that are traded and used in games.

Led by brash young skate and surf types, two million snowboarders nationwide discover the joy of swooping down slopes on one board instead of two. No hard boots, no poles, no crossed tips, make it easier than skiing. Since their giant frozen wave is a ski hill, snowboarders annoy old-style skiers who want their slopes left undisturbed by shredders.

Although most are forced to settle for Oakley wrap- arounds, stylin’ kids, like in-line skaters and urban youth, clamor for Arnet’s $80 Ravens with the silver-chrome frames.

The first generation to ignore colas in favor of fruit drinks, today’s young people give Snapple popular cult status. The trend breeds juice wars as Snapple imitators like Fruityopia vie for youth market shares and inundate the airwaves with Generation X-type advertising.

Pope John Paul II authors Crossing the Threshold of Hope, a blend of theology, evangelizing and personal reminiscence. It becomes a best-seller in 35 countries.

Remaining a virgin in the face of peer pressure finds new respect among teens who defend their freedom to forgo sex in a sex-crazy world. The movement is both a demand for real love and a reaction against unwanted pregnancy and health risks, since today one out of four kids are infected with sexually transmitted diseases by the age of 21.

Kool-Aid makes a cheap hair-dye, an alternative to bleached hair with, say, Prizm Blue added for sheen. The “city fade” shaves the sides of your head and leaves the top longer, and the matted hair look is achieved by leaving the soap in and forgetting to comb.

The designer pets of the year are African pigmy hedgehogs, and some 3,000 find homes with humans. They are gentle, like to be petted, and need a once-a-day feeding of pet food or mealworms. They don’t smell and will even eat your roaches.
Flash

John Travolta and Samuel L. Jackson star in Pulp Fiction, an “extravagantly demented low-life lalapalooza with outlandish twists.” The film’s plot revolves around a watch, a briefcase, and a large syringe in a darkly humorous scene which reportedly causes a few audience members with needle-phobia to fall out of their seats in revulsion.

John Candy, the large and lovable star of films Splash, Cool Runnings, Home Alone, and many other family favorites, dies at the age of 43. Whether Candy played jerks, slobs or loonies, his natural goodness came shining through.

Life is like a box of chocolates,” says its title character. Forrest Gump, starring Tom Hanks, surprises everyone with its popularity, attributed to the audiences’ thirst for the film’s theme of simple values and good intentions. Fascinating special effects place Gump into real news footage with U.S. presidents.

Every Tuesday night 20 million homes tune in to “Home Improvement,” television’s No. 1 show, starring comedians Tim Allen as Tim Taylor, the how-to host of “Tool Time,” with his wife Jill and three kids. Fans love this funny real-life reflection of middle-class family life.

With a tried-but-true storyline, the TV show “Me and the Boys,” becomes an immediate family favorite, with stand-up comic Steve Harvey playing a widower who’s left to raise three lively sons singlehandedly.

Reality-based television programs rule the tube with “Cops,” “American Detective,” “FBI: The Untold Stories,” “Top Cops,” and “Rescue 911.” “America’s Most Wanted” and “Unsolved Mysteries” enlist viewers’ help in tracking down fugitives.

Shameless prime-time soap opera “Melrose Place,” co-starring Heather Locklear and Grant Show, attracts legions of fans with its silly-sensational plotlines and shallow-but-beautiful characters. Fans even buy the TV show’s soundtrack and “MP” clothing.

Tom Cruise bites as the elegantly evil vampire Lestat in the film based on Anne Rice’s novel Interview With the Vampire. Brad Pitt costars in the story that’s been a favorite with millions of readers for twenty years.

Comic Margaret Cho stars in the first all-Asian sitcom “All-American Girl,” about a college girl who’s not making enough money to move away from home and has to live with her rigidly traditional Korean immigrant parents.

Comedian Jim Carrey’s career is s-s-smokin’ in The Mask. Carrey plays shy Stanley Ipkiss, who discovers that a mythical mask can turn him into a very cool green-faced cartoon-like dude. While waiting for sequels to The Mask and Ace Ventura: Pet Detective, Carrey fans enjoy current hit Dumb and Dumber.
The animals aren’t cuddly, but Disney’s 32nd animated feature, *The Lion King*, is still a box-office smash and a sure classic. The story of a young lion, Simba, on the path to maturity combines five Tim Rice/Elton John songs with comedy that leaves audiences roaring. Just say “Hakuna matata,” Swahili for “no worries.”

The comedy is about four women who share a big apartment, and features Kim Fields and rap star Queen Latifah, whose quiet presence and dignity singles her out as a star.

Talented young Claire Danes stars as a savvy 15-year-old confronting adolescent anxieties in the ABC television series “My So-Called Life,” which receives critical acclaim. Danes also stars in the movie *Little Women*, with Winona Ryder.

This year’s Emmy for best comedy series goes to TV’s “Frasier,” the story of a radio psychiatrist with a dysfunctional family. Star of the critical and main-stream hit, Kelsey Grammer dedicates his best-actor award to the dog “Eddie” whose off-screen name is Moose.

After his villain in Shakespeare’s *Much Ado About Nothing* and his title role in Bertolucci’s *Little Buddha*, actor Keanu Reeves buffs up to play an action star in *Speed*, about a bomb and a runaway bus, one of the year’s biggest box office hits.

With the first female starship captain, TV’s “Star Trek: Voyager” is the newest offshoot of the enduring Star Trek phenomenon, after “Deep Space Nine,” “The Next Generation,” and this year’s full-length feature *Star Trek: Generations*.

Baywatch,” the world’s most-watched syndicated TV show, is a feel-good action/adventure about a Malibu lifeguard, played by David Hasselhoff. Sunny beach scenes take the pressure off plot or character development. In tribute to its popularity, Mattel, Inc. creates Baywatch Barbie.

Hoop Dreams is a documentary about two young Chicago athletes who dream of playing in the NBA. Arthur Agee and William Gates soon realize the dream will have to come at the expense of everything else. Hoop Dreams offers as much drama, excitement, and emotional ups and downs as anything to come out of Hollywood.
After their Woodstock '94 performance scores them mass adulation and an onstage mudfight, punk-pop trio Green Day wins the title for this year's best new band. Their album Dookie, featuring "Basket Case," goes triple platinum.

LPs make a comeback when major recording labels give in to pressure from artists and fans. New titles are released on vinyl, as well as CDs and tapes. Pronounced dead in the '80s, the revived 12-inch long-plays come complete with the art-covered sleeves and lyric-sheet inserts that make them collector's items.

Liz Phair follows up Exile in Guyville with Whip-smart and songs like "Super Nova" and "Jealousy." Her music is said to be about self-parody, defensiveness, beautiful flaws, and cluelessness.

Futuristic noise mavens Nine Inch Nails and singer Trent Reznor drive home a point with their "Closer" single and hit video, from their album The Downward Spiral.

Mosh pit heroes Bad Religion get plenty of play with "21st Century Boy" and their album Stranger Than Fiction.

Beastie Boys release their fourth hip-hop album Ill Communication on the heels of their highly popular Check Your Head.

Superunknown, a 70-minute, 16-song opus, debuts at No. 1 on the Billboard charts. Fans and critics say it's the best record of metal band Soundgarden's career.

Although Madonna's bad-mannered appearance on Letterman begets criticism, her album Bedtime Stories, with hits "Take a Bow" and "Secret," is a solid chart-topper.

Music, moshing, and lots of mud define Woodstock '94. The 25th anniversary of the original 1969 "summer of love" has ATMs, Pepsi, and '90s prices: $135 tickets and $4 hamburgers. After happily grooving to everything from Bob Dylan to Nine Inch Nails, 350,000 fans depart peacefully.

Singer Sheryl Crow hits paydirt with her debut album, Tuesday Night Music Club with the seedy-but-upbeat sounds of "Leaving Las Vegas" and "All I Want to Do."

Singer Vince Gill makes country music history by winning the Country Music Association's award for top male vocalist four years in a row. The CMA also awards him 1994 Entertainer of the Year.
Nominated for best female vocalist, country singer Mary Chapin Carpenter croons at the Country Music Awards ceremony, but loses to Pam Tillis. Carpenter’s album "Stones in the Road" tops the country charts.

It’s a year of hits for buzz band, Gin Blossoms. Their top-selling album "New Miserable Experience," covers "Hey Jealousy," "Found Out About You," and "Until I Fall Away."

Hailed as the crown prince of reggae, Buju Banton’s album, "Buju Banton: Voice of Jamaica," pumps the party with "Outta Hand" and major hit "Feel the Pain," both on their latest album "Without a Sound."
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Rappers with a self-reliant attitude, Salt-N-Pepa keep their MTV Music Award with "Shoop" and "Whatta Man" which wins them, along with En Vogue, an MTV Music Award.

Dismissed as kiddie artists, three 12-year-old rappers who go by the name of Immature, get a new sound. Album "Playtime Is Over" and hits "Never Lie" and "Constantly" pump them up to stardom.

Irish rock foursome, the Cranberries, tour the United States playing the sad, pretty melodies from their second hit album, "No Need to Argue."

The rock-spectacle Rolling Stones tour, named after their album "Voodoo Lounge," combines a light show, computer animation, video blowups, and gigantic inflatable props. Millions watch the Stones prance through their classic and current hits like "Love Is Strong." "Voodoo Lounge becomes the highest grossing tour in history with $115 million in ticket sales.

The Canadian band Cowboy Junkies, whose big hit this year is "Sweet James," sings of isolation and despair on their latest album "Pale Sun/Crescent Moon."

EMI Records releases Live at the BBC a two-disc set of radio concerts recorded by the Beatles in the early '60s. "Free as a Bird," an original unfinished track by the late John Lennon, is finished, mixed with the live voices of Paul, George, and Ringo, and included in the set.

Irish rock foursome, the Cranberries, tour the United States playing the sad, pretty melodies from their second hit album, "No Need to Argue."

Rapper Snoop Doggy Dogg’s performance makes the movie soundtrack Above the Rim a best-seller. His video "It’s a Doggy Dogg World," which reunites all the '70s black exploitation film stars, wins an MTV Music Award.

The Benedictine Monks of Santo Domingo de Silos release their CD, Chant. Heavy rotation on MTV turns the collection of ancient Gregorian chants into an unexpected best-seller.

Hit single "Cryin" wins MTV’s Video of the Year award for singer Steven Tyler and metal band Aerosmith, who ride a wave of success and release their new album "Big Ones."
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She was a pro at 13, a millionaire at 14, and out of the game at 17. After getting booked on charges of marijuana possession, tennis star Jennifer Capralli enters a drug rehab program and makes a comeback in autumn where she plays well but loses her first-round match.

The National Hockey League plays only 48 of the 82 games in the season this year due to a lockout. Following baseball’s example, hockey owners put salary caps on their players, who strike but lose out to the owner’s rule.

Track and field star Wilma Rudolph dies at the age of 54. The 20th of 22 children, she overcame polio, scarlet fever, and pneumonia to become a basketball star at 13, an Olympic bronze medalist at 16, and a winner of three gold medals in the 1960 Rome Olympics.

Whenever the Magic, led by 7’1” 300-pound Shaquille O’Neal, score 110 points, the Orlando McDonald’s restaurants redeem home game tickets for a free Big Mac. With the team selling out all 16,000 seats, the Golden Arches supply a massive Mac attack, consoling fans for the lack of a playoff victory.

The high rate of early burnout in women’s pro tennis from media pressure, trainers, and sponsors causes the parents of Venus Williams, 14, to delay her pro debut.

Pitchman George Foreman, 45, wearing the same red trunks he sported when he fought Muhammad Ali 20 years earlier, wins the world’s heavyweight boxing title from Michael Moorer with a 10th round knockout.

Pete Sampras defeats Goran Ivanisevic in the men’s singles final at Wimbledon in July 1994, for his second straight Wimbledon title. In January, pressure of defending the title causes him to break down in tears at the 1995 Australian Open.

H having already announced her retirement from singles tennis, nine-time Wimbledon champion Martina Navratilova waves good-bye to an emotional crowd, after losing to Conchita Martinez in her last Wimbledon match.
On June 14, the New York Rangers defeat the Vancouver Canucks 3 to 2 in the seventh game of the Stanley Cup play-offs, winning the coveted hockey cup for the first time in 54 years.

In Super Bowl XXIX in Miami, the San Francisco 49ers beat the San Diego Chargers 49-26, in their record-breaking fifth Super Bowl win. Quarterback Steve Young passes for a record six touchdowns to win most valuable player.

The Centennial Olympics will be in Atlanta, Georgia in 1996. The city will emphasize its multicultural aspects to honor athletes from around the world.

Dara Torres-Gowen becomes the first Olympic swimmer to model swimsuits in the Sports Illustrated annual swimsuit issue. Gold-medalist Torres-Gowen’s sporty looks break the “waifs and glamazons” mold dictated by fashion.

Tonya Harding, barred for life from organized skating for obstructing justice in the investigation of an assault on Nancy Kerrigan, is offered $2 million by the All Japan Women’s Pro Wrestling Association to wrestle as a baddie.

Fans are openly angry when a dispute between players and team owners over salary caps and other issues threatens to shut down baseball. A work stoppage begins on August 12, and no World Series is played for the first time since 1904.

World Cup soccer comes to the U.S. for the first time: 24 teams play 82 World Cup games in nine cities to 3,567,415 fans, culminating in a title match between Brazil and Italy. Earlier the U.S. upset Colombia, but lost to the Brazilian team, who went on to win the cup.

Basketball star Sheryl Swoopes leads the U.S. women’s basketball team to a gold medal at the Goodwill Games in Russia. Earlier she led Texas Tech to an NCAA title and signed an endorsement deal with Nike.

After 52 wins, four PPG Cup titles, and $10 million in earnings, Indy car champion Mario Andretti races for the final time in his 31-year career. The four-time Indianapolis 500 champion retires in October 1994.


Fans are openly angry when a dispute between players and team owners over salary caps and other issues threatens to shut down baseball. A work stoppage begins on August 12, and no World Series is played for the first time since 1904.
Supreme Court Justice Harry Blackmun, 85, who wrote the majority opinion in Roe v. Wade, the landmark 1973 case that guaranteed a woman’s legal right to abortion, announces his retirement from the court after 24 years.

The Charles and Diana fairy-tale-turned-sordid-soap continues: A German newspaper prints nude photos of Prince Charles; he publishes a confession saying he never loved his wife. Princess Diana is suspected of making crank phone calls; an old friend who claims to be her ex-lover hawks a trashy kiss-and-tell book.

Tabitha, the cat, spends 12 days and 32,000 miles in the baggage of a Tower Air 747 jet when she escapes her cat carrier and gets lost in the cargo hold. Tabitha makes television appearances after her rescue with her aspiring-actress owner. Tabitha lost two pounds during the ordeal, her owner lost six.

The Florida judge would not allow Paul Hill to use justifiable homicide as a defense in the shootings of Dr. John Britton and his bodyguard outside a Pensacola abortion clinic. Hill is found guilty of murder in the first degree.

Anna Paquin, 11, wins an Academy Award for her performance in The Piano. Says actor Gene Hackman, “I guess now you’ll have no trouble getting cast in your school play.”

Ronald Reagan, 83, announces he is in the early stages of Alzheimer’s disease, which will cause him to rely increasingly on wife Nancy. Doctors say the easy-going ex-president should be able to function normally for several more years.

Despite hurled obscenities and death threats, Shannon Faulkner, 19, battles the all-male Citadel for the right to become the first female cadet in the 152-year history of the state-supported South Carolina military school.

In Singapore, American teenager Michael Fay is convicted of vandalism and publicly caned four times by a martial arts master, despite pleas from his family and President Clinton.

Cartoonist Gary Larson announces that he will retire The Far Side, a feature that began in 1978 and has appeared in 1,500 newspapers.

Nelson Mandela, an international hero who won the Nobel Peace Prize, writes his story. Long Walk to Freedom: The Autobiography of Nelson Mandela covers the author’s 27 years as a political prisoner, his release, and black Africans struggle for freedom.

Sending a worthy message to pageant-watchers, Heather Whitestone, a deaf Alabama college junior who works with handicapped kids, is crowned 1994 Miss America by her predecessor Kimberly Aiken.

Applying his new fame to good works, actor Antonio Banderas, of Philadelphia and Interview With the Vampire, spends a week on a goodwill mission helping UNICEF draw attention to war-torn Somalia.

In about the most surprising event of the year, Michael Jackson weds Elvis’ daughter, Lisa Marie Presley in a secret ceremony, May 1994. Journalists wonder if the union isn’t a business arrangement or an attempt to polish Michael’s public image, tarnished by claims of child molestation.

Cruffy movie idol Johnny Depp and wispy model Kate Moss have a headline-making lovers quarantine. Depp is arrested for trashing the couple’s hotel room.

Model Cindy Crawford and actor Richard Gere, dubbed the world’s sexiest couple, announce their separation. Hollywood books Crawford for her first movie.